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Facing the steadily growing energy demand of our society, the development and establish-
ment of renewable energy sources and methods for energy storage is an urgent need. One
pathway is the use of sunlight for electricity generation, e.g. in solar cells. A possibility
of storing solar energy via conversion into chemical energy (solar fuels) is offered by
the generation of hydrogen via photoelectrochemical water splitting. The overall water
splitting reaction according to 2 H2O → O2 + 2 H2 involves the water oxidation half
reaction, respectively the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), 2 H2O + 4 h+ → O2 + 4 H+,
and the proton reduction half reaction involving hydrogen evolution, 4H+ + 4 e− → 2H2.
Apparently, the simplest way for realization is direct photocatalytic water splitting where
a sunlight absorbing material in contact with an aqueous electrolyte catalyzes both half
reactions via transferring the photo-generated electron and hole charge carriers to the
catalyst-electrolyte interface (see Fig. 1.1a). However, recombination of photo-excited
charge carriers within the photocatalyst and back reactions of the products during the
water splitting reaction sequence reduce the hydrogen production efficiency. Hence, it
is reasonable to spatially separate the half reactions and the photo-generated charge
carrier species. This can be realized in photoelectrochemical cells (PEC)(see e.g. [1]).
The simplest type of a PEC, schematically shown in Fig. 1.1b, consists of two electrodes
immersed in an aqueous electrolyte, a semiconducting photoanode (photocatalyst)
and a metal cathode, which are in electrical contact. Photons are absorbed by the
photoanode and electron-hole pairs are generated. The photo-generated hole charges are
transferred to the photoanode-electrolyte interface, where they drive the OER, while the
photo-generated electrons reduce the remaining protons at the metal cathode surface. In
general, the OER represents the rate determining half reaction which limits the overall
water splitting efficiency because it requires the transfer of four electron holes to the
water molecule. Accordingly, the optimization of the OER is in the focus of current
research. [2–5]
Solar driven OER involves several steps: i) the absorption of photons, ii) the transport
of the excited carriers to the electrode-electrolyte interface and iii) their transfer to the
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FIG. 1.1 a) Scheme of photocatalytic water splitting with a semiconducting photocatalyst. The
absorption of a photon of an energy which is larger than the band gap EG leads to the excitation of an
electron from the valence (VB) to conduction band (CB). The photo-generated electrons and holes are
transferred to the water molecules initiating the respective water splitting half reaction. b) Scheme of
a photoelectrochemical cell (PEC) with light absorbing semiconducting photoanode and metal cathode
including electrode band schemes and redox potentials of water oxidation and proton reduction half
reaction.
water molecule (or intermediate {O,H}-species) over an energy barrier which depends on
the electronic surface structure of the electrode material in its active state. Each of these
steps has to be studied and optimized for achieving high solar to hydrogen conversion
efficiencies. Furthermore, the stability of the electrode under working conditions is a
major issue since high endurance catalysts are desired for cost-effective and sustainable
utilization. Thus, the development of stable high-performance catalyst materials with
adequate optical properties for efficient solar light harvesting is in the focus of current
research.
During the past decades transition metal based ABO3 perovskite oxides (with the
transition metal occupying the B-site) have attracted scientific interest in the field of
solar energy conversion and hydrogen production via (photo)electrochemical water split-
ting. [2, 3, 6–8] They generally reveal a high thermodynamic stability compared to their
non-oxide counterparts. Furthermore, they offer a large playground for scientists because
of their high variability: Their fundamental atomic structure allows for combination of
various elements via A-site and B-site doping, while their basic lattice distances reveal
only weak dependence on the used elements. [9]
In particular, manganese based perovskites (B=̂Mn) represent an interesting material
class because of the multiple valence states of manganese, which provides high flexibility
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in the electronic surface structure of a manganite electrode. Furthermore, the analogy
to the natural oxygen evolution complex in the Photosystem II of plants and algae
suggests Mn-Ca-O compounds to be very promising electrode candidates for artificial
photosynthesis. [10–15]
The charge carriers in manganites reveal strong correlation effects, e.g. the interaction of
the charge carrier with the lattice results in the formation of polarons. Their interaction
leads to cooperative behavior of the polaron carriers manifesting in long-range charge,
orbital and/or magnetically ordered ground states. Due to their low transport mobilities,
polaronic charge carriers are often considered to be disadvantageous for photoelectro-
chemical performance. [16, 17] However, in the natural oxygen evolving Mn-Ca-O cluster
the charge transfer is accompanied by structural changes as well (see e.g. [18, 19]). This
suggests that the involvement of lattice dynamics at the electrode/electrolyte interface
and cooperative behavior of the charge carriers might also have a promoting effect on the
coupled 4-hole-transfer to the water molecules during OER. Although strong correlation
effects and concomitant features are well-known and frequently studied in manganites,
their impact on (photo)electrochemical OER activity and electrode stability is still an
open question and needs to be investigated and understood.
The polaron density in manganites can be tuned by A-site doping. Moreover, the nature
of the valence and conduction bands and accordingly the character of the polarons i.e.,
whether dominated by Mn 3d or O 2p electronic states, strongly depends on the doping
level1. [22, 23] This allows for a systematic study of the OER activity and electrode
stability in dependence of the electronic structure.
In various theoretical works the OER activities of different oxide and perovskite surfaces
have been estimated in terms of the potential energies required for the single steps of the
4-electron-transfer. [3,24,25] These works are based on the assumption of a defect-free and
invariant surface with the transition metal as the active site where water molecules and
intermediates are adsorbed. However, real electrode surfaces undergo structural and elec-
tronic modifications in the catalytically active state. [26] These modifications may either
be undesired degradation processes reducing the OER activity or forming processes which
transform the electrode into its active state. [27] For instance, oxygen vacancies generated
at the surface during OER activity may act as docking sites for water adsorption and
their generation and annihilation may be involved in the 4 electron-transfer. [28, 29]
This requires the respective structural and electronic flexibility of the electrode surface.
However, extensive changes in the oxygen stoichiometry (or likewise in the A- or B-
site stoichiometry) may also lead to degradation. The tendency to form oxygen vacan-
cies strongly depends on the electronic structure at the upper valence band edge (UVBE).
In situ studies of the electronic structure and defect chemistry at the electrode surface in
its active state offer a substantial benefit for a better understanding of electrode stability
and capability for OER.
1In literature, the properties of manganites are frequently discussed in the framework of a valence




In particular, analytical environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM)
studies are of great interest since they enable the atomic-scale observation of atomic
and electronic structure modifications at the electrode surface in contact with gaseous
electrolyte. The addition of sacrificial substances to the gaseous electrolyte even allows
for monitoring OER in the TEM via side reactions with the evolved oxygen. However, in
situ TEM studies also pose a challenge concerning the comparability with real working
electrochemical cells, e.g. the impact of the low-pressure gaseous electrolyte and the
electron beam on OER activity needs to be elucidated.
In the present thesis epitaxially grown thin film electrodes of narrow bandwidth calcium-
doped praseodymium-manganite Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO) for OER are investigated.
PCMO is chosen as a model system because of the strong electron-phonon interaction,
i.e., the charge carriers are small polarons. Thus, it allows to study the impact of strong
correlation effects on the photoelectrochemical performance.
This thesis focuses on the following elementary steps which are involved in the operation
of a PCMO electrode for OER: (i) The optical absorption behavior of small polarons in
PCMO is studied as a function of temperature and electronic structure by varying the
doping level (chapter 2, Phys. Rev. B, accepted (June 2015)). (ii) The electrochemical
OER at PCMO thin film electrodes in contact with water as a function of doping is inves-
tigated via conventional cyclovoltammetry and in situ ETEM studies in a gas mixture of
He/H2O/SiH4 (pH2O = 3 µbar) in chapter 3 [Adv. Funct. Mater. 22, 3378-3388 (2012)].
Here, monosilane SiH4 was used as a sacrificial substance for monitoring OER in TEM.
(iii) The role of the electron beam as a driving force for the reactions at PCMO(x = 0.32)
TEM samples is the main subject of chapter 4 [J. Phys. Chem. C 119, 5301-5310 (2015)].
Here, the comparability of conventional and in situ methods is addressed.
The combination of all elementary steps involved in a full photo-catalytic system was
outside the scope of this thesis.
1.2 Scientific Background
1.2.1 Properties of Pr1−xCaxMnO3
Ca-doped PrMnO3 is a perovskite manganite where the mismatch of the ionic radii2
provokes a tilting of the MnO6 octahedral units. This octahedral tilting leads to an
orthorhombic structure with doping dependent mean Mn-O-Mn bonding angles of
152-157◦ and lattice parameters of a = 5.3− 5.44 Å, b = 5.3− 5.62 Å, c = 7.5− 7.64 Å(in
Pbnm space group). [30] The Mn-O-Mn bonding angle strongly affects the orbital overlap
between the Mn-sites and the oxygen sites and, accordingly, has a considerable im-
pact on the electronic structure and the transport and magnetic properties of PCMO. [31]
The electronic structure near the Fermi energy is dominated by Mn 3d and O 2p hybrid
states. The octahedral Mn-O configuration leads to crystal-field splitting of the 5 Mn 3d
2The Goldschmidt tolerance factor is t ∼ 0.94 for PCMO x = 0.3.
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states into 3 t2g and 2 eg states. Due to strong Hunds coupling these states are occupied
in high-spin configuration, i.e. 3 t2g electrons and (1 − x) eg electrons with parallel spin
per MnO6-site. In undoped PrMnO3 the oxidation state of the Mn-sites is 3+ and each
MnO6 unit contains one eg electron. With Ca2+-doping x electron holes are accumulated
within the eg states leading to an increase of the average Mn oxidation state. In CaMnO3
(x = 1) the eg states are empty and the Mn oxidation state is 4+.
Owing to the Jahn-Teller (JT) effect the occupation one of the two eg orbitals results
in an octahedral distortion, i.e. an elongation along the axis of the occupied eg orbital
and a compression in direction of the unoccupied eg orbital. [32–36] The elongation
is accompanied by a reduction of the Coulomb repulsion between the Mn eg and the
O-ligand electron which provokes an additional splitting of the eg states (and to smaller
extent also of the t2g states). As the eg occupation is highest in undoped PrMnO3,
the JT effect is most pronounced for x = 0 resulting in a cooperative ordering of the
distorted octahedra (orbital ordering) as well as in the formation of an electronic band
gap of the order of 1-2 eV. The latter provokes an optical absorption band in the
VIS/NIR range (see e.g. [37,38]. The depletion of eg states via hole doping x weakens the
JT effect i.e, for x = 1 the distortion of the octahedra and the related eg splitting vanishes.
The JT effect represents an example for the strong electron-lattice correlation and
polaron formation governing the properties of PCMO and other perovskite manganite
compounds. A polaron is defined as a quasi-particle consisting of an electron coupled
with a cloud of phonons, i.e. the surrounding atoms are shifted from their equilibrium
positions. [39,40] In turn, the modification of the surrounding lattice generates a potential
well which reduces the electron transport mobilities in polaronic crystals. Depending on
the electron-lattice interaction range and coupling strength polarons are distinguished
in large and small polarons. If the interaction is long-range and the coupling is weak a
large polaron is formed, i.e. the lattice distortion extends over several lattice sites. In
contrary, the extension of the potential well of a small polaron, which forms as a result
of strong short-range electron-lattice interaction, is in the range or smaller than the
characteristic lattice spacing, i.e. the electron is trapped at a single lattice site. [40–43].
Whereas for large polarons the spread of the potential well allows for band-like transport
with metal-like ρ(T ) characteristics in a wide temperature range, small polarons move
incoherently at elevated temperatures from one localized site to another by thermally
activated hopping. [42,44]. Small polaron motion at low temperatures occurs via coherent
tunneling. In PCMO the charge carriers are small polarons with hopping conductivity in
a wide doping range. [45]
In manganites, the presence of strong polaron-polaron interactions gives rise to various
cooperative ordering effects and collective behavior based on the electronic, lattice and
spin degrees of freedom. The magnetic and electronic transport properties are correlated
due to superexchange and double exchange: (i) The super exchange describes the spin
dependent transfer of electrons between nearest-neighbor Mn sites with equal integer
valence state, e.g. the exchange of electrons in the lower JT split eg orbitals of a
Mn3+-Mn3+-pair. [46–48] It promotes antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling of neighboring
5
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Mn-sites (in a near 180◦ Mn-O-Mn bond), because the antiparallel spin configuration
enables the electron transfer between neighboring Mn-sites with equal electronic con-
figuration, i.e. both either unoccupied or occupied with one eg electron, respectively.
Such electron transfer is inhibited for parallel spin alignment because of Pauli exclusion
principle. Thus, the antiparallel next neighbor spin configuration leads to a gain of
kinetic energy which is proportional to the orbital overlap integral J .3 Notably, the
kinetic energy gain due to the super exchange between Mn3+ sites competes with the
enhanced on-site Coulomb energy U due to the twofold eg occupation of a Mn-site.
(ii) The double exchange predominantly concerns the intermediate hole doping range
because it describes the spin dependent electron transfer within a pair of neighboring
Mn-sites accommodating one eg electron, i.e. a Mn3+-Mn4+-pair4. [49–51] If the coupling
of the Mn-sites is ferromagnetic, the eg electron can hop between the Mn sites via electron
exchange with the enclosed O 2p orbital. This leads to a kinetic energy gain without the
expenditure of additional Coulomb energy U (as in the case of super exchange). Thus,
the double exchange promotes ferromagnetic spin coupling.
Based on the described exchange mechanisms the transport and magnetic properties are
correlated with each other. Since the electrons also interact with the crystal lattice, the
magnetic and electronic degrees of freedom are coupled with the structural and orbital
degrees of freedom. Accordingly, depending on the polaron density (doping level), the
tolerance factor, the orbital overlap integral J and the temperature various long-range
ordered or disordered phases with different crystalline symmetries, magnetic structures
and electronic properties are observed in doped manganite systems. For instance, in
manganites with large Mn-O-Mn bonding angles, i.e. large orbital overlap J , such as
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3, the double exchange provokes a ferromagnetic ground state phase with
metallic-like transport behavior. [52]
In contrast, PCMO reveals strong octahedral tilting and small orbital overlap J . The
phase diagram of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 is presented in Fig. 1.2a). It shows orbital ordering
(OO) in a wide temperature range at x < 0.28 and charge ordering (CO) at low temper-
atures for 0.28 < x < 0.9. [30, 53] The stability of a CO ground state in the intermediate
doping range can be understood in the framework of the double exchange mechanism
which suggests the maximum kinetic energy when two neighboring Mn-sites share one
eg electron, i.e. at half doping. Long-range magnetic ordering of these spin aligned
Mn-couples may be either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic due to superexchange. In
PCMO doping dependent ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering is observed at
low temperatures.5
3The super exchange may also provoke may also weak ferromagnetic coupling of Mn-sites depending on
the Mn-O-Mn bonding angle (e.g. a Mn-O-Mn 90◦ corner) and the involved eg orbitals. The preferred
ground state magnetic coupling type for the various structural Mn-O-Mn arrangements and orbital
occupation of the two JT split eg orbitals can be predicted with the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson
rules. [32]
4Note, hybridization with the 2p orbitals of the enclosed oxygen may weaken the 3+/4+ valence sepa-
ration in a mixed valent Mn-pair (see below).
5Notably, while there are many publications on hole doped PCMO (x ≤ 0.5) the Ca-rich compounds
are scarcely studied which might be due to the reduced thermodynamic stability of the CaMnO3
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FIG. 1.2 a) Phase diagram of PCMO according to Ref. [30] revealing orbital ordering below TOO
for x < 0.28 and charge ordering below TCO for 0.28 < x < 0.9 with different magnetic ordering
and electronic behavior like ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) and antiferromagnetic insulating (AFI). For
0.28 < x < 0.9 the thermal phase transition between charge ordering and and the disordered paramagnetic
semiconducting phase is smeared out over a wide temperature range where both phases coexist in spatially
separated domains. The temperature range of phase separation is indicated by the white dashed box.
The magnetic ordering in this doping range is CE-type antiferromagnetism below the Neel temperature
TN . b) Structural and electronic band scheme of the Jahn-Teller polaron (left) with mixed valent Mn
sites and an Mn eg dominated UVBE and of the Zener polaron (right) with equivalent Mn sites and an
UVBE formed by O 2p-eg hybrid states.
The emerging ground state phase is determined by a subtle balance of competing phases.
A perturbation of this balance by external stimuli such as electric or magnetic fields,
light and pressure can induce phase transitions between ordered and disordered phases
with pronounced changes in the charge carrier mobility. For instance, magnetic fields can
melt the CO phase in PCMO and induce a highly conductive phase with metallic-like
transport characteristics. [55] Furthermore, Fiebig et al. have shown that a laser pulse of
λ = 1000 nm can induce a huge resistance drop in biased PCMO single crystals which
persists until the electric field is switched off. [56]
A-site doping with Ca2+ offers the opportunity to control the atomic and electronic
structure of PCMO in terms of tuning the polaron density, the octahedral tilting, the
impact of the Jahn-Teller effect and the emerging ground state phases. [30] In addition,
the degree of O 2p and Mn 3d−eg orbital intermixing at the UVBE and, correspondingly,
the electronic states involved in the small polaron formation depend on the doping




classified as a charge-transfer insulator with an UVBE formed by O 2p states. [23]. Thus,
doping allows for systematic studies of the impact of atomic and electronic structure
modifications and, to some extent, for optimization of the properties of a PCMO-based
electrode for (photo)electrochemical water splitting.
In recent literature, two limiting pictures of small polarons are discussed for PCMO
(x = 0.3, 0.5) concerning the electronic character of the polaron or, respectively, the site
where the small polaron is localized (Fig. 1.2b): (i)The Jahn-Teller polaron is localized at
the Mn-site and hole doping leads to mixed valent Mn oxidation states, i.e. a coexistence
of JT-distorted Mn3+ and undistorted Mn4+ ions. This picture implies an ionic Mn-O
bonding, i.e. the O 2p states are fully occupied with 6 electrons and hole doping concerns
only the Mn 3d-eg states. Accordingly, this approach involves that the UVBE is formed
by Mn eg states without significant contribution of O 2p states [57–59]. (ii) A covalent
contribution to Mn-O bonding and the presence of O 2p states at the UVBE weakens
the effect of Mn valence separation or even annul it, if the UVBE is solely formed by O
2p states. This case describes the Zener polaron where the doped hole charge is located
in Mn-O-Mn dimers with ferromagnetically coupled Mn- sites of equivalent oxidation
state (3 + x)+. The Mn-O-Mn bond is flattened within these dimer which leads to an
enhanced overlap J of the Mn eg orbitals with the interjacent O 2p orbital benefiting the
double exchange. [60–63] The presence of Zener polaron dynamics in PCMO (x = 0.5) is
experimentally confirmed by Wu and and Jooss et al. [60, 64]
.
Polaron formation and JT splitting has also a considerable impact on the optical
properties of PCMO and other manganites. The optical excitation of polarons provokes
an optical absorption in the NIR/VIS photon energy range allowing for light harvesting
within the intensity maximum of the solar spectrum. The shape of the NIR/VIS ab-
sorption is characteristic for the polaron type. While small polaron absorption provokes
an absorption peak at ~ω ∼ 2EP (EP is the polaron formation energy), large polaron
optical absorption reveals a Drude-like feature in the IR range. [59] Photon-assisted
small polaron hopping is commonly considered in the framework of Holsteins two-site
model. [40, 65] This will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 2. Here, the selection
rules with respect to d− d - transitions provoking the NIR/VIS absorption in manganites
shall be shortly addressed:
Photons have an angular momentum. The absorption of a photon requires energy and
momentum conservation. In the classical approach this can be understood in terms of
an alternating electromagnetic field interacting with polarizable matter. The ac-field
can only interact with the matter by inducing an electric dipole moment, i.e. changing
the polarization in the matter. The probability of electronic transitions due to photon
absorption depends on the symmetry properties of the involved electronic wave functions.
This is described by the selection rules. While the electron spin must be conserved in
the electronic transitions the angular momentum transfer on photon absorption requires
a parity change between the initial and the final state. Parity conserving electronic
excitations due to absorption of dipole radiation are forbidden by the dipole selection rule
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(In centrosymmetric molecules, such as MnO6 octahedra, this is also called the Laporte
rule. [66]) In the quantum mechanical approach, an electronic transition is dipole-allowed
if the corresponding transition matrix element
∫
ψ∗i µ̂ ψf d~r does not vanish, i.e. the
integrand ψ∗i µ̂ ψf must have even symmetry. Since the transition momentum operator
µ̂ = q~r has odd symmetry, the wave functions of the initial and the final state ψi and ψf ,
respectively, must have different symmetries. [67,68] Thus, d−d transitions in octahedral
compounds involving just odd electronic wave functions such as transitions between JT
split states of eg symmetry, are formally forbidden. However, intersite transfer transitions
in crystals with reduced symmetry, e.g. by octahedral tilting, and/or the coupling to
phonon modes of even symmetry (which cancel the inversion center in the octahedral
units at least temporarily) weaken the rigor of the Laporte rule and d− d transitions are
visible in optical absorption spectra of manganites. Moreover, orbital intermixing with
the p-orbitals of the oxygen ligands or rather electronic transitions involving a charge
transfer between the Mn 3d orbitals and the O 2p ligand orbitals cancel the pure d− d -
like character. [69,70]
Due to its favorable optical absorption properties in combination with the opportunity
to control the structural and electronic properties by the doping level allowing for the
adjustment to the OER redox potentials, PCMO seems to be a promising candidate for
photocatalytic water splitting. The negative aspect of polaron formation in PCMO for
the OER concerning the reduced charge carrier mobility may to some extent be counter-
balanced by opportunity to induce phase transitions by external stimulation into phases
with higher transport mobilities. [55, 56], In addition, the coupling of lattice dynamics
to a photo-excited electronic state may lead to the formation of a metastable excited
polaron state with presumably enhanced the lifetime. Moreover, the benefit of coupled
electron-lattice dynamics is proven in the natural OER complex in the Photosystem II
where the change of oxidation state of the manganese ions in the Mn-O-Ca cluster accom-
panying proton release is coupled with a change of the Mn-O bond length (see e.g. [18,19]).
1.2.2 Perovskite Oxides for Oxygen Evolution Reaction
Photoelectrodes for efficient solar driven OER have to fulfill the following requirements:
(i) Semiconductor photoanodes with small band gaps < 2 eV are advantageous for
efficient harvesting of sunlight since the solar spectrum has maximum intensity in the
visible light range at ∼2.4 eV. Photoelectrodes like TiO2, WO3 and SrTiO3 which are
commonly used because of their high corrosion stability reveal band gaps of Eg > 3
eV. [71,72] Thus, their performance is limited by the optical absorption which is less than
10% of the sunlight. (ii) Photo-excited carriers with a long lifetime and high transport
mobilities are desired in order to achieve high transfer rates to the electrode/electrolyte
interface before they are trapped or recombined. (iii) The electronic structure of the
photoelectrode in its active state has to fit the respective redox potentials for enabling
the transfer of the excited carriers across the interface (see Fig. 1.1). For OER involving
the transfer of four excited hole carriers, this requires that the UVBE lies energetically
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below the water oxidation potential. The overall water splitting reaction requires a
thermodynamic potential energy of 4.92 eV which implies a minimum energy of 1.23
eV per hole transfer (in case of an ideal catalyst) and limits the band gap of the
photoelectrode to Eg > 1.23 eV. However, experiments as well as potential energy
calculations of the individual reaction steps of the OER cycle have shown that a certain
overpotential η is required for driving the OER. [3, 24,25]
The overpotential is defined by η = V −V0, i.e. the difference between the experimentally
observed potential V and the thermodynamically required potential V0. The overpotential
describes the kinetic inhibition of the OER, e.g. due to insufficient diffusion of electrolyte
reactants and products, retarded adsorption and electron transfer or formation of stable
intermediates. [73] Hence, the required overpotential η must be provided either by the
band gap of the photoelectrode or by an applied external electric potential.
The overpotential required for driving OER at a certain electrode surface is commonly
used as a measure of the electrode performance, i.e., low η are desired for efficient
OER. Typical values are η ∼ 0.4 eV for a current flow of j ∼1 mA/cm2 across the
electrode/electrolyte interface. Another quantity, which is frequently used to characterize
the OER activity, is the exchange current density j0. It describes the charge transfer
rates at the at the thermodynamic OER potential V0. High exchange currents constitute
high-performance electrodes for OER. Both quantities, η and j0, can be measured by
conventional cyclovoltammetry. A detailed description of this method can be found in [73].
For perovskite oxide electrodes in alkaline electrolyte (pH > 7) the B-site is usually con-
sidered as the active surface site for OER, where the adsorption of OH-molecules leads to
a reduction of symmetry breaking at the surface (see Fig 1.3a). On the basis of the redox-
active B-site, the 4-step OER cycle has been elucidated in several experimental and theo-
retical studies of different doped and undoped perovskite oxide electrodes.6 For instance,
early investigations by Bockris et al. in 1984 combine experimental cyclovoltammetry
with theoretical calculations of the potential energy of the individual reaction intermedi-
ates. [3] Recently, density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been performed in
order to analyze OER at well established oxide catalysts (RuO2, IrO2 and TiO2) by Ross-
meisl et al. [24] and perovskite oxide catalysts by Man et al. [25] The experimental work
by Suntivich et al. covers numerous doped and undoped perovskite compounds including
manganites. [2] The key objective of these studies is to identify a universal descriptor
allowing for prediction of the catalytic activity of a certain perovskite oxide electrode.
The individual reaction steps of the OER cycle involve the formation and subsequent
reactions of {O,H}-intermediates, which are bound to the B-site with different bonding
strengths. Accordingly, the energy barriers governing the individual reaction steps differ
from the average thermodynamic potential of 1.23 eV per hole transfer. The step with
the highest energy barrier (the rate-determining step) determines the required reaction
overpotential and the minimum band gap of the photoelectrode for OER.
6These works consider electrochemical OER where ground state hole carriers are transferred from the
conduction band (in solar driven OER, optically excited holes are transferred from the valence band)
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FIG. 1.3 a) Scheme of an OH adsorbate on a perovskite surface assuming the B-site as the redox-
active site. According to molecular orbital theory the bonding of an OH molecule to a surface B-site is
energetically favored because of the symmetry enhancement due to the recovery of the (bulk-like) BO6
octahedral configuration instead of a BO5 pyramidal surface configuration. b) Volcano-shaped trend of
the overpotential as an indicator for oxygen evolution activity taken from Ref. [2].
In the studies mentioned above a strong correlation between the strength of B-{O,H}
bond and the OER activity as well as the electrode stability has been observed. [2,3,24,25]
The OER activity as a function of the bonding strength between {O,H}-species and
the B-site exhibits a volcano-shaped curve: In case of weak B-O bonding the {O,H}-
adsorption and bonding to the surface is the rate-determining step. Concomitantly, the
thermodynamic stability of the perovskite lattice decreases with decreasing B-O-bond
strength and the electrode becomes susceptible to corrosion. [3] On the other hand,
too strong B-O bonding forms a barrier for subsequent reaction steps and hinders the
desorption of the product. On the basis of molecular orbital theory, Bockris et al. relate
the B-O bond strength to the occupation of anti-bonding d states, i.e. the higher the
occupation of anti-bonding states, the lower the bonding strength. Advancing the work
by Bockris et al., Suntivich et al. consider the enhanced influence of the 3d − eg states7
due to their σ-bonding to the oxygen anions. They found that the occupation of the eg
orbitals represents a universal descriptor for OER activity with highest activity at an eg
occupation close to unity (Fig. 1.3b).
In the OER reaction cycle proposed by Rossmeisl et al. and Man et al.
and adopted by Suntivich et al. the sequential formation of diverse B-
{O,H} intermediates involves changes of the oxidation state of the B-site, e.g.
B(m+1)+ − O2− + OH− → B(m)+ − OOH− + e−. [2, 24, 25] This requires the respective
flexibility of the electronic surface structure of the electrode without leading to electrode
degradation.
7Crystal field splitting in an octahedral metal-ligand configuration leads to a lift of degeneracy of the d
states and an electronic level splitting into π-type t2g and σ-type eg electronic orbitals.
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Although Bockris and Suntivich consider the surface B-ions as the active sites, they
recognize a correlation between the OER activity and the degree of covalency in the B-O
bond, i.e. a higher contribution of O 2p states to the UVBE enhances OER activity.
Recent results by Mueller et al. even reveal that oxygen anions are the active surface
sites for OER in many transition metal oxides. The authors suggest that oxygen vacancy
formation and incorporation play a key role for OER activity and electrode stability. [29]
1.2.3 In Situ Environmental Transmission Electron Microscopy
Studies of Electrodes for OER in their Active State
Ideally, catalysts for water splitting just mediate electron transfer between hydrogen and
oxygen species without being directly involved in the OER cycle. However, real electrodes
always undergo changes in their active state in terms of surface modifications of their
electronic and atomic structure or even chemical composition. These modifications may
either represent a forming process leading to surface activation or degradation leading
to a deactivation of the electrode. In order to obtain a better understanding of the
processes proceeding at the electrode surface during OER, in situ studies of the active
state on atomic scale are required.
Recent methodical development and improvement of electron microscopy techniques en-
able the investigation of electrodes in contact with water with atomic resolution: Gener-
ally, the spatial resolution of TEM is related to intrinsic imperfections of electron lenses,
e.g. spherical and chromatic aberrations. Aberration correction via utilization of CS-
image correctors improves spatial resolution at beam energies of 300 keV to 0.8 Å. [74–79]
Owing to the development of differential pumping systems (Fig. 1.4) the study of elec-
trodes in gaseous electrolytes with pressures up to several millibars while bearing up ultra
high vacuum at the electron source is possible in environmental transmission electron mi-
croscopes (ETEM). [80,81] ETEM with scanning capability in combination with electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and/or energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) al-
lows for investigating local chemical and electronic changes of electrode materials under
working conditions. [82,83] With Schottky-type field emission guns and the utilization of
monochromators an energy resolution of 0.18 eV can be achieved for EELS at electron
beam energies of 300 keV. Moreover, specifically designed TEM sample holders allow for
in situ investigation of specimens under optical, electrical or thermal stimulation. [84–89]
Additionally, the injection of sacrificial gas species into the gaseous electrolyte in the
ETEM enables the visualization of the studied chemical reaction, e.g. the monitoring of
OER via SiO2 growth from reaction of the evolved oxygen with sacrificial SiH4 presented
in the chapters 3 and 4.
However, along with the mentioned benefits in situ ETEM studies also imply a significant
challenge in terms of the comparability with conventional methods. First, high energy
electrons impinging a specimen may cause knock-on damage, i.e. atomic displacements
or even desorption of lattice atoms. The extent of knock-on damage is determined by
12
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FIG. 1.4 Scheme of a differentially pumped TEM with several apertures along the optical axis allowing
for maintaining a pressure gradient between the gun and the specimen chamber of up to 11 orders of
magnitude.
the balance of the excitation of atomic displacements and the respective relaxations.
It depends on the beam electron energy, flux and the thermodynamic stability of the
TEM specimen. [90, 91] Thus, its impact can be minimized under low energy and/or low
electron flux TEM conditions. PCMO turned out to be stable under 300 keV electron
exposure with electron fluxes up to 104 e/(Å2s) in high vacuum.
However, even at low electronic dose conditions the beam electrons interact with the spec-
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imen, transferring energy during inelastic scattering events, e.g. electron back-scattering,
plasmon and core level excitations, electron-hole pair generation, specimen heating,
Auger processes, ionization or, respectively, secondary electron emission. [92] Thus,
an understanding of the impact of the electron beam on the electrochemical behavior
of the electrode and the gaseous electrolyte is necessary: The emission of secondary,
Auger and core electrons from the specimen induces positive charges in the sample8. [93]
In insulating samples or samples which are not sufficiently connected to ground the
accumulation of positive charges induces a positive electric potential which is able to drive
electrochemical reactions in the ETEM. The quantification or even control of such beam
induced potentials is of high interest, but also a great challenge. A theoretical calculation
of the beam induced potential in a PCMO (x = 0.35) TEM specimen on the basis of the
secondary electron yield as well as a semi-experimental way to determine the potential
via off-axis electron holography combined with electrostatic modeling are given Chapter 4.
Moreover, the reaction kinetics is likely to be different under ETEM conditions in gaseous
electrolytes at pressures in the millibar range compared to conventional experiments in
liquid electrolytes. Although a thin layer of liquid water is likely to deposit on the surface
of the TEM specimen in water vapor environment, a significant pressure dependence of
the reaction rate is expected since, according to the Nernst equation, the electrode redox
potential depends on the concentration of gaseous {O,H}-species. [73]
8In thick specimens the absorption of beam electrons has to be considered as a source of negative charge
injection. This effect can be disregarded in thin specimens.
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ABSTRACT Small polaron optical properties are studied comprehensively in thin film samples
of the narrow bandwidth manganite Pr1−xCaxMnO3 by optical absorption spectroscopy as a function of
doping and temperature. A broad near infrared double-peak absorption band in the optical conductivity
spectra is observed and interpreted in the framework of photon-assisted small polaron intersite hopping
and on-site Jahn-Teller excitation. Application of quasiclassical small polaron theory to both transitions
allows an approximate determination of polaron specific parameters like the polaron binding energy, the
characteristic phonon energy as well as the Jahn-Teller splitting energy as a function of temperature
and doping. Based on electronic structure calculations, we consider the impact of the hybridization of
O 2p and Mn 3d electronic states on the Jahn-Teller splitting and the polaron properties. The interplay
between hopping and Jahn-Teller excitations is discussed in the alternative pictures of mixed valence
Mn3+/Mn4+ sites (Jahn-Teller polaron) and equivalent Mn(3+x)+ sites (Zener polaron). We give a
careful evaluation of the estimated polaron parameters and discuss the limitations of small polaron
quasiclassical theory for application to narrow bandwidth manganites.
2.1 Introduction
Polarons, i.e. quasi-particles composed by electronic charge carriers and phonons, are
a key transport feature in doped manganites. Many properties of manganites such
as hopping-like electric transport behavior, [94, 95] charge ordering, [60, 64] as well as
colossal resistance effects [55, 96, 97] involve polaronic effects. [98, 99] A polaron forms as
a consequence of a significant charge-lattice interaction, i.e. the electric charge carrier
distorts its surrounding lattice resulting in the formation of a potential well. In the case of
a small polaron this potential well localizes the charge carrier at a single lattice site. [43]
A large polaron forms if the lattice distortion spreads over several lattice sites. [40,42,100]
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Optical absorption spectroscopy in the near-infrared (NIR) region allows studying the
properties of polaron excitations. [59, 101–103] For example, Quijada et al. investigated
the temperature dependent optical properties of La2/3Ca1/3MnO3, La2/3Sr1/3MnO3
and Nd2/3Sr1/3MnO3 thin films. These compounds undergo a temperature driven
metal-insulator phase transition which is accompanied by a huge spectral weight transfer
in the NIR range. [59] The authors observed that phases with small polaron hopping
conductivity involve an absorption maximum at ~ωmax ≈ 1−2 eV. Phases with metal-like
conductivity reveal a Drude-like feature in the infrared range, which is interpreted in
the framework of large polaron transport. Similar trends in the cross over from small to
large polaron optical absorption are observed by Hartinger et al. [101]
Okimoto et al. presented temperature dependent optical conductivity spectra of low
bandwidth Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.4) single crystals up to photon energies of ~ω ≤ 1.2 eV
obtained from NIR reflectivity data. [20] Their data indicate a broad absorption feature
around ~ω ≈ 1 eV which was interpreted in terms of intersite d− d transfer transitions of
the charge carriers. Evidence for small polaron absorption in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.33)
is presented by Saucke et al. in pn manganite hetero-junctions. [104]
Commonly, the NIR optical conductivity of manganites are interpreted in the framework
of transition between Mn 3d states where O 2p states near the Fermi level are not con-
sidered. [20, 105] However, recent literature proves that O 2p states are involved in NIR
optical excitation. [69] Moreover, studies of the electronic structure of manganites reveal
a strong contribution of O 2p states to the upper valence band edge. [28,60,106–108]
Among the numerous studies on the optical properties of manganites, systematic studies
of the doping dependence are rare. [22] Moreover, despite the recognition that the NIR
absorption in manganites carries polaron signature, [59, 101] analytical expressions for
the optical conductivity of polarons provided by polaron theory, for instance in Ref. [109]
and [110], are rarely applied to experimental data. To our knowledge, the only works in
which polaron theory was used to fit optical spectra of manganites and extract polaron
properties are the Refs. [101, 102, 111] and [112]. However, a sNote that q denotes
the relative distortion of both sitesystematic study of the temperature and doping
dependence of polaron properties is not provided in these works.
In order to systematically study the temperature and doping dependent optical properties
of small polarons, which are formed out of a O 2p - Mn 3d (eg) hybrid band, we present
temperature dependent optical conductivity spectra as well as dc conductivity data of
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO) thin films in the doping range of 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.8. The polaronic
nature of the double peak excitation in the NIR is analyzed by quasiclassical small polaron
theory. This allows for the approximate determination of the temperature and doping
dependent polaron binding energy and the involved phonon energies. The observed double
peak structure is discussed and interpreted in the framework of intersite polaron hopping
transitions and on-site Jahn-Teller (JT) like excitations. Electronic structure calculations
are presented which allow for discussion of electronic band structure effects on polaron
excitation, in particular the effect of hybridization of oxygen 2p and manganese 3d states
at the upper valence band edge. We critically discuss the applicability of quasiclassical
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small polaron theory and derive conclusions on the coupled electron-lattice dynamics in
manganites which may initiate further time resolved experimental studies.
2.2 Experimental
Epitaxial PCMO thin films (x = 0− 0.8) were prepared by reactive ion-beam sputtering
on single crystalline (001)-oriented MgO-substrate. Sputter targets of the selected
compositions (x = 0, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.8) were fabricated by a solid state reaction from
stoichiometric mixtures of the dry Pr6O11, CaCO3, and Mn2O3 powders. Repeated
milling and calcining lead to pure perovskite phases as revealed by X-ray diffractometry
Finally, PCMO targets are cold-pressed and sintered in air at 1370 K for 48 h. The
ion-beam sputtering process is performed in a gas mixture of xenon as working gas and
oxygen as reactive gas with partial pressures of 10−4 mbar at a deposition temperature
of 750 ◦C. The thin film samples with the doping levels x = 0.2, 0.35 and 0.5 have been
post-annealed in air at temperatures of 800 ◦C (x = 0.35, 0.5) for 10 h and 1000 ◦C
(x = 0.2) for 1 - 2 h. The thin films have a thicknesses of t = 100 − 150 nm. All
samples with x < 0.8 reveal epitaxial growth with preferential (001)-orientation as
well as (110)-orientation due to twinning. In contrast, the sample with x = 0.8 shows
(112)-oriented growth on MgO under the same deposition conditions.
Temperature-dependent two-point resistance measurements are performed with a source
voltage of 1 V using a closed cycle compressed Helium cryostat. For colossal magne-
toresistance (CMR) measurements a Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS)
from Quantum Design is used. Field cooled resistance R(T ) is measured in an applied
magnetic field of B = 9 T. The subsequent R(T ) heating curve is measured in zero field.
Temperature-dependent optical absorption measurements were performed in a Cary
Varian 5e spectrometer with unpolarized light in a wavelength range of 250 - 3300 nm
at temperatures between T = 80 K and T = 300 K. To provide temperature control the
thin film samples were installed in an Oxford Fast track Microstat H2 gas flow cryogenic
system cooled with liquid nitrogen. The absorption of the MgO substrate was subtracted
via reference measurements of a blank substrate. The real part of the optical conductivity
is determined from the measured absorption coefficient α(ω) via σ(ω) = ε0c0α(ω) in the
limit of optically dense thin films t << c0/nω, where c0 is the light velocity and n the
refractive index. This approximation is particularly fulfilled in the NIR range.
We performed density-functional calculations [113, 114] with the projector augmented
wave method as implemented in the CP-PAW code package [http://www2.pt.tu-
clausthal.de/paw/]. [115] We used a local hybrid density functional, [116–118] where a
fraction of the exchange in the PBE functional is replaced by an explicit Fock term. [119]
The factors are 0.1 for Ca, Mn and O atoms and 0.15 for Pr. For the Mn d states this
amounts to a screened U -parameter of 2.3 eV and a screened J-parameter of 0.1 eV. In




2.3 Quasiclassical Theory of Small Polaron Hopping
The polaron state is commonly described by three coupling parameters α, λ, and γ which
compare the energy scales of the electron-phonon coupling energy g, the phonon vibra-







, λ ≡ EP
D
, and γ ≡ ~ω0
J
(2.1)
Small polarons are formed if the electron-phonon coupling energy g is larger than the
energy of the involved phonon mode ~ω0 and the polaron binding energy EP is larger
than the kinetic energy D of the electrons (2D denotes the electronic bandwidth),
i.e. λ ≥ 1. Both conditions are fulfilled in the low bandwidth manganite PCMO in
zero magnetic field. [55] The adiabaticity parameter γ indicates whether the coupled
electron-lattice dynamics is governed by the electron motion (adiabatic; γ → 0) or by
the lattice vibration (anti-adiabatic; γ →∞).
Small polaron motion is commonly discussed in the framework of the simple Holstein
two-site model (Fig. 2.1) which describes a single electron in a molecule consisting of
two equivalent lattice sites where the electron can hop between the two sites. In the
strong coupling limit γ > 1, the electron-lattice interaction leads to a reorganization of
the electronic energy levels and a lattice distortion at the occupied site. The distortion
is described by the configurational coordinate qi which characterizes the antisymmetric
relaxation of the two sites. It has the value -1 and +1 if the polaron is formed on the left
or right site, respectively. In the symmetric state (q1 = q2 ≡ 0), the electronic states on
the two sites are degenerate. A finite electronic overlap integral J > 0 between the two
sites lifts the degeneracy at q1 = q2 ≡ 0 by a splitting energy of 2J . For a 3-dimensional
crystal, the tight binding theory relates the overlap integral J and the electronic band
width 2D via J = D/Z. In an octahedral environment the number of nearest neighbor
sites is Z = 6.
Within the framework of the quasiclassical Holstein model, the polaron dynamics is ap-
proximated by a combination of quantum-mechanical electron dynamics and a classical
vibrational field. In the adiabatic limit, the temperature-dependent resistivity due to
thermally activated small polaron hopping is [103]




The activation energy EA is related to the polaron binding energy and the transfer
integral. [100]
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FIG. 2.1 Scheme of small polaron excitations presented in the framework of the two-site model in
the adiabatic limit using parabolic potential surfaces to visualize a Franck-Condon like excitation at
~ω ≈ 2EP and two relaxation channels, leading to either hopping transfer or on-site relaxation. At low
temperatures, the broadening of the electronic levels ∆ is determined by zero-point phonon fluctuations.
The potential energy of such two-site system is determined by the electronic energy gain Eel ∝ −g
∑
fiqi
(where fi denotes the occupation of site i,
∑
fi = 1) and the energy expended for the distortion of the
lattice Edist ∝ +~ω0
∑
q2i [Y. A. Firsov and E. K. Kudinov, Phys. Solid State 43, 447-457 (2001)]. Hence,
the potential energy at each site as a function of qi is described by parabolic potential curves depending





EP − J (2.3)
Figure 2.1 also illustrates the Franck-Condon-like (adiabatic) excitation of a bound
small polaron from its ground state. [65] The ground state is broadened due to phonon
fluctuations with the energy variance ∆. If the electronic overlap integral is small so that
D = Z · J << ∆ is fulfilled (Eq. 2.6), the optical excitation of a small polaron requires
twice the polaron binding energy EP . From the excited state the polaron may relax
to ground state either on-site or to a nearest neighbor site, resulting in a hopping transfer.
The quasiclassical theory on the basis of the Holstein model also provides analytical
expressions for the frequency-dependent intraband absorption of polarons. [40, 109, 110]
In the adiabatic regime, the real part of the frequency dependent optical conductivity of
noninteracting small polarons is given by [Eq. 29 in Ref. [109], see also Refs. [40,110,121]]











i.e., the absorption reveals a skewed Gaussian peak with a maximum at ~ωmax. The
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prefactor σ(0, T ) is the electrical dc-conductivity arising from phonon-assisted polaron
hopping motion. Eq. 2.4 requires that the width of the absorption peak is governed by
the phonon induced broadening ∆ of the involved energy levels,
∆2 = 8EPEvib (2.5)
i.e., the effect of the electronic bandwidth 2D is small (D << ∆). At zero-point temper-
ature the vibrational energy Evib corresponds to Evib = ~ω0/2. In the high temperature
regime (kT >> ~ω0) Evib is equal to the thermal energy, i.e. Evib = kT . A rough estimate
for PCMO based on ~ω0 = 40 − 70 meV [122, 123] and 2D ∼ 850 meV (Sec. 2.5) gives
0 << γ < 1, i.e. γ is near the adiabatic to antiadiabatic crossover and, thus, non-adiabatic
effects have to be considered.
However, dynamical mean field calculations (DMFT) for small polaron optical conductiv-
ity show that small polaron absorption gives rise to an absorption peak in the NIR with
an absorption maximum at [110]
~ωmax =
{




, for ∆ << D
(2.6)
as long as γ < 1. Thus, corrections due to finite bandwidth effects have to be taken into
account. In particular, EP as obtained from Eq. 2.4 corresponds to the lower limit of the
actual polaron binding energy.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Temperature Dependent Electrical Resistivity and Optical
Absorption
Figure 2.2 and 2.3 give a brief overview on the temperature and doping dependence of
the electrical and optical conductivity. The electrical resistance of the undoped PrMnO3
film is too high for a suitable measurement with our electrical setup. Therefore, only
ρ(T )-measurements for 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.8 are presented in Fig. 2.2a.
With increasing doping level the resistivity decreases. Moreover, the ρ(T )-trends are
consistent with thermally activated hopping polaron transport behavior (Eq. 2.2).
Since the activation barrier significantly changes with the onset of charge ordering and
accordingly with temperature, the apparent temperature dependent activation energy is
plotted in Fig. 2.2b. [55] The almost temperature independent behavior of EA(T ) for
T > 200 K and 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 is characteristic of thermal activated hopping of small
polarons.
The samples with x = 0.35 and x = 0.5 exhibit a pronounced CMR when a magnetic field
of B = 9 T is applied (see inset of Fig. 2.2a). As shown in Ref. [55], the occurrence of a
CMR and the presence of an ordering peak in the EA(T )-characteristics at T ∼ 170−200
K is an indication for the presence of the charge and orbital ordered (CO/OO) phase at
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temperatures T < 200 K in zero magnetic field. Note that the activation energies are
not very different for the hole-doped samples but significantly lower for the nominally
electron-doped sample with x = 0.8.
FIG. 2.2 a) Temperature dependent resistivity of PCMO 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.8 shows insulating behavior in
the whole temperature and doping range. The sample for x = 0.35 and x = 0.5 exhibit a pronounced
CMR (inset) at B = 9 T. b) The apparent activation energies calculated from resistivity via Eq. 2.2
within finite temperature intervals of 3 K. The almost temperature-independent apparent energy at
temperatures above 200 K gives the activation barrier in the paramagnetic charge-disordered state.
Figure 2.3 presents the real part of the optical conductivity σ(ω) at room temperature
and at T = 80 K for the PCMO films (x = 0− 0.8). For x = 0 we observe at least three
absorption bands in the measured photon energy range: One band (labeled (B)) with
small spectral weight centered at ~ωmax ≈ 2.5 eV and two bands (C) and (D) at ~ω > 4
eV, i.e. in the ultraviolet (UV) range. The feature (C) appears as a weak shoulder at
the low energy tail of the intense feature (D). In the doped PCMO samples (x ≥ 0) an
additional absorption band (A) appears in the NIR range. We denominate the features
(A) and (B) (blue curves in Fig. 2.3b-e) as NIR transitions and the features (C) and (D)
(red curves in Fig. 2.3) as UV transitions. With increasing doping level all absorption
features exhibit a pronounced shift to lower photon energies. Furthermore, the spectral
weight of the UV transitions seems to increase with doping level. For x = 0.8 the
absorbance is huge for photon energies 3.5eV < ~ω < 6 eV and out of the detector range.
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FIG. 2.3 Optical conductivity of PCMO films for increasing doping level from x = 0 (a) to x = 0.8
(e) measured at T = 300 K (solid black line) and T = 80 K (dashed black line). The red hatched curves
(peaks (C) and (D)) and blue hatched curves (peaks (A) and (B)) designate fit results from application
of small polaron theory Eq. 2.4 to peaks (A) and (B) an Lorentzian functions to peaks (C) and (D),
respectively. In the spectra b) - e) the sums of the fit curves are illustrated by the light-gray dashed lines.
Since the polaronic nature of charge carriers emerges predominantly in the low photon
energy range, we focus our investigations on the NIR transitions. However, for a reliable
analysis of these transitions we have to subtract the spectral weight arising from the
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FIG. 2.4 Temperature dependence of the optical conductivity for increasing doping level from x = 0
(a) to x = 0.8 (e) after subtraction of UV absorption bands. Temperature variations from 80 K to 300
K are indicated by arrows. The inset in a) shows the whole spectral range of the NIR feature for x = 0.
The additional marginal absorption at 0.8 eV may originate from defect states. This feature will not be
considered in the following discussion. Hatched Gaussian shaped areas represent the fit of peak (A) and
(B) at room temperature according to Eq. 2.4. The light-gray dashed line is the sum of the fit curves.
UV transitions which partly overlap the NIR features. For this purpose we fit Lorentz
oscillator functions to the bands (C) and (D) (see Fig. 2.3). Quantitative analysis of
the fit parameters derived from Lorentz fitting of the UV features has to be handled
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with care because further absorption bands at higher energies, i.e. above the measured
spectral range, may contribute to the spectral weight in the UV range. Thus, we restrict
our analysis and discussion of the UV absorption bands to a few qualitative arguments
in the Sec. 2.7 of this article.
Figure 2.4 shows the optical conductivity σ(ω) at various temperatures after subtraction
of the UV absorption bands. The temperature dependence of the NIR absorption is
negligible for x = 0. For x ≥ 0.2 we observe a slight transfer of spectral weight to
lower energies with increasing temperature. The transferred spectral weight increases
with increasing doping level which for x = 0.8 is embodied by a pronounced redshift of
the NIR absorption.
2.4.2 Application of the Quasiclassical Small Polaron Theory to
NIR Absorption Bands
As mentioned in the introduction, we assume that the NIR features correspond to
intraband and interband transitions of small polarons. Since both are expected to
be phonon-assisted and the fundamental nature and shape of polaron interband and
intraband transitions are very similar, [44, 124, 125] we use the quasiclassical model for
small polaron intraband absorption, i.e. Eq. 2.4, for the fitting of both NIR peaks.
The temperature dependence of the excitation energies, i.e. the photon energies of
the maximum absorption ~ωmax are illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Both peak positions
exhibit similar temperature trends, i.e. a decrease with increasing temperature and a
maximum at low temperatures (T ≈ 170 K), which seems to shift to lower temperatures
with increasing hole doping. Note that for the hole-doped samples ~ω(A)max ≈ 1/2 ~ω(B)max
at room temperature. We have, therefore, plotted ~ω(A)max(T ) and 1/2~ω(B)max(T ) in Fig. 2.5.
In the framework of the applied quasiclassical model (Eq. (2.4), the peak width ∆
of polaron absorption feature is related to the vibrational energy Evib of the involved
phonon mode (c.f. Eq. 2.5). The temperature dependence of Evib determined from
the fit results via Eq. 2.5 is depicted in Fig. 2.6 for both NIR absorption peaks. The
vibrational energies for hole doped PCMO (x ≤ 0.5) are roughly constant at temperatures
T < ΘD/2 ∼ 150 K, i.e. below half of the Debye temperature ΘD, and increase almost
linearly with temperature for T > ΘD/2. Some deviations from this simple behavior are
observed for x = 0.2 below 120 K. However, the most striking difference is the entirely
different temperature dependence observed for the sample with x = 0.8.
Figure 2.7 summarizes the doping dependence of the fitting parameters, i.e. the
excitation energy at room temperature (Fig. 2.7a), the low-temperature vibration energy
at 80 K (Fig. 2.7b) and the spectral weights at room temperature (Fig. 2.7c). Since
the applicability of the semi-classical model on the nominally electron doped sample
(x = 0.8) is questionable (see also Sec. 2.5.1), we have marked the fitting parameters of
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this sample by parentheses.
FIG. 2.5 Temperature dependence of the excitation energies ~ω(A)max(T ) (solid symbols) and
1/2 ~ω(B)max(T ) (open symbols). The error bars representing the fit error are included only if they are
larger than the symbol size.
For the sample with x = 0 we assign the absorption feature ranging from 1.5 eV to 4
eV (Fig. 2.4a) to the peak (B), i.e. we expect that transitions related to peak (A) are
absent (for justification, see Sec. 2.5.1). We, therefore, derive the spectral weight (SW )





σ(ω) dω and SW (A) = 0. Note that the doping dependence of the spectral
weights of both NIR features is very different, SW (B) exhibits a maximum at x = 0.35
whereas SW (A) increases with doping x.
FIG. 2.6 The vibrational energies E(A)vib (T ) (solid symbols) and E
(B)
vib (T ) (open symbols) as a function
of temperature for x = 0.2− 0.8 calculated via Eq. 2.5. The significance of the fitting results is reduced
for 0.8 because a substantial part of the absorption band (A) is outside the measured spectral range.
Especially, the fitting of the low temperature spectra of x = 0.8 yields large error bars because peak (A)
and (B) shift together hampering their separation in the fitting procedure.
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FIG. 2.7 Doping dependence of a) ~ω(A)max and 1/2 ~ω(B)max at room temperature and b) E(A)vib and E
(B)
vib
obtained via fitting feature (A) (solid symbols) and feature (B) (open symbols). The value of 1/2 ~ω(B)max
for x = 0 is deduced from the spectral center of gravity of the NIR band and the parameters for x = 0.8
are put in parentheses (see explanation in the text). c) Doping dependence of the spectral weights of
peak (A) (solid symbols) and (B) (open symbols) at room temperature. The black line and the blue
lines in c) represent theoretical doping dependencies according to ∼ x(1− x) and ∼ (1− x), respectively.
These relations will be considered in Sec. 2.5. The errors of the spectral weights are estimated by the
spectral weight of the respective peak fit which is outside the measured spectral range, i.e. the fit area
below the measurement threshold of 0.38 eV. In a), b) and c) the error bars are only shown if they exceed
the symbol size.
The onset energies E(A)onset and E
(B)
onset of peak (A) and (B) are extracted via linear extrap-
olation of the low energy shoulder of the fit curves according to Eq. 2.4. This is shown
exemplarily for x = 0.35 in Fig. 2.8a. In doped PCMO samples the onset energy of peak
(A) corresponds to the optical gap. The temperature dependence of the optical gap is
shown in Fig. 2.8b. For x = 0.2 an optical gap E(A)onset > 0 appears in the entire temper-
ature range and exhibits only a weak temperature dependence. For x ≥ 0.35 the optical
gap at room temperature is small or even disappears in case of x = 0.5 and x = 0.8.
Whereas an optical gap is absent in the whole temperature range for x = 0.8, it reveals a
strong temperature dependence in case of x = 0.35 and x = 0.5. For x = 0.5 we observe a
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gap opening at T ≈ 200 K. The onset energy E(B)onset of peak (B) at T = 80 K as a function
of doping level is shown in Fig. 2.8c. For x = 0 we obtain E(B)onset via linear regression in
the energy interval 1.6 eV ≥ ~ω ≥ 1.8 eV of the spectrum shown in Fig. 2.4a. Just as the
optical gap, the onset energy E(B)onset reveals a strong doping dependence, i.e. it drastically
decreases between x = 0 and x = 0.5 and slightly increases again for x = 0.8.
FIG. 2.8 a) Determination of the onset energies E(A)onset and E
(B)
onset via linear extrapolation of the
low energy shoulder of fit curves. b) E(A)onset as a function of temperature for x ≥ 0.2. c) The doping
dependence of E(B)onset at T = 80 K. Error bars are smaller than the symbol size.
2.5 Discussion
In the investigated doping and temperature range the optical absorption spectra of
PCMO reveal typical small polaron signature, i.e. peak-shaped NIR absorption bands
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and the absence of large polaron characteristics in terms of a Drude-like absorption
feature. [59,101] In addition, the resistivity reveals the typical properties of small polaron
mobility and, thus, the application of quasiclassical small polaron theory (Eq. 2.4)
in order to describe the NIR transitions seems to be reasonable. In accordance with
our results, Jung et al. find two absorption bands in the NIR range of polycrystalline
La1−xCaxMnO3 single crystals which they attribute to polaron hopping between Mn3+
and Mn4+ sites and on-site JT transitions at the Mn3+ sites. [22]
FIG. 2.9 Band structure PCMO for x = 0 (top), x = 0.5 (middle) and x = 1 (bottom) presented as
staple diagram. It reveals oxygen states (red areas) and manganese states (t2g - green and eg - yellow)
near the Fermi energy. The total DOS including Pr/Ca states is illustrated in black. The blue arrows
in the band structure for x = 0 (top) indicate the optical transitions associated with peak (B), (C) and
(D) (c.f. Fig. 2.3. We attribute the absorption peak (A) (see text) to intraband polaron hopping which
cannot be illustrated in the band structure scheme.
In order to identify the relevant transitions we have performed calculations of the
electronic structure for PCMO with x = 0, 0.5 and 1 (Fig. 2.9). A detailed description
of the electronic structure calculations will be presented in a forthcoming publication.
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Here, we will mainly focus on the main features with respect to the absorption spectra,
i.e., the band gaps, the Jahn-Teller (JT) splitting energies and the electronic band widths
of the valence band.
For x = 0 and 0.5 the upper valence band edge (UVBE) is dominated by O 2p − eg(↑)
hybrid states and the JT effect leads to a center-to-center splitting EJT of the majority
spin O 2p − eg(↑) hybrid band by EJT ≈ 2.1 eV (x = 0) and ≈ 1.7 eV (x = 0.5),
respectively. The band gaps amount to EG(x = 0) ≈ 1.6 eV and EG(x = 0.5) = 0.6 eV.
For CaMnO3 the band gap has charge transfer character with EG(x = 1) ≈ 1.8 eV. The
main results from electronic structure calculations and a comparison with the related
experimental values is summarized in Table 2.1 in Sec. 2.5.1.
According to the electronic structure calculations shown in Fig. 2.9 and the interpretation
by Jung et al. we assign the peak (B) to on-site transitions between JT-split O 2p− eg(↑)
hybrid bands and the peak (A) in the NIR range to the photon-assisted (intersite) hopping
of small polarons. UV transitions (C) and (D) are identified as transitions between non-
bonding O 2p states at about -1 eV in Fig. 2.9 and minority-spin t2g(↓) and eg(↓) states,
respectively (details in Sec. 2.7). These transitions are marked by the blue arrows in Fig.
2.9.
2.5.1 Quasiclassical Small Polaron Model for PCMO
Intraband Polaron Hopping
The assignment of peak (A) to photon-assisted small polaron hopping and the applica-
bility of quasiclassical small polaron theory can be examined by comparing the optically
and the thermally induced hopping. The prefactor σ(0, T ) in Eq. 2.4 deduced from the
absorption peak (A) and the measured dc-conductivities σel(T ) = 1/ρ(T ) (Fig. 2.2a) at
room temperature are presented in Fig. 2.10a. Both conductivities agree reasonably well
and reveal the same doping dependence.
Moreover, the transfer integral J can be calculated from the activation barrier EA and the
polaron binding energy EP = 1/2~ω(A)max according to Eq. 2.3. [40,100] However, in doped
manganites with their high charge carrier concentration the inter-site Coulomb repulsion




EP − EA + EC (2.7)
The estimated transfer integrals J of the order of 90 meV are shown in Fig. 2.10b. From
the electronic structure calculations we obtain band width of the O 2p− eg valence band
of 2D(x = 0) ∼ 1.1 eV and 2D(x = 0.5) ∼ 0.9 eV which corresponds to transfer integrals
J = D/Z ∼ 92 meV and 73 meV, respectively (see Table 2.1).
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The consistency of the thermal and the optical conductivities as well as the agreement of
experimental transfer integrals and electronic structure calculations apparently verify the
applicability of the small polaron fit model and the assignment of peak (A) to polaron
hopping.
In addition, the obtained vibrational energies E(A)vib (T ) basically reveal the expected
temperature trends, i.e. an almost temperature independent behavior characterized
by the zero-point phonon energy for T < ΘD/2 ∼ 150 K and a linear increase with a
slope of roughly kT at higher temperatures indicating thermal phonon broadening of
the polaron absorption bands. The deviation from this temperature trend for x = 0.2,
i.e. the decrease of E(A)vib (T ) at low temperature may be attributed to the presence of
the ferromagnetic insulating (FMI) phase at T < 180 K. [30] Moreover, the vibrational
energies governing small polaron hopping transfer at T = 80 K in hole doped PCMO
(x ≤ 0.5), E(A)vib = 1/2 ~ω
(A)
0 ∼ 18− 30 meV, are roughly consistent with a band of vibra-
tional Mn-O-Mn tilt modes found in the energy range of ~ω0 ∼ 30 − 50 meV in PCMO
at various doping levels. [20,122,123,126] These modes change the octahedral tilting an-
gle between nearest neighbor sites and, thus, may facilitate the inter-site hopping transfer.
FIG. 2.10 Doping dependence of a) σ(0, T ) gained from fitting the optical conductivity (black spheres)
and for comparison the dc-conductivity obtained via ρ(T ) measurement (open stars) and b) the transfer
integral J determined via Eq. 2.7. Error bars are included if they exceed the symbol size. For x = 0.8
the reliability of J (parenthesized) is questionable.
The spectral weight of polaron hopping transitions is assumed to follow the doping
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relation ∼ x(1 − x). [22] This theoretical doping trend is illustrated as the black
line in Fig. 2.7c. Polaron hopping depends on the number of occupied sites as well
as unoccupied sites to which the polaron can hop. Thus, SW (A) should reveal a
maximum at x = 0.5 where the probability to find an occupied site next to unoccupied
site is highest. For x = 0 polaron hopping is absent (in accordance with our above
made assumption that the peak (A) is absent) and the energetically lowest absorption
band is associated with the inter-band JT transition (B). For x ≤ 0.5 the spectral
weight SW (A) follows the expected trend. We attribute the deviation for x = 0.8 to
the failure of small polaron theory for fitting the electron doped system (see details below).
(a) Limitation of the small polaron theory for fitting peak (A) due to ordering effects.
The quasiclassical small polaron model (Eq. 2.4) is an effective single polaron model.
However, the model disregards cooperative/ long range order effects. The variety of or-
dered phases like CO, OO, AFM and FM which govern the PCMO phase diagram [30,127]
is not taken into account. Ordering effects have probably strong impact on the hopping
energy. For instance, we attribute the decrease of ~ω(A)max(T ) for x = 0.2 with decreasing
temperature below 180 K to the presence of a FMI phase appearing at low temperatures
in low doped PCMO samples. The ferromagnetic spin coupling in the FMI phase leads
to a decrease of the activation energy and accordingly the polaron binding energy (Eq.
2.6). [128,129]
The increase of ~ω(A)max(T ) with decreasing temperature for T > 180 K is presumably due
the emergence of CO/OO (Fig. 2.5). CO/OO ordering hinders the inter-site hopping
transfer because of an additional energy barrier due to Coulomb repulsion. This barrier
gives rise to a gap in the optical excitation spectrum in doping and temperature regimes
with CO/OO ordering (Fig. 2.8b). For x = 0.2 the persistence of the OO phase in
the entire temperature range of 80 K - 300 K leads to an optical gap of E(A)onset ∼ 400
meV with marginal temperature dependence. [30, 127] In the case of x ≥ 0.35 the
CO/OO-disordered phase transition manifests in the opening of an optical gap at
low temperatures.1 Since the CO/OO-disordered phase transition is of first order
accompanied by a phase separation, the change of the optical gap extends over a large
temperature range. [97, 98] Despite the strong temperature induced spectral weight
transfer in x = 0.8 no optical gap develops in this sample, although a transition to a CO
phase is expected for T < 200 K. Note that the optical gap opening temperatures differ
from the bulk charge ordering temperatures which amount to about 250 K for x = 0.35
and x = 0.5. [30, 127]
As a result of gap opening, the excitation energy ~ω(A)max for optical hopping pro-
cesses increases with emerging CO/OO ordering. This effect is not considered in the
small polaron theory. Hence, the determination of the polaron binding energy EP
from ~ω(A)max according to Eq. 2.6 yields enhanced values of EP in doping and tem-
perature regimes with CO/OO ordering compared to the effective polaron binding energy.
1Since negative values of the optical gap obtained via linear extrapolation of the low energy shoulder of
the hopping transition are physically impossible, these values were set to zero.
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(b) Limitation of the small polaron theory for fitting peak (A) due to non-adiabatic and
finite bandwidth effects.
Furthermore, the applicability of the small polaron fit model is restricted to adiabatic
hopping of polarons in the strong coupling regime when the peak width is determined by
the phonon induced broadening, i.e. it requires γ ≤ 1, λ > 1, D << ∆ (see Sec. 2.3).
We use the transfer integral deduced via Eq. 2.7 (Fig. 2.10b) for an estimate of γ and
λ. The range of 0.4 ≤ γ ≤ 0.6 derived for x ≤ 0.5 suggests that the polaron ground
state is formed within the adiabatic regime. However, we find D ≈ ∆. Thus, both
limiting cases for the determination of EP via Eq. 2.6 are not valid. The approximation
~ωmax = 2EP underestimates EP and thus the derived coupling parameters λ are too
small. For instance, λ = EP
6J
= 0.6 for PCMO (x = 0.35) is usually attributed to weak
coupling according to the γ − λ phase diagram provided by Fratini et al. [110] Using the
approximation ~ωmax = 2EP − D
2
2EP
in Eq. 2.4 and D ≈ 430 meV (Fig. 2.9), one yields
EP ≈ 470 meV and λ = EP6J ≈ 1.1 as an upper limit.
Furthermore, due to the underlying assumption D << ∆, the contribution of the
electronic band width 2D to the absorption peak width is disregarded in Eq. 2.4. Since
D ≈ ∆, we overestimate the energies of the involved phonon modes and consider them
only as order of magnitude estimates. With ~ω(A)0 ∼ 36 − 60 meV our results are of
about 20% larger than the energy of the Mn-O-Mn tilt modes found at 30 - 50 meV in
PCMO. [20,122,123,130]
Consequently, the adiabatic small polaron model Eq. 2.4 can be applied for yielding
approximate values of the polaron binding energy and phonon modes and their relative
changes as a function of temperature and doping. Polaron binding energies reported
in literature are of the same order as our results, e.g. for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 Yeh et al.
have found 0.35 eV. [131] The same polaron binding energy of 0.35 eV is reported by
Loshkareva et al. for oxygen deficient CaMnO3. [102]
For x = 0.8, the model Eq. 2.4 seemingly cannot be applied to the NIR absorption
features, because the optical conductivity does not show typical small polaron behav-
ior. In particular, the spectral weight of NIR transitions is shifted to very low photon
energies at room temperature. This pronounced temperature dependence resembles some-
how the small to large polaron crossover characteristics such as in La1−xCaxMnO3 and
La1−xSrxMnO3. [59, 101] Since also the temperature trends of E
(A)
vib (T ) are not consis-
tent with a phonon-assisted peak broadening which is proportional to kT for T > ΘD/2,
we conclude that the application of quasiclassical theory of small polaron absorption is
inappropriate for PCMO with x = 0.8.
Inter-Band On-Site Jahn-Teller Transitions
As mentioned before we use Eq. 2.4 also for fitting peak (B) identified as on-site JT
transitions, even though they are inter-band transitions whose excitation energy is
governed by band splitting. Our results for the excitation energy ~ω(B)max allow for an
estimate of the JT energy E0 which corresponds to the net energy gained by forming a
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local JT-like lattice distortion, i.e. the balance of the electronic energy gain −2E0 and
the energy +E0 expended for lattice deformation. [132]
Disregarding the impact of on-site Coulomb interaction U , the electronic band width
2D (strong coupling approximation for JT-polarons D < E0) and ordering effects on the
peak position of (B) we can get an estimate of the upper limit of E0 from the excitation
energy ~ω(B)max. The absorption maximum at ~ω(B)max is determined by the total electronic
energy difference between downshifted (−2E0) and upshifted (+2E0) JT split states and
we can determine E0 via E0 = ~ω(B)max/4.
In the case of undoped PrMnO3 the JT excitation energy ~ω(B)max amounts to
~ω(B)max(x = 0) ∼ 2.4 eV (Fig. 2.7a). This corresponds to a net JT energy gain of
E0(x = 0) ∼ 0.6 eV which is in good agreement with results obtained by other researchers
for LaMnO3 (E0 ∼ 0.5 eV). [106]
The shift of peak (B) to lower photon energies with increasing x (Fig. 2.7a) suggests that,
hole doping leads to a decrease of the JT splitting energy. For the doped PCMO samples
we obtain JT energies of E0 = 0.2− 0.4 eV which are comparable with literature results
of doped manganites. [131] For PCMO x = 0.4 Thomas et al. report E0 ≈ 0.1 − 0.3
eV. [133]
The pronounced decrease of the excitation energy of peak (B) from x = 0 to x = 0.2
may be influenced by the cooperative ordering of JT distorted octahedra (OO phase) at
room temperature. Note that in general, the JT energy tends to be slightly increased in
CO/OO ordered phases (see Fig. 2.5).
With values of E(B)vib = 1/2 ~ω
(B)
0 ∼ 50 − 60 meV the vibrational energies gained from
peak (B) for 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 are about 50% higher than the phonon energies of symmetric
JT stretching and breathing modes at ~ω0 = 71− 78 meV. [20,122,123,130] These modes
affect the Mn-O bond length and, thus, on-site transitions between JT split states.
We attribute the deviation to an overestimation of the vibrational energy by the small
polaron fit model (Eq. 2.4 and 2.5) due to the disregard of the impact of the electronic
bandwidth 2D. Moreover, the values for the vibrational energies involved in the inter-
band may suffer an enhanced impact of electronic bandwidth effects because the width
of both, the occupied as well as the unoccupied JT band, affect the broadening of peak (B).
However, for x = 0.8 the application of the small polaron model (Eq. 2.4) yields
characteristic phonon energies for peak (B) of the order of ~ω0 = 2E(B)vib ∼ 200 meV
(see Fig. 2.6d) which are significantly higher than the typical phonon energies of 30-80
meV observed in manganites. Obviously, Eq. 2.4 cannot be applied meaningfully to fit
JT inter-band transitions in electron doped PCMO, because JT splitting is drastically
reduced in this highly Ca-doped systems or even absent. Furthermore, the strong spectral
weight increase of peak (B) with decreasing temperature (Fig. 2.4e) cannot be explained
in the framework of JT transitions.
In order to compare the experimental fit results with related parameters obtained from
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the electronic structure calculations, we summarize the JT excitation and onset energies,
the electronic overlap integrals and the band gaps in Table 2.1.
The onset energies E(B)onset for on-site JT transitions are correlated with the electronic band
gaps. For x = 0 the experimental low temperature onset energy E(B)onset(x = 0) ∼ 1.55 eV
nicely corresponds to the theoretical band gap EG(x = 0) = 1.6 eV (Fig. 2.9) whereas
for x = 0.5 the experimental result E(B)onset(x = 0.5) is smaller than the related theoretical
band gap. However, doping trends of the band gap and the JT onset energy are consistent,
i.e., both decrease with doping x (Fig. 2.8c) due to the decrease of JT the splitting energy
EJT .
The theoretical values of EJT roughly correspond to the photon excitation energies ~ω(B)max
consumed in on-site JT transitions (peak B). From electronic structure calculations, we
obtain EJT ≈ 2.1 eV (x = 0) and ≈ 1.7 eV (x = 0.5) (between the band centers) which
roughly matches the experimental values ~ω(B)max(x = 0) ∼ 2.4 eV and ~ω(B)max(x = 0.5) ∼ 1.3
eV (Fig. 2.7a).
x J(theo) J(exp)[T=300 K] EJT (theo) ~ω(B)max E(B)onset EG
0 0.092 - 2.1 2.4 1.55 1.6
0.2 - 0.093 - 1.6 0.51 -
0.35 - 0.111 - 1.5 0.44 -
0.5 0.073 0.107 1.7 1.4 0.37 0.6
0.8 - (0.096) - 1.2 0.48 -
1 - - - - - 1.8
TAB. 2.1 Comparison of electronic and polaronic parameters: experimental (for T = 80 K) and
DFT results for the transfer integrals J and the JT splitting energies ~ω(B)max and EJT , the experimental
onset energy of JT transitions E(B)onset and the fundamental band gap EG gained from band structure
calculations. The energies are given in units of eV.
In the framework of mixed valent JT-distorted Mn3+ and undistorted Mn4+ sites, the
spectral weight of on-site JT transitions SW (B) is assumed to decrease with hole doping x
because the depletion of eg electrons reduces the number of JT split states. Accordingly,
we expect a doping dependence as SW (B) ∼ (1−x) illustrated as the blue line in Fig. 2.7c.
[22] As shown in Fig. 2.7c, the obtained SW (B) follows the expected trend for x ≥ 0.35.
However, for x ≤ 0.2 our data deviate from the expected trend of SW (B) ∼ (1 − x)
and exhibit a converse behavior. This deviation suggests a doping induced change of the
transition matrix element governing the spectral weight of peak (B) which we suppose to
be due to doping dependent changes in the contribution of O 2p states to the UVBE as
well as changes in the octahedral tilt (see Sec. 2.8).
2.5.2 Impact of O 2p-Mn 3d Hybridization - Jahn-Teller and
Zener Polarons
In the literature, two alternative pictures of the nature of small polarons in hole-doped
PCMO are discussed: (i) the JT polaron describing the limiting case of a site-centered
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carrier location involving mixed valence states, Mn3+ and Mn4+. [59, 134] This limit
would apply if the valence band is dominated by Mn eg states. (ii) Zener-type polarons
forming dimers of almost equivalent Mn(3+x)+ sites, where the hole charge is located at
the connecting O− site. Such a dimer exhibits a flattened bonding angle. Zener polarons
may be relevant when the UVBE is dominated by O 2p states. [60,61,63,64] The presence
of static Zener-type polarons in the CO state of PCMO at x = 0.5 was confirmed by Wu
et al. via structural analysis of electron diffraction patterns. [64] For x = 0.3 see Ref. [55].
FIG. 2.11 Two alternative mechanisms leading to the double peak shape of σNIR and the relation
2EP = 1/2 ~ω(B)max for hole doped PCMO in the limiting pictures of mixed Mn valence states (left) and
equivalent Mn valence states (right): a) Electronic scheme of adiabatic JT on-site excitation representing
a d− d transition in the JT polaron picture (left). In the Zener polaron picture (right) the JT transition
may have p−d charge transfer character. Adiabatic hopping between Mn3+/Mn4+ sites in the JT polaron
picture and non-adiabatic hopping in the Zener polaron picture between equal Mn(3+x)+ sites involving
an Mn4+ transition state. b) Schematic lattice configuration and local electronic structure of the initial
and final states for JT polaron hopping (left) and Zener polaron hopping (right). Notably, the JT energy
in case of a Zener polaron (right) is reduced compared to the JT polaron (left).
Our results reveal that both, Zener and JT polaron dynamics is involved in hole doped
PCMO. This is first of all suggested by the band structure in Fig. 2.9: The valence band
in hole doped PCMO is JT split and simultaneously shows a strong contribution of O 2p
states. Consequently, the polaron ground state formed after switching on the electron
phonon-interaction carries an electronic structure which originates from JT split Mn
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3d− eg states as well as from the O 2p orbitals. Second, the agreement of the vibrational
energy E(A)vib of the phonon mode coupling to hopping transfer (peak (A)) with octahedral
tilt phonon modes for x ≤ 0.5 gives evidence that Zener polaron dynamics is involved in
the optically induced polaron hopping. [20,122,123,130]
Indeed, the obtained values for JT transitions 2E(B)vib are larger than the stretching and
breathing modes at ~ω0 = 71 − 78 meV. However, considering the limits of the small
polaron theory (Eq. 2.4) for fitting inter-band JT transitions (discussed in Sec. 2.5.1)
the vibrational energies associated with peak (B) are consistent with the assumption
that JT dynamics is involved in the on-site excitation (peak (B)) in hole doped PCMO.
A further indication for the relevance of JT as well as Zener polaron dynamics, is the
observation that hole doping in PCMO affects both, the number of JT split states as well
as the splitting energy (Fig. 2.7c and a). In the limiting case of mixed valence Mn3+,
Mn4+ (JT polaron), hole doping primarily reduces the number of JT split states, i.e.
SW (B) ∼ (1 − x) whereas the JT splitting energy ~ω(B)max(x) is expected to be constant
over a large doping range. In the other limit of equal Mn(3+x)+ valence states (Zener
polaron), hole doping decreases the splitting energy but the amount of split states is
independent of the doping level.
In the following, we discuss the observed correlation (~ω(A)max ∼ 1/2 ~ω(B)max) between the
polaron hopping (peak (A)) and on-site JT excitation (peak (B)) (see Fig. 2.7a) in
both alternative frameworks of JT and Zener polaron like ground states. Figure 2.11
schematically shows the relevant initial and final states during on-site JT excitation and
inter-site hopping transfer.
In the picture of mixed valence ground state with pure JT polarons (Fig. 2.11 left panel)
the correlation of the respective transition energies ~ω(A)max ∼ 1/2 ~ω(B)max (Fig. 2.7a) for
hole doped PCMO is easily understood in the adiabatic limit. Here, an electron of a JT
distorted Mn3+ site is excited into an undistorted next neighbor Mn4+ unit without JT
splitting. Accordingly, the optical induced hopping evolves at ~ω ≈ 2EP = 1/2 ~ω(B)max,
i.e. the electronic contribution of the polaron binding energy corresponds to the gain
in electronic energy due to JT distortion ~ω(B)max/2. The on-site excitation evolves at
~ω ≈ ~ω(B)max. In the non-adiabatic regime, hopping of site-centered JT polarons requires
less energy, i.e. ~ω(A)max < 1/2~ω(B)max because the JT distortion follows the transferred elec-
tron more or less immediately. This is contrary to our observation that ~ω(A)max ≥ 1/2~ω(B)max.
In the picture of equivalent Mn(3+x)+-Mn(3+x)+ nearest neighbor sites with intermediate
valence state, the hopping of hole states from one dimer to another involves initial and
final states split by the JT effect (Fig. 2.11 right panel). ~ω(B)max depends on the Mn
valence state and thus continuously decreases with increasing doping level as actually
revealed by Fig. 2.7a. This observation strongly supports the intermediate valence
scenario, depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2.11. Whether the transition state during
hopping transfer involves a configuration, where the hole polaron is located at the
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Mn-site and forms an Mn4+ intermediate, where the JT splitting is partially or totally
lifted, depends on the competition between electronic and structural dynamics. In
the Zener polaron picture an exact equality ~ω(A)max = 1/2 ~ω(B)max can be most easily
understood in the non-adiabatic regime, where the transition state of the hole may
involve a non JT split Mn4+ state (Fig. 2.11a right panel). In the adiabatic limit, the
slow response of the lattice on photo-induced electron hopping leads to ~ω(A)max < 1/2~ω(B)max.
However, the energies of the involved octahedral tilt (~ω0 ∼ 30− 50 meV) and JT modes
(~ω0 ∼ 71−78 meV) are in the same order of magnitude as the electronic overlap integral
J ∼ 70 − 100 meV (c.f. Table 2.1 in Sec. 2.5.1) and we expect that lattice deformation
and electron transfer evolve at the same time scales. Consequently, neither the adiabatic
nor the anti-adiabatic limit is fully valid. In perspective, time-resolved optical absorption
experiments on the femtosecond scale may give clarification on what time scale the lattice
responds the electronic excitation and to what extent adiabatic and non-adiabatic effects
has to be considered.
Furthermore, the energies of the JT breathing/stretching mode and the Zener-type
Mn-O-Mn tilt mode are in the same order of magnitude, i.e., both dynamics couple to
electronic excitations on similar time scales. [135] Thus, they cannot be independent from
each other and the potential landscape of the transition state determining the hopping
excitation energy ~ω(A)max is assumed to be very complex. In optically excited states, the
nature of the polaron, i.e., the coupling of the excited charge with phonon modes may
even change.
In addition to changes in the speed of charge and lattice dynamics, temperature de-
pendent deviations from the ~ω(A)max ∼ 1/2 ~ω(B)max relation may be caused by polaron or
magnetic order. For instance, CO/OO-ordering has an enhanced impact on optical inter-
site hopping whereas on-site JT transition in small polaron systems are less affected by
ordering effects. This leads to an increasing deviation from the observed room tempera-
ture relation ~ω(A)max ∼ 1/2 ~ω(B)max with decreasing temperature. For x = 0.2, the deviation
from ~ω(A)max ∼ 1/2 ~ω(B)max can be assigned to the OO-phase which persists in the entire
temperature range. [30,127]
2.6 Summary and Conclusions
In the present article, we have applied quasiclassical small polaron theory describing the
limiting case of the adiabatic strong coupling where the electronic level broadening is
governed by phonons to fit doping and temperature dependent NIR absorption spectra
of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.8) thin films. We retrieve the polaron
binding energy EP and the characteristic phonon energy ~ω0 coupling to the polaronic
state. The double peak shape of the NIR absorption band observed for all doping levels
x > 0 is interpreted as a result of optically induced inter-site polaron hopping and on-site
transitions between Jahn-Teller (JT) split states. The obtained JT splitting energy
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decreases with hole doping concentration as expected for an increasing Mn valence state
according to Mn(3+x)+ and thus supports the presence of an intermediate Mn valence
state in doped PCMO. The presence of nearly equal Mn(3+x)+ valence states in the
ground state is further proven by electronic structure calculations of the electronic band
structure which reveal a valence and conduction band formed by O 2p− eg hybrid states
which are split due to the JT effect for x = 0, 0.5, 1.
The application of quasiclassical small polaron theory to both types of phonon-assisted
transitions gives a number of interesting qualitative insights into the interplay of JT and
Zener polaron type of dynamics as well as rough quantitative estimates of key polaron
parameters. The obtained polaron binding energies are of the order of EP ∼ 300 − 450
meV and tend to decrease with increasing doping x. The estimated vibrational energies
coupling to the hopping transfer ~ω(A)0 ∼ 36 − 60 meV and on-site JT transitions
~ω(B)0 ∼ 100− 120 meV are significantly larger than the characteristic Mn-O-Mn tilt and
Mn-O stretching modes in PCMO, because the effect of a finite electronic bandwidth is
disregarded in the applied analytical approximation.
Combining temperature dependent dc-resistivity measurement which provide the de-
termination of the activation energy EA with optical absorption spectra allows for an
estimate of the electronic overlap integral J and the electronic band width 2D. The
obtained values J ∼ 100 meV are roughly consistent with the theoretical calculations
in Sec. 2.5. Absolute values for EP , E0, ~ω(A)0 and ~ω
(B)
0 need some corrections
because Pr1−xCaxMnO3 does not perfectly fulfill the adiabatic strong coupling limit
with phonon governed peak broadening. Finite band width and non-adiabatic effects
in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 result in an underestimation of EP and an overestimation of the
characteristic phonon energies.
Ordering effects like charge, orbital or magnetic ordering, which are not considered in the
quasiclassical small polaron model, has been found to affect the apparent polaron hopping
energy. Charge and orbital ordering can generate an additional barrier for next neighbor
polaron hopping and can lead to the opening of an optical gap whereas ferromagnetic
ordering in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.2) at low temperatures facilitates hopping transport
and may give rise to a decrease of the polaron binding energy EP .
Our experimental and theoretical work advances the current research on the optical prop-
erties of polarons by giving a systematic study of the temperature and doping dependence
of the polaron properties. Our results give evidence for the involvement of O 2p - Mn
3d− eg states in the polaron absorption and prove the relevance of Zener as well as Jahn-
Teller polaron dynamics in the NIR double peak absorption.
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2.7 APPENDIX I: Properties and Doping Trends of
UV-Transitions
On the basis of the presented electronic structure calculations (Fig. 2.9) the peaks (C)
and (D) in the UV range are identified as transitions from lower O 2p states (∼ 1 − 2
eV below the Fermi energy) into minority t2g and eg states of predominant 3d charac-
ter. Transitions with t2g final states (peak (C)) produce low spectral weight because t2g
orbitals are π-type and reveal a small orbital overlap with O 2p(σ, π) - orbitals. Thus,
the transfer integral governing σ, π ↔ π transitions is small. [69] Moreover, weak π − σ
type transitions into majority eg states may be involved at the low energy tail of the
UV-feature. In contrary, the spectral weight of peak (D) arising from transitions into
σ-type minority eg states which have large orbital overlap with O 2p(σ) orbitals is huge.
The redshift of the UV absorption bands with increasing hole concentration observed in
Fig. 2.3 reflects the trend in the theoretical results (Fig. 2.9) which is probably a conse-
quence of the decrease of Hunds coupling energy EH , on-site exchange interaction U and
JT splitting EJT accompanying the depletion of conduction electrons.
The temperature dependence of UV transitions is marginal in the measured temperature
and doping range. Only peak (C) exhibits weak temperature dependence, i.e. its inten-
sity increases with temperature which indicates that the optical transition O 2p → t2g
underlying peak (C) is phonon-assisted.
2.8 APPENDIX II: Optical Matrix Elements for
On-Site Jahn-Teller Transitions
We assume that the pronounced contribution of O 2p states to the UVBE and hybridiza-
tion with eg found in the electronic structure calculations may significantly affect the
optical matrix element governing on-site JT transitions. Optical d−d transitions in crys-
tals with octahedral symmetry are generally dipole forbidden and should provoke weak
intensity a factor 100-1000 smaller than intensities associated with spin and dipole allowed
O 2p-Mn 3d transfer transitions (UV-transitions, peak (C) and (D)). [69, 102] However,
this is experimentally not observed in our and also other optical absorption studies which
reveal rather high intensities for on-site JT transitions in manganites, i.e. even almost
comparable with the intensity of UV absorption differing by at most one order of mag-
nitude. [59, 69, 106, 111] The relevance of O 2p states at the UVBE in combination with
a coupling to symmetry lowering vibrational Mn-O-Mn tilt modes, which is the funda-
ment for the formation of Zener polarons, may enable dipole and spin allowed excitation
channels and can lead to pronounced absorption intensities of JT transitions in agreement
with experimental observations. Without coupling to phonon modes with u-symmetry,
the on-site JT transition remains parity forbidden even if O 2p states with u-symmetry
are contributing because the JT split occupied and unoccupied electronic bands have the
same symmetry. A possible scenario explaining the high intensity of JT transitions may be
a different coupling of the Mn-O-Mn tilt mode to an occupied compared to an unoccupied
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JT split O 2p-Mn eg state. This effect can also change the degree of O 2p contribution
to both JT split states. In this case, the on-site JT excitation has p − d charge-transfer
contribution which is dipole allowed.
We further assume that the optical matrix elements change with the hole concentration
due to a doping dependent lattice distortion [30] and O 2p - eg reorganization at the
UVBE which cannot be understood in the framework of rigid bands. [136] As a conse-
quence the spectral weight of on-site JT transition as a function of doping may deviate
from the simple relation ∼ (1 − x) which is just based on the electron depletion of rigid
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ABSTRACT Fundamental studies of catalysts based on man-
ganese oxide compounds are of high interest since they offer the
opportunity to study the role of variable valence state in the ac-
tive state during O2 evolution from H2O. This paper presents a
study of doping dependent O2 evolution electrocatalysis of Pr-
doped CaMnO3 via in situ environmental transmission electron
microscopy (ETEM) combined with ex situ cyclic voltamme-
try studies. ETEM studies of heterogeneous catalysis are a
challenge, since the reactions in the H2O vapor phase cannot
directly be observed. It is shown that the oxidation of silane
by free oxygen to solid SiO2−x can be used to monitor catalytic
oxygen evolution. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) as
well as the in situ X-ray absorption study of near edge structures
(XANES) in H2O vapor reveals that the Mn valence is decreased in the active state. Careful TEM analy-
sis of samples measured by ex situ cyclic voltammetry and an in situ bias-controlled ETEM study allows
us to distinguish between self-formation during oxygen evolution and corrosion at the Pr1−xCaxMnO3
-H2O interface. Including density functional theory (DFT) calculations, trends in O2 evolution activity
and defect chemistry in the active state can be correlated to doping induced changes of the electronic




Oxygen evolution catalysis still represents the bottleneck for electro- or photo-chemical
water splitting. Here, the outstanding problem is control of the multi-electron transfer
reaction in oxygen evolution from water, which requires the transfer of four holes for the
liberation of one molecule of oxygen. The hole transfer to H2O and the intermediates
formed during the oxidation process requires a minimum energy of ∆E0 = 1.23 eV per
carrier (superscript 0 indicates thermodynamic equilibrium value at standard conditions
if no other conditions are explicitly stated otherwise).
The hole transfer can only be performed at low overpotentials if the catalyst can adjust
the energy level of the donor states to the oxidation potential of H2O and all subsequent
transition states. [137] This requires a sufficiently complex atomic and electronic structure
in the active state without suffering corrosive decomposition. The recent studies of
structure and functionality of the CaMn4Ox - based oxygen evolution center in natural
photosynthesis [15, 138–141] have provided insights into the pathway how nature solved
the oxygen evolution challenge. The possibility that Mn-O compounds develop flexible
mixed Mn valence states which strongly influence the Mn-O bonding strength and the
charge transfer is believed to be crucial in the evolutionary selection of Mn sites for O2
evolution. [12] Although there is agreement about this general picture, many details such
as the detailed arrangement of mixed Mn valencies are not understood. [142]
Materials design of transition metal oxide catalysts relies heavily on the tailoring of
electronic band structure and band occupation in the equilibrium state of the catalysts,
in order to aim for optimum adjustments of the band edges to the oxidation potentials
(see e.g.) [9, 143,144].
Early mechanistic studies of perovskite oxides by Bockris and Otagawa suggested a
correlation of catalytic activity with bonding strength between the B-site transition
metal and oxygen due to occupation of anti-bonding d-states. [3] These trends have been
recently reanalyzed by systematic DFT studies. [24,25,145] Based on the assumption that
O2 evolution from H2O happens by a sequence of reaction intermediates H2O*→ HO*→
O* → HO2* → O2 (g) (* indicates bonding of an O atom to the active B-site), the main
conclusion is that the B-O bonding strength represents a universal descriptor for the
catalytic activity of O2 evolution. [146] This confirms the trends observed by Bockris and
Otagawa that the activity increases from LaCrO3 (d3, strong O* binding) over LaMnO3
(d4), LaFeO3 (d5), LaCoO3 (d6) to LaNiO3 (d7, weak O* binding). A recent study by
Suntivich et al. [2] demonstrates a volcano type relation between O2 evolution activity
and occupation of the anti-bonding Mn 3d − eg states for different B-site cations. This
correlation differs from the one emphasized earlier, namely that between activity and the
complete d-occupation on the Mn-ion. Placing the focus specifically onto the occupation
of the Mn eg states can be rationalized via the larger hopping integral along the σ -
anti-bond as compared to the π-bonding t2g states. However, despite the significant
progress in description of trends in the correlation between O2 activity and electronic
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structure of complex oxides, many effects remain elusive. In particular, the effects of
A-site doping on the band structure as well as the real non-equilibrium electronic and
atomic structure in the active state are not well understood.
Based on their rich electronic phase diagrams and inspired by the role of flexible Mn
valence in the natural oxygen evolution center, doped manganites AMnO3 are particu-
larly interesting model systems for fundamental studies of active states in O2 evolution.
A-site doping via hetero-valent substitutions can tune the charge carrier concentration
in the d-band between d4 (Mn3+) and d3 (Mn4+). For example, in Pr1−xCaxMnO3,
La1−xSrxMnO3 and La1−xCaxMnO3, mixed Mn valence states can appear at intermediate
doping [147] with a transition from overall p-doping at x < 0.5 to overall n-doping
at x > 0.5. Due to electronic and electron-lattice correlation effects, doping can
drastically alter the electronic band structure. Indeed, changes in A-site doping can
induce transitions between phases with different band structure and magnetic properties
sensitive to charge, orbital and polaron ordering. [52] At phase boundaries, such systems
are very sensitive to external fields which can e.g. induce colossal resistance effects in
electric fields. [60, 97] Furthermore, studies of the active state must take into account
the defect distribution and its evolution during the operation of the catalyst: Defects
such as oxygen vacancies change the surface atomic structure and doping. They can
thus affect the Mn-O bond strength during activity but also may induce catalyst corrosion.
Here, we present an explorative electrochemical study combined with in situ environmen-
tal TEM (ETEM) investigations of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.0− 1.0) as a manganite model
system for oxygen evolution catalysis with tunable Mn valence state. Our results give
insight into the effects of A-site substitution and oxygen vacancy formation on the active
state and the origin of electrode corrosion. High resolution ETEM based on aberration
image CS-correction is a relatively new method. High resolution imaging (e.g. [80]) and
observation of change of particle shape in gas has been demonstrated [81], but only a few
studies were published on in situ ETEM observations of catalytic processes. [148–150] The
influence of the electron beam on the catalyst is not well understood. Inelastic scattering
of electrons in the catalyst can induce atomic displacements (knock-on damage) as well
as electronic excitations (electron-hole pairs, secondary electron emission). A well known
consequence of secondary electron emission in semiconductors is the formation of a
positive electric potential. [151]
Combining different control experiments, in particular, application of an electric bias to
the catalyst during in situ ETEM experiments and during in situ X-ray absorption near
edge spectroscopy (XANES), we can develop insights into the effect of the electron beam
on catalytic activity. Furthermore, we discuss the interplay between atomic and electronic





3.2.1 Voltammetry Study of Oxygen Evolution and Electrode
Reduction
FIG. 3.1 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of single-crystalline Pr1−xCaxMnO3 thin films. (a) Current density
(j)-potential (U) curves for x = 0.5 and sweep rates from 2.5 mV/s to 20 mV/s. (b) CV for x = 0.8,
cycles 8-9 at 10mV/s, cycles 11-12 at 2.5 mV/s, cycles 19-21 at 5 mV/s (c) Correlation between j − U
curve and O2 mass signal at 2 mV/s for x = 0.5.
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We have performed systematic cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies of oxygen evolution
at Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO) thin film electrodes of different doping levels x. All
CV studies are performed at 400 nm thick crystalline PCMO film electrodes on
Pt/MgO with dominant [001] orientation. At all doping levels 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.8, oxygen evo-
lution is observed for a positive potential above E0 (H2O→ 1/2 O2) = 0.82 eV at pH = 7.
FIG. 3.2 (a) Exchange current density for oxygen evolution and (b) overpotential η for j = 1 µA/cm2
(circles) and j = 930 µA/cm2 (triangles) of PCMO thin film electrodes as a function of doping x. Black
symbols represent data of the second I − U - cycle while blue symbols show data of the seventh I − U -
cycle.
Figure 3.1 shows representative CV series measured at two different doping level x = 0.5
and x = 0.8, respectively. For x = 0.5, there is an additional reversible peak at E0 ≈ 1 eV
(Figure 3.1a). The relatively small separation between the anodic and cathodic current
peak, the strong sweep rate dependence as well as the weak dependence on the I−U -cycle
number (see Figure 3.2) indicate a reversible surface oxidation/reduction. As also con-
firmed by TEM inspection, the electrode is entirely stable at U = 1.43 V vers. SHE over
a period of 90 min (see supporting information Figure 3.9). In contrary, at x = 0.8, an
irreversible process centered at about +0.35 eV is observed (Figure 3.1b). It is associated
with high cathodic and even higher anodic current densities. Peak areas and separation
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significantly increase with cycle number and thus clearly outweighing the sweep rate
dependency. This indicates fast electrode corrosion related to diffusion controlled phase
transition. The chemical analysis of corroded electrodes by energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) reveals an A-site dissolution at the electrode surface which manifests
in the formation of an amorphous MnOx surface (see supporting information Figure 3.9d).
The exchange current density for oxygen evolution at thin film electrodes is of the order
of a few nA/cm2 and shows a doping dependence with a maximum of j0 ∼ 11 nA/cm2
at x = 0.32 (Figure 3.2a). The overpotential η required for O2 evolution approximately
agree to the values observed by other authors. [2, 3] For A-site doping, the overpotential
η exhibits a significant decrease from x = 0 to x = 0.32 and no significant trend for
higher doping (Figure 3.2b). The substitution x of Pr3+ by Ca2+ can be translated into
a Mn 3d − eg occupation which is presented in Figures 3.2a and b as well and will be
discussed in Section 3.3. For further details of electrochemical analysis, see supporting
information, i.e., Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.
3.2.2 In Situ Study of Activity via Environmental TEM
ETEM observation of catalytic activity of a material which catalyzes reactions in the
gas phase is difficult, because small changes of the chemical composition of the gas must
be monitored by mass spectroscopy. We found that the O2 evolution can be monitored
in the presence of small amounts of SiH4 to the H2O/He gas mixture. During oxygen
production, SiH4 is consumed and solid SiO2−x grows on top of the active crystalline
surface of the catalyst. As will be evidenced in detail in the following paragraphs, we
find that electron beam induced SiO2−x formation at crystalline PCMO edges in contact
with SiH4/H2O vapor is due to electrocatalytic O2 evolution, where the required positive
potential develops due to secondary electron emission. Thus, the growth rate of the
SiO2−x layer is a direct measure of catalytic activity for O2 evolution.
In high vacuum, PCMO (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) is fully stable against beam damage in electron
fluxes of more than 106 e/(Å2s). Figure 3.3a reveals a high-resolution TEM image of a
crystalline PCMO (x = 0.32) sample edge before injection of H2O vapor at [001] zone
axis. PCMO has space group Pbnm over the entire doping range which corresponds to
the charge disordered phase and has been confirmed by electron diffraction. In some
thin areas near the edge to the vacuum, the sample reveals a 2 x 2 superstructure, which
provides evidence for an oxygen deficiency and a related oxygen vacancy ordering.
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FIG. 3.3 ETEM study of crystalline PCMO x = 0.32 during electron and water exposure. (a) High-
resolution bright field TEM image acquired in high vacuum showing the pristine state of a grain at
[001] zone axis with the crystalline area fully extended to the edge. The inset shows a electron diffraction
pattern of the same area near [001] zone axis showing Pbnm Bragg reflections with a 2 x 2 superstructure.
The same section as in (a) is shown during an ETEM experiment in water vapor, where the growth of an
amorphous SiO2−x layer indicates oxygen evolution activity of the edge (b) 20 s and (c) 70 s after start
of the electron beam stimulation. The gray circle is a marker for a specific edge location. (d-f) Interplay
between catalysis and corrosion at another area of the same sample. (d) and (f) High-resolution TEM
images of a grain at [201] zone axis after 300 s and 310 s of electron beam exposure in water vapor and
resulting SiO2−x coverage. (e) Intensity modulation along the same line depicted in (d) and (f). The
first atomic column of this line is labeled as "‘1"’. The distance between atomic columns along the lines
corresponds roughly to half of the b lattice constant (0.285 nm). The change from a periodical to a more
or less statistical oscillation indicates the crossover from well-crystalline PCMO to corroded amorphous
PCMO followed by SiO2−x, respectively.
After injecting the H2O/He mixture with H2O partial pressure of ∼ 0.013 mbar into
the sample chamber, the sample is equilibrated for 30 min in the gas without electron
exposure to account for thermal drift induced by convective cooling. Electron beam
illumination of a crystalline PCMO sample area with 104 e/(Å2s) induces immediate
growth of an amorphous SiO2−x layer at crystalline edges (Figure 3.3b,c, see movie
M1 in the supporting material). Simultaneously, the 2 x 2 superstructure gets more
pronounced and is extended over a much wider area. The thickness of the SiO2−x layer
rapidly increases within minutes to several nanometers (Figure 3 b-c). Above a thickness
of ∼ 10 nm, the growth rate drastically slows down. A subsequent analysis of this layer
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by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) as well as by EDX clearly indicates that
the layer consists of SiO2−x formed by oxidation of gaseous SiH4. The SiO2−x growth
is observed all over the electron irradiated crystalline PCMO regions including the top
and bottom surfaces. However, the spatial distribution within the irradiated region is in-
homogeneous most likely due to surface topology and its impact on the SiO2−x nucleation.
FIG. 3.4 Change of the Mn L-edges in the active state of PCMO x = 0.32 revealed by in situ ETEM
(a) and in situ XANES (b) experiments.(a) Core loss EELS spectra after Hartree-Slater background
subtraction before and after electrocatalytic O2 evolution. Both spectra are acquired in high vacuum
mode before switching to and after switching back from ETEM operation mode and stimulating the
sample in 0.013 mbar H2O vapor with 104 e/(Å2s). The L3/L2 ratio increases from 2.5 to 4.8. (b) In situ
XANES study of two PCMO films s1 and s2 with x = 0.32 in UHV and in contact with H2O vapor at
different positive bias. The increase of intensity at the L3 edges at about 640.3 eV indicates an increasing
fraction of Mn2+. [152]
The SiO2−x formation can entirely be suppressed by reducing the electron exposure below
103 e/(Å2s) and was neither observed by illumination of the Cu grid nor at amorphous
PCMO edges for any intensity of illumination. A control experiment at an amorphous
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edge of the same grain as shown in Figure 3.3 is presented in the supporting information
(Figure 3.11). Therefore, oxidation of SiH4 takes place only on top of regions with
crystalline PCMO, while regions with amorphous PCMO remain inert. This rules out
that SiH4 is directly oxidized by a direct reaction with H2O vapor and suggests that
SiO2−x growth can be used as an indicator for local O2 evolution activity of the catalyst
material (see also supporting information Figure 3.15).
In its active state during O2 evolution, PCMO undergoes structural and electronic
changes which have been studied via EELS in the ETEM and via in situ XANES in
water vapor (see Figure 3.4 ). Changes in electronic structure are visible in the Mn core
loss spectra which are acquired by EELS at distances between 3 nm and 30 nm from the
interface to SiO2−x . The peak ratio of the Mn-L3 and Mn-L2 lines is used to calculate
the Mn valence (see supporting information for details). In the ETEM experiment
(Figure 3.4a), the L3/L2 peak ratio increases from the virgin state in high vacuum to the
state measured directly after performing active O2 evolution in H2O vapor and switching
back to high vacuum mode. The increase of the L3/L2 peak ratio is measured all over
the electron-beam exposed area and indicates a reduction of the Mn mean valence from
+3.2 ± 0.7 (virgin state) to values around +2.0 ± 0.9 (post mortem analysis of active
state). The measured Mn valence in the virgin state corresponds to the valence of + 3.3
which is expected from the hole doping at x = 0.32.
A mean valence close to 2+ without changes in the cation composition corresponds to the
formation of Mn2+ in electron-doped Pr0.68Ca0.32MnO3−δ with δ ≈ 0.5 during catalytic
activity. The transition to the Brownmillerite phase via progressive oxygen vacancy cre-
ation and ordering in the major part of the stimulated area is also supported by increase
of area with 2 x 2 superstructure. In order to rule out that oxygen vacancy formation is
mainly due to the effect of high energy electrons in the ETEM, XANES measurements of
the change of the Mn L3/L2 edges of PCMO films (x = 0.32) in contact with H2O vapor
were performed. In addition, the change of the Mn L-edge in contact with H2O vapor and
under application of a positive bias is monitored (Figure 3.4b). The shift from 641.9 eV to
a lower excitation energy of 640.3 eV confirms the decrease of Mn valence state through
an increase of the fraction of the Mn2+ species. Although the excitation conditions are
very different, the same trend in Mn valence change is observed via both in situ methods,
where the electrodes are in contact with H2O vapor. It is most likely that the observed
Mn valence decrease is an intrinsic feature of the active state of PCMO at x = 0.32. The
formed phase which is similar to oxygen deficient Brownmillerite is quite stable in the
active state and can be well separated from corrosion process.
3.2.3 In Situ Study of Catalyst Corrosion Via Environmental TEM
The combination of electron beam exposure at 104 e/(Å2s) and water environment
causes corrosive degradation of PCMO at the interface to SiO2−x which is rather slow
for x = 0.32 and fast for x ≥ 0.75. Dynamic observations are shown in the supporting
information (movies M2 for x = 0.32 and M3 for x = 0.95). Analyzing the time
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evolution of a row of atomic columns (Figure 3.4d-f), the periodic oscillations which
indicates well-crystalline PCMO (x = 0.32) are reduced by two atomic columns in 10
s via amorphization. Notably, the growth of the SiO2−x layer is ∼ 10 nm/min, much
higher than the interface recession of ∼ 1.8 nm/min. The ratio of the rates of SiO2−x
formation to PCMO degradation indicates catalytic turnover numbers of about 10 under
the specified ETEM conditions. Thus, reduction of the PCMO (x = 0.32) is not a main
source of oxygen for SiO2−x formation.
FIG. 3.5 Corrosive behavior of PCMO x = 0.95 bulk exposed to H2O vapor during stimulation with
300 kV electrons. (a) Bright field TEM image before gas injection shows a crystalline sample edge
in the [-110] zone axis. The corresponding diffraction image (d) reveals Pbnm structure. Bright field
TEM image (b) and annular dark field STEM image (35-70 mrad collection angle) (c) of the same area
after exposure with 2 min electron flux of 104 e/(Å2s) in 0.013 mbar H2O. A pronounced corrosion due
to recrystallization and subsequent amorphization is observed. Unreacted and amorphous regions are
separated by recrystallized domains. Only one small nucleus of SiO2−x is observed (white circle). (e)
The diffraction pattern of the recrystallized domains reveals a crystal symmetry inconsistent with the
initial Pbnm symmetry and is most likely Mn rich cubic phase. The observation that the recrystallized
region exhibits a unique crystal orientation and symmetry with broadened peaks combined with the
strong inhomogeneity of contrast in the STEM images indicates an initiating chemical decomposition.
(f) The diffraction pattern of the amorphous regions.
In strong contrast, non-doped PrMnO3 and PCMO electrodes with high Ca concentration
(x = 0.8, 0.95 and 1) undergo drastic corrosion processes in ETEM experiments at the
same H2O partial pressure and electron flux. As a typical example, Figure 3.5 shows
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the results for x = 0.95. Crystalline edges remain completely stable under electron
irradiation of more than 106 e/(Å2s) in high vacuum (Figure 3.5a). Exposure to water
with partial pressure of ∼ 0.013 mbar under an electron flux of 104 e/(Å2s) causes first
re-crystallization toward an intermediate phase with a crystal symmetry incompatible
with perovskite structure and subsequently a transition to a nearly amorphous phase
with some nanocrystalline grains (Figure 3.5b,c). The diffraction spots originating from
the recrystallized phase are significantly broadened compared to the sharp reflections of
the initial crystal phase (Figure 3.5d,e). This broadening may be interpreted in terms of
an initiating chemical decomposition.
This is confirmed by the contrast variations within the recrystallized domain in the annular
dark field STEM image in Figure 3.5c. It is acquired at a scattering angle of 35-70 mrad
and is thus a mixture of diffraction contrast and Z-contrast. Local EELS analysis of
corroded recrystallized as well as amorphous regions shows presence of Pr, Ca, Mn and
O, but the Ca/Mn ratio is decreased by 30-40% after water exposure. This indicates a
substantial A-site depletion and decomposition of Ca-rich compounds in water vapor. In
the early stages of the electron- beam driven reaction, small nuclei of SiO2−x start to grow
but quickly disappear during the progression of the corrosion process. With a rate of ∼
80 nm/min, the corrosion front in the x = 0.95 samples moves 80 times faster than for
x = 0.32 and no catalytic turnover is obtained.
3.2.4 Bias Control of Processes via an Electrochemical Cell
Our hypothesis that an electron beam induced positive electric potential due to secondary
electron emission drives the electrocatalytic activity of PCMO as well as the corrosive
degradation can be directly proven by application of an electric bias to the PCMO elec-
trode. In order to perform this electrochemical ETEM experiment under well controlled
conditions, we have used a TEM sample holder with a piezo-controlled nanotip, where
an electric potential can be applied to the TEM sample (Figure 3.6). The so formed
electrochemical cell is composed of a PCMO working electrode (x = 0.95), a Pt/Ir tip
as counter electrode and the He/H2O/SiH4 gas mixture as an analogue to an electrolyte.
In order to minimize the resistance between both electrodes, the tip is carefully set into
contact with the working electrode (Figure 3.6a,b). At a negative voltage of about - 1
V, neither SiO2−x formation nor corrosive recrystallization/amorphization processes are
observed (Figure 3.6c,d) although the same electron flux was applied for stimulation as
in Figure 3.5. As confirmed by electron diffraction (Figure 3.6d), the Pbnm crystal struc-
ture remains entirely intact. The observed change in the shape of the electrode during




FIG. 3.6 Two electrode electrochemical cell in the ETEM with PCMO x = 0.95 working electrode and
Pt/Ir as a counter electrode. (a) Bright field overview TEM image shows the two electrode configuration
with a well-crystalline PCMO (x = 0.95) grain at [001] zone axis in the virgin state just before and (b)
during contact with the Pt/Ir tip. (c) Bright field image of the same grain after H2O and electron expose
with applied bias of -1V. The absence of SiO2−x growth indicates that oxygen evolution is suppressed at
negative bias. (d) Diffraction pattern after reaction in gas. Neither recrystallization nor amorphization
is observed and the perovskite structure of the electrode remains entirely intact. (e) Sample holder with
piezo-controlled nanotip which is used to set up the electrochemical cell (see section 3.5).
3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Band Structure Trends in O2 Evolution Activity
Understanding catalytic O2 evolution requires detailed understanding of the strengths
of Mn-O and O-O bonding at the surface as well as of the charge transfer processes
of hole carriers between the electrode surface and the adatoms. The full theoretical
description of such processes including surface states in the active state of the catalyst
is far beyond the scope of this work. We focus here on the effect of A-site doping on the
bulk band structure of PCMO in order to discuss the observed doping trends. The main
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features are schematically shown in Figure 3.7 taken into account experimental data
as well as DFT calculations (for details see supporting information, Figures 3.12 and 3.13).
FIG. 3.7 Schematic evolution of the band structure of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 based on DFT calculations and
literature results (see supporting information Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13). The schematic representation
mainly focuses on change in the work function (Fermi level), the splitting and shifts of the Mn 3d − eg
majority states due to the Jahn-Teller effect, the shift in the O 2p states and the resulting overlap of Mn
3d and O 2p states. The energy scale is shown with respect to the vacuum level and to the electrochemical
SHE. Potentials E0 for oxygen and hydrogen evolution at pH = 7 are also indicated.
CaMnO3 is a charge-transfer insulator, i.e. the valence band top is made from O 2p
states, while the conduction band is dominated by Mn 3d − eg states. [106, 107, 153] In
contrast, PrMnO3 resembles a Mott insulator, where however, the band gap is between
the lower and upper Mn 3d− eg(↑)1 and Mn 3d− eg(↑)2 bands which are split by a static
cooperative Jahn-Teller effect. Therefore, the upper valence band edge and the lower
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edge of the conduction band are both dominated by anti-bonding Mn 3d− eg(↑) states.
If a rigid band approximation applies for different doping levels the substitution of Pr3+
by Ca2+ leads to hole doping of the lower eg-band in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 visible in a shift of
the work function ϕ. However, the available data for ϕ in PCMO in the doping range
0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (see supporting information 3.13) show a small drop between x = 0 and
x = 0.3 which reflects the disappearance of the band gap for 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 at room
temperature. [21] In this doping range, a low-temperature charge/polaron ordered phase
is present, where the lower eg band is further divided. In the charge ordered state, the
opening of a gap of 0.25 (x = 0.3) to 0.15 (x = 0.5) eV is observed. [136] The nearly
constant ϕ value up to x = 1 indicates a reorganization of the top valence band edge
with an increasing weight of O 2p states which ends in the establishment of an charge
transfer insulator at x = 1.
Our study of the trends in catalytic O2 evolution activity as a function of A-site doping
show interesting correlations to specific changes in the electronic band structure. We
observe an increase of the exchange current density and decrease of the overpotential for
increasing eg occupation (Figure 3.2) with the exception of x = 0 which requires much
larger overpotentials. It is shown for several perovskite oxides in the study of Suntivich
et al. [2] that Mn 3d− eg occupation is a good descriptor for the Mn-O bonding strength
which determines the left side of the volcano. [24] Except for x = 0, the trend in our
data agrees with this statement (see supporting information 3.14). In this doping range
(0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.8), a "metal-like" Mn 3d− eg - O 2p conduction band is formed at the Fermi
level and its occupation can be continuously changed with x. In contrast, for undoped
PrMnO3 with the highest nominal eg filling, the eg band is split due to a cooperative
Jahn-Teller effect and orbital ordering (Figure 3.7). The splitting significantly reduces
the energy of the occupied Mn 3d − eg(↑)1 states. Such strong changes in the band
structure indicate that a picture, where the strength of the Mn-O bond simply depends
on the occupation of an otherwise rigid eg band has serious limitations when correlation
effects become important.
Most favorable electrocatalytic properties are observed for p-doped PCMO in a doping
range 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.5, where hole carriers are polarons with relatively high mobility and
have mixed Mn 3d− eg and O 2p character. From the highest j0 in that doping range, we
conclude that such mobile hole states in more or less covalent Mn-O bonds can establish
the most efficient charge transfer across the PCMO-H2O interface.
3.3.2 Electron Beam Driven O2 Evolution Catalysis in the ETEM
The two major excitation effects of 300 keV electron beam are related to inelastic
scattering at atomic nuclei and electrons. The former can generate element specific
atomic displacements (knock-on damage) above a critical acceleration voltage and above
a critical electron flux (see e.g. [154]). The latter can generate electronic excitations
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such as electron-hole generation and secondary electron emission. Emission of secondary
electrons can leave holes behind them. Depending on the mobility of charge carriers in
the material secondary electron emission thus can generate a positively charged area
at samples with potential up to several 10 V. [151] For PCMO under an electron flux
of 104 e/(Å2s), we estimate a potential of the order of ∼ 1 V, a value which is also
evidenced by the observation that electrochemical activity can be fully suppressed by a
negative bias of 1 V. A quantitative modeling of the induced positive space charge layer
is beyond the scope of this paper and will be published elsewhere. [155] Depending on the
exact value of the oxidation potential E(H2O → O2 ) under ETEM conditions, the beam
induced positive potential is thus able to shift hole states to a positive overpotential and
thus drive the electro-catalytic O2 evolution.
Electron beam driven SiO2−x growth represents a direct solid state indicator for elec-
trocatalytic activity of crystalline PCMO edges. Under ETEM conditions, the SiH4
oxidation is correlated to electrocatalytic oxygen evolution at PCMO electrodes using
the H2O/He/SiH4 gas mixture as an electrolyte. Direct SiH4 oxidation either via de-
oxygenation of PCMO or via reaction of H2O can be directly excluded since SiO2−x growth
does not happen under electron beam stimulation if PCMO corrosion becomes significant
or at an inactive PCMO edge (e.g. amorphous areas due to TEM sample preparation).
The electrocatalytic O2 evolution is also visible by the increase of the O, O2 and H2 mass
signals when the electron beam is shifted from vacuum to a catalytic active sample edge
(see supporting information 3.15).
3.3.3 The Active State of the Catalyst
Oxygen vacancies at oxide catalyst surfaces often play an important role for catalytic
activity (see e.g. [24]), since they influence coordination, bonding strength, doping and
electronic states at the surface. Our observation of Mn valence decrease during oxygen
evolution activity (ETEM) and under similar conditions in in situ XANES gives direct
evidence that oxygen vacancies (VO") are formed during oxygen evolution activity. The
observation of Mn2+ in ETEM correlates with pronounced 2 x 2 superstructures which
are typically observed in oxygen deficient manganites. [156]
CV measurements show the presence of a reversible redox process at the surface of
PCMO electrodes in the doping range 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 near E0 (Mn4+/Mn2+)≈ 0.76
eV vers. SHE [157] at pH = 7. By taking into account our in situ observations of
the Mn L edges, this indicates a near surface vacancy formation process according to
Pr1−xCaxMn3+xO3 + 2e ↔ Pr1−xCaxMn2+xO2.5 + VO"+12O2 at a redox potential of
E0P (Mn4+/Mn2+) ≈ 1 V vers. SHE. Compared to E0 for MnO2/MnO this is slightly
enhanced due to the increased stability of the perovskite structure. [158] The observed
initial decrease of the current density in chronoamperometry measurement at U = 1.43
V vers. SHE (supporting information Figure 3.9) by a factor of 3 can possibly be
attributed to surface oxygen vacancy formation. Since the creation of oxygen vacancies
leads to doping by two electrons per vacancy, a significant decrease of the work function
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is expected by incorporation of oxygen vacancies. Indeed, Beyreuther et al. observe a
decrease of ϕ by 1 - 1.7 eV in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3−δ and La0.7Ce0.3MnO3−δ for δ ≈ 0.5 -
0.7. [159] Because oxygen vacancies represent electron donors, their formation energy
increases with the energy difference between the upper edge of the O 2p band and the
Fermi level.
The presence of a band gap, such as for CaMnO3 , therefore hamper the oxygen vacancy
formation and may facilitate phase separation into Ca-rich and Mn-rich phases with a
subsequent corrosive decomposition of the oxide. In contrast, the "metal like" valence
band at intermediate doping can be continuously filled up with electrons. The resulting
increase of EF may slow down the electrode reduction and facilitate O2 evolution activity
by an increasing Mn 3d− eg occupation (Figure 3.7 lower panel).
Although under ETEM conditions, the determination of equilibrium potentials for a redox
reaction measured versus a reference electrode is not possible, our experiments show
similar trends in ex situ and in situ experiments. We therefore suggest that both the
formation of oxygen deficient phases as well as oxygen evolution from water splitting can
be driven by the positive overpotential η which develops under electron beam stimulation.
3.3.4 Corrosion Phenomena
Many perovskites are only stable during water splitting in alkaline media. Under electro-
chemical stimulation at pH = 7 oxygen evolution via water splitting can be counteracted
by corrosive phase changes. Parallel trends are observed in CV and ETEM experiments,
showing pronounced corrosion in Ca rich samples. In the CV and chronoamperometry
experiments, we observe dissolution of Pr/Ca cations in the electrolyte after cycling to
sufficiently negative potential with respect to E0p (Mn2+/Mn4+). A-site cation dissolution
and electrode corrosion is typically observed for other perovskites in a range of E0
(LaBO3/La3+) ≈ 0.2 - 0.35 eV vers. SHE. [160] The presence of a MnOx surface layer
at the corroded electrodes (see supporting information Figure 3.9d) suggests a reaction
according to AMnO3+3H2O↔ An+(aq)+MnO2−y+(1+y/2)O2 + 2H3O+ + 2e as a typical
corrosion reaction for perovskites in acidic aqueous solution.
In the ETEM studies, we observe by EELS analysis that degradation via recrystallization
and amorphization in Ca-rich samples is accompanied by a Ca depletion of the reacted
zones. The diffraction patterns of the Ca-depleted recrystallized areas are compatible
with a cubic Ca-Mn-O phase which is subsequently transformed into MnO rich amorphous
areas. This resembles the formation of Mn oxide in the ex situ voltammetry experiments
due to A-site cation dissolution in the electrolyte. The suppression of the corrosion
reaction via a negative potential in the in situ ETEM experiment directly rules out that
knock - on damage is the main driving force for corrosion and gives strong evidence for
the presence of electrochemically driven corrosion.
Corrosive behavior is increased for Ca-rich manganites due to reduced phase stability.
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Indeed, the formation enthalpy of A-site doped manganites decreases with increasing Mn
valence. [161] Undoped CaMnO3 has only a very narrow stability range in the pseudo-
binary CaO-MnO phase diagram and can easily decompose into Ca-rich and Mn-rich
phases. [162] The decomposition kinetics can be strongly influenced by the defect chem-
istry of the catalyst in its active state: Because oxygen vacancy formation may be less
favorable in the single phase CaMnO3 perovskite with a band gap, it can easily drive the
phase decomposition and thus may play an important role in the catalyst corrosion.
3.4 Conclusions
Although manganites exhibit relatively large overpotentials for electro-catalytic O2 evo-
lution (e.g. in comparison to RuO2), they represent interesting model systems for the
study of the role of e g doping, covalency and defect chemistry on catalytic activity. In
particular, we observe that near surface oxygen vacancies are formed in neutral condi-
tions (pH = 7) which decrease the Mn valence and thus increase the eg occupation. This
may be essential for the observed reduced oxygen evolution activity compared to expec-
tations of activity based on the equilibrium eg doping level. First steps in understanding
electron beam driven electrochemical processes in an ETEM are demonstrated, where we
observe oxygen evolution activity as well as corrosive decomposition. The suppression of
O2 evolution as well as corrosive processes via a negative potential in the in situ ETEM
electrochemical cell, directly rules out that knock-on damage is the main driving force
for corrosion and supports our conclusions that catalysis as well as corrosion is driven
by a positive electrical potential. We find that subtle band structure effects such as the
splitting of the Mn 3d − eg states and changes in the character of the hole states have
an impact on charge transfer during water oxidation and may decide whether oxygen
vacancy formation is assisting catalysis or corrosion. Our findings may stimulate more
detailed and atomic level studies on the role of oxygen vacancies for catalytic activity in
perovskites. We expect that strategies which can stabilize non-equilibrium concentrations
of defects in the active state of the catalyst and can thereby improve the catalytic activity
without corrosion are of high importance for the future optimization of catalyst materials.
3.5 Experimental Section
Sample Preparation:
Bulk Pr1−xCaxMnO3 samples (x =0.32, 0.8, 0.95, 1.0) were prepared via a grinding and
sintering process starting from a stoichiometric mixture of dry Pr6O11, CaCO3, and
Mn2O3 powder. After repeated milling in a ball mill and calcination in air, cold-pressing
and closing sintering at 1370 K for 48h, the polycrystalline samples reveal only the
orthorhombic phase (space group: Pbnm) with a small amount of the charge-ordered
P21nm PCMO for x = 0.32 but no secondary phases. From the bulk sample electron-
transparent specimens were prepared by a polishing and dimpling process and a final
single-sided Ar ion etching at 3 kV at an angle of 12◦. The sample used for electrochemical
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TEM (Figure 3.6) was cut via focused-ion-beam (FIB) in a FEI Nova Nanolab 600 using
Ga ions with energies ranging from 30keV and 7nA (initial cuts) to 5keV and 29pA (final
Ga-milling). Finally, Ar ion etching at 3 kV at an angle of 12◦ is performed in order to
minimize the amount of FIB-damages sample volume. Depending on the position, grains
with diameter of several 100 nm can reveal well-crystalline edges as well as amorphous
edges. This indicates that irradiation damage like oxygen vacancies cannot be completely
excluded. The samples were glued either on a copper grid or on a tantalum ring and
electrically grounded to minimize electric charging effects.
Pr1−xCaxMnO3 thin films (x = 0 − 0.8) for CV studies were deposited by ion-beam-
sputtering at a deposition temperature of Tdep = 795◦C and an oxygen partial pressure of
pO2 = 10−4 mbar. 400 nm thick PCMO films with different Ca contents were deposited
on almost single-crystalline Pt templates on [100] MgO, in order to obtain a conducting
back-contact. The PCMO films are predominantly [001] orientated but typically twinned,
leading to a [110]-orientated volume fraction. [111] misorientations in the Pt give rise
to a volume fraction of [112] grains in the PCMO. Inspection of the PCMO films
via optical and scanning electron microscopy shows complete coverage of the tem-
plate without any holes or cracks. Undoped CaMnO3 films (x = 1) have been excluded
from this study because they have not been successfully prepared as single phase material.
In situ ETEM Experiments and Electron Loss Spectroscopy:
A Cs image-corrected FEI Titan 80 - 300 kV electron microscope with a point resolution
of 0.08 nm including a differentially pumped environmental cell is used for electron
diffraction, high-resolution imaging and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The
base pressure without gas injection is 10−6 mbar. Water injection is performed by
inlet of He gas bubbled through distilled water. The total pressure during exposure
amounts to 1.3 mbar with an estimated H2O partial pressure of 0.013 mbar. In order to
study chemical reactions at catalyst-vapor interfaces, a gaseous sacrificial Si-containing
compound is used. In preliminary experiments, we observed that SiH4 is present as
an impurity in the sample chamber. The correlation between silane oxidation to solid
amorphous SiO2−x by sufficient amounts of evolving oxygen at crystalline catalyst
surfaces is used for systematic studies of the catalytic water splitting activity in a
series of 8 PCMO samples with different doping levels (x =0, 0.32, 0.8, 0.95 and 1).
High-resolution bright field imaging is performed on PCMO grains orientated to a low
index zone axis.
A Gatan Tridiem energy filter for Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and ele-
mental mapping is installed. For high spatial resolution of ∼ 1.5 nm EELS measurements
are performed in the scanning TEM mode with an energy resolution of 1.2 eV in high
vacuum before and after the gas exposure. For details of the analysis of the Mn L edge,
see supporting information. EDX line scans shown in the supporting information Figure
3.9 are performed in a Philips CM12 electron microscope at 120 keV in the scanning
TEM mode with a spatial resolution of ∼ 10 nm and an energy resolution of 130 eV.
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Electrochemical Cell within the ETEM:
An electrochemical cell is realized within the ETEM sample chamber using a sample
holder which includes a piezo-controlled STM Pt/Ir tip (Nanofactory). It allows for
application of a bias voltage to the electron-transparent sample and to use the Pt/Ir tip
in contact with specific sample areas as the counter electrode. Bias voltages between -
1.5 V and + 1.5 V applied to the TEM sample are suitable to control electrochemical
reactions of a catalyst. The tip acting as a counter electrode remains grounded.
In Situ XANES Measurements:
The X-ray absorption spectra (XANES) were recorded using tunable monochromatic ra-
diation from the ISISS (Innovative Station for In Situ Spectroscopy) beamline at the
synchrotron radiation facility BESSY II (Berliner Elektronenspeicherringgesellschaft für
Synchrotronstrahlung). The monochromator slit was set to 60 µm, corresponding to an
energy resolution of about 0.2 eV. The spot size at the sample was 150 by 200 µm. Epi-
taxial PCMO thin film samples (x = 0.32) on Pt/MgO were positioned about 2 mm away
from a 1 mm aperture, which is the entrance to the differentially-pumped electrostatic lens
system separating gas molecules from photoelectrons focused toward the hemispherical
analyzer (PHOIBOS 150, SPECS GmbH). The experimental setup is described in more
detail elsewhere. [162] Experiments were performed in ultra high vacuum (UHV) and in
H2O vapor (flow of 3 ml/min. at 0.1 mbar). Sample 1 was put in to the UHV chamber
without additional surface treatment and the Mn L core near edge features were measured
in UHV and in H2O vapor with an applied bias of + 1.3 V. Sample 2 was treated ex situ
in H2O (dest.) for 2 h. It was then exposed to Ar+ sputtering in 1.3 · 10−4 mbar Ar
for 12 min in the transfer chamber to remove surface carbon. After stabilization of H2O
pressure, an external bias of + 1.3 and + 1.8 V, respectively, was applied to the sample.
The spectra presented here show the Auger electron yield (AEY). The intensities have
been normalized with respect to the impinging photon flux.
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The electrochemical cell for cyclic voltammetry consists of a Pr1−xCaxMnO3 thin film
electrode and a Pt counter-electrode in a 0.1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte (pH 7) at a fixed
temperature of about 22◦C. This electrolyte was chosen to study catalytic activity under
neutral pH conditions although the ability for pH buffering is less pronounced as for
e.g. choosing KOH as electrolyte. We assume, however, that this choice enables a more
realistic comparison to in situ ETEM measurements in H2O vapor, where equal values of
the concentrations of H+ and OH− ions can be assumed.
An Ivium Compactstat potentiostat was employed to measure the potential versus an
Ag/AgCl standard electrode. The Pr1−xCaxMnO3 films on MgO/Pt were embedded in a
synthetic resin to exclude direct electrochemical contact between the current leads or back-
contacts and the electrolyte. The Pr1−xCaxMnO3/Pt/MgO stack is electrically connected
via a PVC coated Cu wire. The free Pr1−xCaxMnO3 surface which is in contact with
the electrolyte has a size of 4 x 9 mm2. For the calculation of current densities, the free
surface was used as active electrode area. No roughness corrections have been performed,
since SEM and TEM inspection before and after voltammetry measurements have shown
that the films are flat and the roughness does change the electrode area only by about
20% which is within the error level of the measurement.
For the analysis of oxygen evolution, differential mass spectroscopy (DEMS) was applied
at the Institute of Solar Fuels, Helmholtz-Center for Materials and Energy, Berlin. Here,
0.5 M K2SO4 was used as electrolyte at pH=6.8 and a temperature of 22◦C. The epitaxial
films are pressed against a membrane with a thin liquid electrolyte layer in between.
Since the pH cannot be buffered in this configuration, measurements are performed only




FIG. 3.8 Cyclovoltammetry measurements of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 films with doping level of x =
0, 0.32, 0.5 and 0.8, measured at 5 mV/s. For all doping levels, oxygen evolution at positive poten-
tial and hydrogen evolution at negative potential is observed. Hydrogen evolution is directly related to a
rapid corrosive decomposition of the oxide electrodes at slightly negative potential for all doping levels.
There are two additional peaks at about U0 = +0.1 − 0.3 V and U0 = +1.05 V. Since we study oxygen
evolution, in the following we consider only positive potentials.
3.6.2 Chronoamperometry and Stability of the Electrodes
Electron diffraction of the film shown in Fig. 3.9b shows the presence of a Pbnm structure,
however superstructures due to oxygen deficiency and vacancy ordering are observed
at several places (not shown here). In contrast, chronoamperometry measurement at
U = 0.9 V vers. SHE shows negative currents (not shown here) which indicate a rapid
reductive decomposition of the electrode also confirmed by TEM analysis. In the TEM,
we observe amorphization in large areas and formation of large pores (see Fig. 3.9d).
EDX analysis of this film reveals pronounced A-site depletion in all amorphous regions.




FIG. 3.9 (a) Chronoamperometry measurement during oxygen evolution of a Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 electrode
at U = 1.428 V vers. SHE. The current density decreases from ∼ 3µA/cm2 to ∼ 1µA/cm2 within the
first 15 min and then does not show any further change within 90 min. (b) Bright field STEM image
of the film, inset: TEM image of the near surface region of the film. The red arrow marks the position
of the EDX line scan shown in (c). The atomic weight of the O-K, Ca-K, Mn-K reveals no change in
cation stoichiometry near the surface. (d) TEM image of Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 after Chronoamperometry
measurements at U = 0.89 V vs. SHE shows an A-site depleted amorphous Mn-O-surface layer.
3.6.3 Determination of the Exchange Current Density for Oxygen
Evolution
The exchange current density j0 is determined at a set of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 film electrodes,
where significant corrosion at negative potentials has been avoided. The values are deter-
mined by extrapolating the current density at U > 1.5 V vers. SHE to the thermodynam-
ically required voltage for oxygen evolution at pH = 7 (0.82 V vers. SHE). For a film at
x = 0.5, the change of the determined j0 at different j−V cycles and different sweep rates
was studied. We see an increase with increasing sweep rate but no drastic dependence on
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the cycle number. Extrapolation of j0 to vanishing sweep rate gives j0 = (3.36 ± 3.77)
nA/cm2 (Figure 3.10).
FIG. 3.10 Determination of exchange current density for x = 0.5 as a function of sweep rate dU/dt.
Extrapolation to dU/dt = 0 enables us to separate capacitive contributions from true oxygen evolution.
However, an influence of pH drift during the measurement cannot be excluded. The value at a sweep
rate of 20 mV/s is not considered for the extrapolation since pronounced hysteric effects at this sweep
rate due to pH changes adulterate the determination of j0.
3.6.4 Control Experiment on the Absence of Catalytic Activity at
Amorphous PCMO (x = 0.32) Edges
FIG. 3.11 Absence of SiO2−x growth at an amorphous PCMO (x = 0.32) edge at the same sample and
conditions, where SiO2−x growth is observed at crystalline PCMO edges. (a) initial state in He/H2O/SiH4
vapor ∼ 2 s after shifting the electron beam to this area (b) same area in the gas mixture ∼ 100 s later.




3.6.5 Documentation of Dynamic Observations in the ETEM
Movies available on http://www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adfm.201103173/full
show dynamic observation of characteristic processes at PCMO of different doping level
in the ETEM. All movies represent a series of bright field TEM images and were recorded
under the same conditions, i.e. in a He/H2O gas mixture under electron beam dose
of 5 · 104e/(Å2s). The total gas pressure is 1.3 mbar, and the H2O partial pressure is
estimated to be about 0.013 mbar. The SiH4 compound in the vapor is present for all
experiments. Images are acquired with a frame rate of 1/s and acquisition time of 0.2 s.
All movies are shown in real time.
Movie M1. Dynamic observation of SiO2−x growth at a crystalline PCMO (x = 0.32)
edge:
The movie M1 shows the electron beam and water exposure induced growth of a SiO2−x
amorphous layer at the surface of a crystalline PCMO (x = 0.32) grain imaged at [001]
zone axis. At 26 s the sample edge is moved towards the image center, in order to
compensate for drift. The 2 x 2 superstructure modulation can be seen in the modulation
of the lattice fringe contrast. It is already visible at some locations during the initial
state and becomes more pronounced during the acquisition of the movie.
Movie M2. Dynamic observation of competition between SiO2−x growth and interface
recession due to corrosion at PCMO (x = 0.32):
The movie M2 shows a series of bright field ETEM images of a crystalline PCMO
(x = 0.32) interface in the [201] orientation. The sample is moved ∼ 8-12 s after start
of the experiment in order to readjust the interface to the center of the image. Detailed
EELS analysis of the amorphous-crystalline interface after the ETEM experiment shows
that the amorphous phase only contains Si and O, whereas the crystalline phase contains
Pr, Ca, Mn and O. The higher spatial resolution of this series of images allows us for the
identification of corrosion processes at the PCMO/SiO2−x interface (see Fig. 3 in the
main article). The average value of the growth rate of the SiO2−x layer and the rate of
interface recession were determined to be ∼ 10 nm/min and ∼ 1.8 nm/min, respectively.
Movie M3. Dynamic observation of fast corrosion at PCMO (x = 0.95):
The movie M3 shows a series of bright field ETEM images of a pristine crystalline
PCMO edge (x = 0.95). The movie starts ∼ 15s after beginning of the electron beam
exposure in water vapor and shows a thin amorphous SiO2−x layer which disappears
during the corrosion. It shows dynamic recrystallization under the electron flux followed
by amorphization of the PCMO.
3.6.6 Electronic Structure of Pr1−xCaxMnO3
Details of the electronic structure calculations
We performed electronic structure calculations based on density functional theory
(DFT) [113] using a local hybrid functional PBE0r. The basis of this functional is
the PBE functional. [119] Part (1/4) of the exchange term is replaced by the explicit
Hartree-Fock exchange term as in the PBE0 hybrid functional. [163] In the PBE0r
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functional only onsite exchange terms are considered. The calculations have been
performed with the projector augmented wave method [115] as implemented in the
CP-PAW code. [164]
FIG. 3.12 Density of states for PrMnO3 (top), Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 (middle) and CaMnO3 (bottom). The
green area describes the contribution of Mn d states, the blue area corresponds to the Pr d and f states
and the red area corresponds to the weight of O 2p states. Black are other contributions. The vertical at
E = 0 eV indicates the top edge of the valence band or the Fermi level, respectively, which is relevant for
the transport of hole carriers. For CaMnO3 (x = 1), holes are of pure oxygen character, while for x < 1
the states near the Fermi level are Mn 3d− eg O 2p anti-bonding states.
The plane wave cutoff has been set to 40 Ry for x = 0 and x = 0.5 and to 50
Ry for x = 1. A 3 x 4 x 3 k-point grid has been used for the orthorhombic cells
(x = 0, 0.5) and a 8 x 8 x 8 grid for the smaller cell for x = 1. The 5s and 5p
semi-core electrons of Pr and the 3s and 3p semi-core electrons of Ca have been
treated explicitly as valence electrons. For Pr we used a 2s2p2d2f augmentation. This
notation implies that 2s-type, 2p-type, 2d-type and 2f -type projector functions and
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partial waves have been used per magnetic and spin quantum number. For Ca we used
a 2s2p2d augmentation, for Mn a 2s2p2d augmentation and for O a 2s2p1d augmentation.
For x = 0 and x = 0.5, the orthorhombic structure with 4 formula units per unit cell
and an AF-A type ordering of the magnetic moments has been used. For x = 1, the
orthorhombic distortion is small and has been ignored. Here, we start with an AF-G
FCC unit cell with 2 formula units in the unit cell. Lattice parameters and atomic posi-
tions were fully relaxed. A detailed comparison of the calculated DOS with experimental
spectroscopic data is in preparation.
Band Structure of PCMO
The results of DFT band structure calculations at three doping levels x = 0, 0.5 and 1 are
shown in Fig. 3.12. Due to the large on-site Coulomb interaction there is a large splitting
between the t2g and the eg band, so that the t2g band is located at the lower edge or even
below the oxygen 2p valence band, while the partially empty eg band is located above.
Using conventional density functional calculations, the t2g band is erroneously located
at the top of the oxygen p-band. Only methods explicitly including the large Coulomb
repulsion, such as LDA+U or hybrid density functionals, shift the occupied t2g bands to
low energies and thus lead to the proper description of the manganites as charge transfer
insulators. We find the occupied Pr-f states in the upper part of the oxygen band. The
empty Pr states lie far above the eg band, in the region of the Mn d states with the
minority spin direction.
We find for CaMnO3 a calculated band gap of 0.8 eV which is a little smaller than the
experimental gap of Eg ≈ 1.3 − 1.55 eV. [102, 106] The observed differences may be
also due to unknown exact oxygen stoichiometry. The other limiting case of doping is
PrMnO3 with x = 0, which is a semiconductor with a calculated band gap of Eg = 1 eV
in agreement with the measured optical band gap of Eg ∼ 1 eV. [126]
Work Function of PCMO
The work function of Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x=0.3) was determined by Reagor et al. [165] to
φ = 4.896 eV. K. Ebata et al [166] measured the doping dependence of the chemical
potential of charge carriers µ by photoemission spectroscopy. Pr1−xCaxMnO3 exhibits a
sharp drop of µ for 0.2 ≥ x ≥ 0.3 and then shows a nearly constant µ up to x = 0.75.
This is in contrast to La1−xSrxMnO3, where a linear decrease of µ over the entire doping
range is observed. The Fermi-level pinning in PCMO is a direct confirmation for the
shift of spectral weight of the hole states at the top valence band edge from Mn 3d − eg
to O 2p. Taking into account the available data at x = 0.3 and for LaMnO3 (φ ≈ 4.5
eV), [166] we estimate a work function of undoped PrMnO3 of φ ≈ 4.5 eV. The reported
work function in nominally undoped CaMnO3 is determined from the built-in potential of
CaMnO3/Nb:SrTiO3 hetero-junctions. It varies between 4.8 eV [167] and 5.3 eV. [37] A
theoretical value of φ = 5.65 eV is given in Ref. [168] which seems to be too large. Fig. 3.13
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compares the doping dependent work function with E0(H2O→O2) = 5.32 eV for oxygen
evolution at pH=7. This suggests that the Fermi-level is always above E0(H2O→O2).
FIG. 3.13 Work functions for Pr1−xCaxMnO3 as a function of doping are compared with the equi-
librium potential for oxygen evolution at pH=7 E0(H2O→O2) = 5.32 eV measured with respect to the
vacuum level. For details and references see text.
3.6.7 Vulcano-Plot of Perovskite Oxides Including PCMO
FIG. 3.14 Overpotential at j = 50µA/cm2 vs. eg-filling for A-site doped perovskites. Square sym-




3.6.8 Making Water Splitting Visible by Silane Oxidation: The
Supporting Observations by In Situ Mass Spectrometry
FIG. 3.15 Mass spectroscopy of the changes in gas composition induced by electron beam stimulation
of the Pr1−xCaxMnO3 catalyst. Shown are the ion currents in three different states of the experiment:
(i) after switching to ETEM mode at the base pressure of pbase = 1.3 ·10−4 mbar; (ii) at working pressure
of the used He/H2O/SiHx mixture with blanked electron beam at 0.26 mbar and during exposition of
the catalyst with the electron beam (after waiting 5 min for diffusion of the reaction products during
the differential pumping stage). Black arrows indicate the major concentration changes during sample
stimulation.
In air, SiH4 exhibits an exothermic reaction with O2 (∆H = −1518 kJ/mol) or water
(∆H = −374 kJ/mol) [169] to form SiO2. However, the latter reaction does not sponta-
neously take place under ETEM conditions using a He/H2O mixture at a total pressure
of p = 0.26 mbar and a water partial pressure of roughly pH2O = 0.026 mbar. This can
be concluded from our observations that SiO2−x formation requires the presence of a cat-
alytically active sample. SiO2−x formation is never observed spontaneously.
Consequently, SiO2−x must be formed via electrochemical oxidation at an active electrode.
We consider the two alternative half reactions at the PCMO electrodes.
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a) Catalysis of the direct reaction with H2O:
SiH4 + 2H2O→ SiO2 + 8H+ + 8e− (3.1)
b) Oxygen evolution from water splitting and subsequent silane oxidation:
2H2O→ O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (3.2)
SiH4 + O2 → SiO2 + 4H+ + 4e− (3.3)
From the analysis of Fig. 3.15, we can make the following statements:
• Injection of the He gas mixture increases the background concentration of all mea-
sured impurities.
• Due to mass channel overlap, SiHx compounds can be uniquely measured only at
the channel 29 (SiH).
• Injection of the gas mixture does not change the level of channel 16 (O) but doubles
channel 32 (O2) from 1.3·10−12 A to 2.6·10−12 A. Since atomic oxygen is produced by
the ionization process in the mass spectrometer, one expects that changes in channels
16 and 32 must be proportional. This indicates that the increase in channel 32 during
gas injection (and beam shifted off the sample) is mainly due to the increase in the
SiH4 compound.
• Stimulation of the PCMO catalyst by the electron beam leads to a significant en-
hancement of channel 16 (O), channel 30 (SiH2 or NO) and channel 32 (O2 and
SiH4). From the simultaneous increase of channel 16 (O) and 32 (O2), we conclude
that the increase in channel 32 is dominated by the O2. Also channel 1 with atomic
H and channel 17 (HO) is slightly increased, whereas channels which are not in-
volved in the relevant chemical reactions (He, N, Si/CO/N2, SiC, SiO/CO2) remain
stable within 5%.
• There is an increase in H2O partial pressure during catalysis which is due to re-
combination of H+ with oxygen in the sample chamber and/or mass spectrometer.
The only possible explanation is that hydrogen which stems from SiH4 oxidation
can react with oxygen. This supports our overall reaction model, i.e. that oxy-
gen evolution from water splitting according to reaction channel (3.2) is involved in
electrocatalysis.
The observations clearly support our conclusions about the origin of the SiO2−x growth
on catalytically active surfaces. The increase in O and O2 indicates significant oxygen
evolution during electron beam stimulation of the sample according to reaction (3.2).
However, we cannot completely rule out that some SiH4 oxidation also takes place via
reaction (3.1) or that other transition states of SiHx (see e.g. [170]) may be involved.
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3.6.9 EELS Analysis of Mn L23-Edges
Different methods for extracting the L23 ratio are discussed in the literature. [171] For
a reliable extraction of the Mn-L3,L2 intensity ratio (L23-ratio) an accurate background
subtraction is necessary. In accordance to the method explained by Varela et al. [172], a
power law background have been fit to an energy loss interval of 50 eV before the Mn-L3
onset. The continuum contribution has been subtracted by scaling a Hartree-Slater cross
section function [173] available in Gatan Digital Micrograph to a spectrum interval of 10
eV placed right to the L2-edge. Subsequently the L23-ratio is determined from the integral
intensities of L3 and L2-feature and the Mn oxidation state is obtained by comparison with
the results gained by Varela et al. with Ca-doped LaMnO3. Since the chemical activity
is accompanied by the formation of SiO2−x, the O K features of the manganite are not
unambiguously accessible. Consequently, the EELS analysis is restricted to the intensity
ratio of the Mn L3,L2-edges.
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ABSTRACT Environmental transmission electron mi-
croscopy (ETEM) studies offer great potential for gathering
atomic scale information on the electronic state of electrodes
in contact with reactants. It also poses big challenges due to
the impact of the high energy electron beam. In this article, we
present an ETEM study of a Pr0.64Ca0.36MnO3 (PCMO) thin
film electrocatalyst for water splitting and oxygen evolution in
contact with water vapor. We show by means of off-axis elec-
tron holography and electrostatic modeling that the electron
beam gives rise to a positive electric sample potential due to
secondary electron emission. The value of the electric poten-
tial depends on the primary electron flux, the sample’s electric
conductivity and grounding, and gas properties. We present
evidence that two observed electrochemical reactions are driven
by a beam induced electrostatic potential of the order of a volt. The first reaction is an anodic oxidation
of oxygen depleted amorphous PCMO which results in recrystallization of the oxide. The second reaction
is oxygen evolution which can be detected by the oxidation of a silane additive and formation of SiO2−y
at catalytically active surfaces. The quantification of beam induced potentials is an important step for




Electrocatalysts are of high importance in speeding up electrochemical reactions via the
control of reaction steps and lowering activation barriers. [174] Typically, electrocatalysts
are used in the form of electrodes which enable the transfer of electric charges into
adsorbed reactants. Ideally, catalysts are involved in the catalyzed electrochemical
reaction without being consumed or corroded. Consequently, high catalytic performance
requires materials with a sufficiently flexible atomic electronic surface structure in order
to facilitate the reaction processes. [175,176] In their active state, catalysts often undergo
significant changes in surface and defect structure. A recent example even shows that
a water splitting electrocatalyst can be formed in operando. [27] Whether the catalyst
forms desired highly active states, undergoes undesired changes reducing its activity, or
even shows irreversible corrosion can strongly depend on the specific ambient conditions.
In situ atomic scale studies of electrocatalysts under working conditions can contribute
substantially in providing insights into the underlying reaction mechanism. [177–179]
Environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM) studies using aberration
corrected microscopes offer the opportunity for real space atomic resolution studies
of catalysts at local pressures of several millibars. [80, 148–150, 180] The high spatial
resolution capabilities can be combined with a variety of analytical methods for chemical
and band structure analysis, e.g., local X-ray and electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS). [81] The opportunity for real time observations of catalysts in operando by a
high-energy electron probe poses a great challenge for well-defined studies of electro-
chemistry due to the need for understanding and controlling the effect of the electron
beam on the catalyst state.
Generally, the electron beam affects the studied sample via inelastic collisions of
high-energy electrons with atoms. The appearance of atomic displacements is controlled
by the ratio between the energy transfer of back-scattered electrons to the atoms and
their displacement energy and thus is a function of the atomic mass and the energy of
the primary electrons. [91] Point defect generation sets in above a threshold value of
the primary electron energy depending on the sample material. In addition to atomic
displacements, inelastic scattering of high-energy electrons with specimen electrons
can give rise to a variety of excitations such as plasmons, [181] secondary electron
emission, [151] and even sample heating or point defect generation due to radiolysis [91]
at high electron fluxes. Since electrocatalytic activity essentially depends on the electric
potential of the catalyst, the effect of electrostatic charging due to the emission of
secondary, core, and Auger electrons must be addressed carefully. A beam induced
potential of the order of the redox potential of a catalyzed chemical reaction may
have a tremendous effect on the sample state. Understanding such effects quantita-
tively may allow for developing strategies toward controlled electrochemistry in an ETEM.
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FIG. 4.1 Cyclovoltammetry measurement (in pH = 7) shows two electrochemical reactions: catalyst
surface oxidation/reduction due to oxygen intercalation at V ≈ 1 V and oxygen evolution at V ≈ 1.5 V.
We here present a study of electron beam induced electrochemistry using a manganese-
based perovskite oxide catalyst for oxygen evolution. Perovskite oxides for electrocatalytic
oxygen evolution have attracted appreciable attention during the past decades [3] and
particularly in recent literature. [2,146,182] Especially manganese-based oxides are in the
focus of current research due to their affinity to the active manganese-calcium complex
in the natural Photosystem II and the flexible oxidation state of manganese. [183]
In this article, hole-doped perovskite Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.36) has been selected
as model catalyst for electrocatalytic oxygen evolution. Previous cyclovoltammetry
measurements in liquid electrolyte in a standard three-electrode configuration reveal
two well-characterized redox reactions (Figure 4.1): (i) stable O2 evolution at positive
potential of V > 1.4 V versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) at neutral pH in liquid
electrolytes [3, 184] and (ii) a reversible surface redox process at a potential of V ≈ 1
V versus SHE due to generation and annihilation of oxygen vacancies. [185] Topotactic
intercalation of oxygen at anodic currents just below the O2 evolution potential is typical
for many transition metal oxides. [186]
In a previous study, we have shown that sacrificial SiH4 in the ETEM visualizes O2
evolution activity by the growth of amorphous SiO2−y at active PCMO. [185] Under the
chosen experimental conditions, SiO2−y growth requires O2 evolution and thus evolves
via SiH4 + 2O2 → SiO2 + 2H2O. In that study, a beam-induced electrochemical corrosion
process in a Ca-rich PCMO sample was halted by applying a negative potential of
V ≈ −1 V to the sample, which was in good electric contact with a biasing sample
holder. We thus concluded that beam induced potentials of the order of 1 V have driven
the observed reactions and that the underlying mechanisms are of electrochemical nature.
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The main goal of the study presented here is to shed light on the electron beam induced
electrostatic potential and its impact on the selected electrochemical model reactions.
The beam induced electric potential is measured by electron holography combined with
electrostatic modeling. In contrast to the electron-transparent lamellae of our previous
study, where polycrystalline PCMO was glued onto metallic sample carriers, we use here
cross-section lamellae cut by focused ion beam (FIB) from high quality epitaxial PCMO
thin films grown on MgO substrates. The electric back-contact of the PCMO electrode
via insulating MgO suggests high beam induced potentials even at low electron fluxes
as applied in holography. However, this assumption was disproved by direct resistivity
measurements of MgO TEM lamellae cut by FIB. Our article is organized as follows: In
section 4.3.1, we present ETEM oxidation studies of surface oxygen depleted PCMO in
pure water vapor. This is followed by an ETEM oxygen evolution study of nominally
fully oxygenized PCMO in a He/H2O/SiH4 gas mixture in section 4.3.2. Off-axis electron
holography measurements of beam induced electrostatic sample charging are shown in
section 4.3.3. In section 4.4.1, the recorded phase shift in vacuum near the sample edges at
variable electron flux is analyzed by electrostatic modeling. This allows for an estimation
of the amount of injected charge at steady-state conditions as well as the resulting beam
induced electric potential. Section 4.4.2 presents the discussion of structural and chemical
modifications of PCMO observed in the ETEM in the presence of gas in the framework
of beam induced electrochemistry. Finally, a summary and conclusion is given in section
4.5.
4.2 Materials and Methods
The in situ ETEM study is carried out on electron transparent samples which are cut from
an epitaxial [001] oriented 480 nm thick Pr0.64Ca0.36MnO3 (PCMO) thin film with some
[110] twin domains (orientations are given normal to the substrate surface). Twin domains
are unavoidably present due to the orthorhombic structure of the PCMO. The film was
prepared using reactive ion beam sputtering (IBS) on MgO [001] substrate at a deposition
temperature of 1050 K in oxygen atmosphere with a partial pressure of pO2 = 1.4 · 10−4
mbar during deposition. A subsequent annealing procedure at T = 1200 K in air for 20 h
was performed in order to improve crystal quality and oxygen content. Protection layers
consisting of Al2O3 (900 nm) and Au (900 nm) were deposited via IBS at room temper-
ature on the PCMO film in order to avoid beam damage during TEM sample preparation.
By means of focused ion beam (FIB; FEI Nova Nanolab 600), electron transparent
samples in cross-section geometry were cut out of the film and mounted on a copper
sample support. The lamellae is further divided into several elements by cutting notches
using low-energy (5 keV) ions. A final milling process using a precision ion polishing
system (PIPS) with low-energy argon ions provides highly crystalline sample edges (see
Figure 4.8 in the Supporting Information).
ETEM and EELS experiments in vacuum and water containing gas with partial pressures
of pH2O = 1− 150 µbar are performed in an aberration corrected FEI Titan electron mi-
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croscope with an environmental cell using 300 keV electrons with different flux densities.
EEL spectra of the manganese L-edge were used to determine the Mn oxidation state
before and after water exposure.
Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra after gas exposure were acquired in a Philips CM12
electron microscope with scanning (STEM) capability operated at 120 keV. Characteristic
X-rays were detected with a Si drift detector from Oxford with an energy resolution of 136
eV. Details on the experimental methods and basic TEM characterization of the sample
are provided in the Supporting Information.
4.3 Results
All presented ETEM studies were performed using a 300 keV electron beam due to op-
timum high-resolution imaging conditions in H2O vapor environments. Fully oxidized
PCMO shows high stability under 300 keV electron irradiation at high-vacuum conditions
(typically better than 10−6 mbar). Even in high-resolution STEM and EELS with electron
fluxes as high as 1010 e/(Å2s), we have not found any indication of beam damage.
4.3.1 PCMO Oxidation in Pure Water Vapor.
A crystalline, approximately 50 nm thick sample was selected for this study. Initially,
parts of the sample are covered by a 3 nm thick oxygen depleted surface layer of ion
beam damaged amorphous PCMO (Figure 4.2a).
The thickness of this layer was measured under high-vacuum conditions, where no
changes were observed on time scales of 30 min during irradiation with 300 keV electrons.
During the exposure to pure water vapor at a pressure of pH2O = 1 µbar and electron
flux of 9000 e/(Å2s), the amorphous edges start to recrystallize (Figure 4.2b). Recrystal-
lization of thin amorphous areas also affects the surfaces normal to the electron beam
as indicated by the inhomogeneous image contrast, while keeping a crystalline Pbnm
structure (Figure 4.2b). The corresponding Fourier transform (inset) shows that the
initially sharp spots which belong to the Pbnm structure become diffuse. An increase of
the pressure to pH2O = 5 µbar during exposure to 5000 e/(Å2s) results in minor changes
of the morphology of the recrystallized areas. Figure 4.2c shows the state after a total of
20 min exposure to H2O and the electron beam (10 min in pH2O = 1 µbar and 10 min in
pH2O = 5 µbar, respectively). The HRTEM image reveals the existence of misoriented,
recrystallized domains with a size < 5 nm. The corresponding Fourier transform exhibits
a further circle-shaped spreading of the Pbnm spots as well as the appearance of some
additional spots. These observations clearly indicate the formation of nanometer-sized
crystalline domains with misorientation angles < 30◦ (see the inset of Figure 4.2c) by
crystallization of the former amorphous areas of the sample surface.
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FIG. 4.2 HRTEM images of a crystalline edge of the PCMO film in different water pressure environ-
ments and electron fluxes. (a) Initial state in high vacuum. (b) State after 10 min in pH2O = 1 µbar with
electron flux of 9000 e/(Å2s). (c) Same area 10 min after increasing the pressure to 5 µbar in a flux of
5000 e/(Å2s). (d) Phase transition to amorphous state after enhancement of the pressure to 150 µbar
at 5000 e/(Å2s). The insets show the corresponding Fourier transformed images. In the FFT in (c) the
initially sharp spots are blurred within an angle of α = 30◦. The dashed square in (d) marks the region
used for the FFT.
The stability of the catalyst against beam-induced corrosion is only maintained for low
water pressure. An increase of the pressure to pH2O = 150 µbar at 5000 e/(Å2s) results




Figure 4.2d was recorded after high vacuum conditions were re-established. The observed
processes cease as water vapor is evacuated from the microscope chamber. Thus, a
recrystallization of initially amorphous edges via growth of misoriented nanocrystals
requires a water pressure of ∼ 1 − 10 µbar whereas a pressure increase to > 100 µbar
results in amorphization of the former crystalline lattice. The interface between crys-
talline and amorphous material in Figure 4.2d roughly corresponds to the boundary of
the electron beam profile. Post-characterization of the entire specimen confirms that
such structural modifications only occur in regions exposed to the electron beam.
FIG. 4.3 Postmortem ELNES studies of the changes of characteristic loss edges after contact with
water vapor. (a) O K-edge and (b) Mn L-edge. Initial state (black), after 5 µbar water exposure (red),
and the amorphous state after 150 µbar water exposure (blue).
Electron energy-loss near edge structure (ELNES) of the oxygen K-edge and the
manganese L-edge were measured in the initial state, after exposure to 5 µbar water
vapor and after amorphization in 150 µbar water vapor (Figure 4.3).
The O K-edge (Figure 4.3a) exhibits three sub-features labeled A, B, and C, which are
well-known for manganites. The pre-peak (feature A) arises from a hybridization of the
O 2p with the eg majority spin states and is sensitive to carrier doping and bonding
characteristics. Feature B can be attributed to hybridization with anti-bonding minority
spin Mn-3d as well as Pr states. Feature C is related to hybridization with Pr, Ca,
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and Mn states of higher energy. The O K-edge of the FIB/PIPS virgin sample shows
a relatively small pre-peak feature (A) compared to other results on conventionally
prepared manganite TEM lamellae at x ≈ 0.3 measured with TEM which are obtained
in the literature. [172, 187] We attribute this to surface oxygen depletion to FIB TEM
sample preparation. Oxygen vacancies are known as electron donors filling the majority
eg states in manganites. The exposure to low-pressure water vapor (≤ 5 µbar) results
in an intensity increase of the O K-pre-peak (A). This implies a depletion of majority
eg states, i.e., an increase of hole doping due to oxygen vacancy healing. In contrast,
subsequent exposure to 150 µbar water vapor results in a decrease of pre-peak intensity
to roughly the initial value, thus indicating oxygen depletion during amorphization.
Figure 4.3b shows the Mn L3- and L2-edges (white lines) at 646 and 656 eV. We use the
Gaussian fitting method for the determination of the I(L3)/I(L2) intensity ratio which is a
measure for the Mn valence state [171] (for details see 4.6.2 in the Supporting Information).
We find an initial I(L3)/I(L2) ratio of 2.2. The resulting Mn valence state of +3.4
agrees with the nominal valence state expected from doping (+3.36). While O K-pre-edge
(feature A) shows a clear increase after 5 µbar water exposure, only marginal changes
of the Mn L-edge, i.e., a slight increase of the I(L3)/I(L2) intensity ratio, are visible.
In contrast, the corrosive amorphization of PCMO during exposure to 150 µbar water
vapor results in stronger changes of both in the Mn L- and in the O K-edges. The
Mn I(L3)/I(L2) intensity ratio increases to 2.5, indicating a decrease of the Mn valence
to +2.8. Simultaneously, the intensity of the O K-pre-edge decreases, and there is a
significant reduction of the (C) peak which is due to hybridization of O and A-site cations.
This change may indicate an incipient decomposition of the PCMO perovskite into other
metal oxide compounds accompanied by a change in the Mn valence state and the A-site
cation configuration (see 4.6.2 in the Supporting Information).
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4.3.2 Using SiO2−y Growth for Monitoring Oxygen Evolution at
PCMO.
FIG. 4.4 Crystalline edge of the PCMO film (a) in vacuum and (b)after t ∼ 120 s in H2O/He/SiH4
gas (p = 0.3 mbar) in an electron flux of 11 000 e/(Å2s). The amorphous outgrowth in (b) represents
SiO2−y.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the development of a virgin sample region during exposure to
11 000 e/(Å2s) in 0.3 mbar of a He/H2O/SiH4 gas mixture containing 1% H2O vapor
(pH2O ≈ 3 µbar).
Figure 4.4a depicts the initial state of a crystalline edge. After a few seconds of electron
illumination in gas the growth of amorphous material at the crystalline edges is observed.
The state after 120 s in the gas is shown in Figure 4.4b. Using EELS and EDX spec-
troscopy, the amorphous outgrowth is identified as SiO2−y. The growth of SiO2−y is only
observed under the following specific conditions:
(i) It requires the presence of crystalline PCMO edges. If the same experiment is
performed at amorphous PCMO edges or at catalytically nonactive materials such
as the copper sample support, no growth of SiO2−y is observed.
(ii) Exposing crystalline PCMO to the He/H2O/SiH4 mixture but without electron ir-
radiation, the growth of SiO2−y is absent. It is also absent if we move the electron
beam away from the sample, where the high-energy electrons interact only with the
gas in the sample chamber. Consequently, the stimulation of the catalyst by the
high-energy electron beam is essential for the catalytic reaction at PCMO in the
TEM.
(iii) SiO2−y growth on PCMO requires water vapor, since neither structural modifica-
tion in PCMO nor SiO2−ygrowth is observed during the pre-characterization with
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electrons in high vacuum despite the presence of the SiH4 impurity. Mass spec-
troscopy data (not shown here) reveal the presence of SiH4 gas even in high-vacuum
mode. [185] Thus, we can exclude a direct electron beam driven reaction between
PCMO species and SiH4.
These three observations are fully consistent with previously reported results for PCMO
TEM lamellae cut from bulk material and show that SiO2−y growth under these
conditions can be considered as an indicator for oxygen evolution. [185]
Local ELNES spectra of the O K-edge and the Mn L-edge before and after the reaction
in He/H2O/SiH4 gas (Figure 4.9) in the Supporting Information) reveal a pronounced
increase of the Mn I(L3)/I(L2) ratio after the reaction. The disappearance of the
O K-pre-peak and the decrease of the Mn oxidation state from initially 3.3 to 2.41
after the reaction are in accordance with the observation of the formation of oxygen
vacancies during the active state of PCMO bulk material as seen in previous ETEM
experiments [185] and confirmed by in situ XANES. [28] See also 4.6.9 in the Supporting
Information.
Figure 4.5 shows the SiO2−y coverage of PCMO after exposure to 0.3 mbar of the gas
mixture in and nearby electron-exposed areas at two different electron fluxes. The yellow
circle marks the diameter of the electron beam during gas exposure. Figure 4.5a shows
a bright-field STEM image of the studied sample region 15 min after irradiation with
11 000 e/(Å2s). The corresponding EDX-mapping of the Si-Kα1 line in Figure 4.5b
reveals a significant Si concentration present in and nearby the beam area at maximum
≈ 200 nm from the beam center. In all areas, where Si is found by EDX mapping, it
exists in the form of SiO2−y which covers the PCMO sample as confirmed by EELS (not
shown here). Figure 4.5c,d shows another sample area which has been exposed to the
same gas mixture and pressure as before at a reduced electron flux of 2000 e/(Å2s) for
t ≈ 7 min. Here, we also observe the growth of SiO2−y. In contrary to the experiment
with 11 000 e/(Å2s), EDX mapping in Figure 4.5d shows a Si signal only in the area
exposed to the electron beam.
1Notably, one should avoid to overrate the significance of the absolute value of the Mn oxidation state
determined from ELNES of the Mn L-edge because it suffers systematic errors originating from the
determination via comparison of our experimental I(L3)/I(L2) ratio with literature results of finite
accuracy. However, the observed trends of the I(L3)/I(L2) ratio measured under similar experimental
conditions are definitely reliable and clearly prove a reduction of PCMO after He/H2O/SiH4 exposure
even though the absolute oxidation state value may be underestimated.
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FIG. 4.5 Analysis of the effect of different electron fluxes on the oxygen evolution activity. (a) A
bright-field STEM image of a reacted PCMO region after electron irradiation with 11 000 e/(Å2s) in the
He/H2O/SiH4 gas. The yellow circle marks the electron beam position and size during gas exposure. (b)
The corresponding EDX count map of the Si-Kα1 emission shows maximum Si signal in regions adjacent
to beam position. (c) Bright-field STEM image of another region of the same specimen which was
treated under same conditions as the sample region depicted in (a) but with decreased electron intensity
of 2000 e/(Å2s). (d) The corresponding EDX count map reveals a Si signal only in the primarily electron
irradiated region.
4.3.3 Off-Axis Electron Holography for Investigation of Electron
Beam Induced Electrostatic Potentials
Off-axis electron holography experiments in combination with an approximate model of
the potential distribution were carried out to measure the beam-induced potential values
at the PCMO surface. Off-axis electron holography is based on the determination of
the phase shifts of electron waves traversing a region interspersed by an electrostatic or
magnetic field. A more detailed description of this method and the experimental setup
can be found in the Supporting Information part 4.6.3.
A general relation between the electrostatic potential V (x, y, z) and the phase modulation
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of the electron wavefront ϕ(x, y) can be obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation
describing an initially plane electron wave propagating along the optical axis z through an
electrostatic field −grad[V (x, y, z)]. Taking into account relativistic effects and neglecting
dynamic diffraction as well as inelastic scattering, the phase shift of the electron beam
after passing through the sample is
ϕ(x, y) = CE
∫ +∞
−∞
V (x, y, z)dz (4.1)
The constant CE depends on the accelerating voltage of the microscope used: at 300
kV it has a value of CE = 6.53 rad/(Vµm). Within the sample interior, the phase
shift originates from two contributions to the total electrostatic potential: the partially
screened Coulomb potential of the atomic nuclei (crystal potential) and the electrostatic
potential generated by external charges induced by the beam. We aim at measuring only
the second contribution. Consequently, we restrict the analysis of the phase shift to the
vacuum next to the sample edge, where the electric potential is only given by the stray
field contribution of the charged sample.
Figure 4.6 summarizes the results gained with electron holography at 80 e/(Å2s) primary
electron flux and introduces the fundamentals of the model used for determination of
the electron beam induced potential. The modeling of the phase gradient is subject in
section 4.4.1.
Figure 4.6c shows the measured phase shift ϕ(x, y) which is obtained via reconstructing
a hologram acquired at a flux of 80 e/(Å2s) from the sample area depicted in Figure 4.6a.
The red and the green line profiles shown in Figure 6e reveal a positive phase shift near
the PCMO surface. Since the effect of the magnetic potential on the electron wave can
be disregarded, the spatial dependence of the phase shift in the vacuum area near the
sample reflects the electric potential distribution due to the beam induced surface charges
of the TEM sample. The phase shift near the surface as a function of primary electron flux
exhibits a nonlinear behavior indicating a saturation of charge (Figure 4.6f). According to
Eq. 4.1, a positive phase shift proves a positive electron beam induced surface potential.
This is in contrast to the situation in scanning electron microscopy (SEM), where the




FIG. 4.6 Determination of the beam induced electric potential at the PCMO catalyst protrusions
by off-axis holography and electrostatic modeling. (a) TEM image of the sample area used for electron
holography. (b) Simple model of the charge distribution within the catalyst/support structure, where the
beam-induced positive charges in the catalyst semicylinders with radius R̂ and relative displacement ξ
are inducing negative counter charges within the dielectric support structure. (c) Experimental contour
map of the phase of the electron wave at an electron flux of ∼ 80 e/(Å2s) at the sample area marked
in(a). (d) Contour map of the calculated phase shift around uniformly charged semicylinders. Note the
cross-shaped pattern (saddle point in the potential) indicated by the dashed orange lines in (c) and (d).
(e) Fit of the measured phase shifts along the green and red lines depicted in (c) and (d), resulting in
R̂ = 215 nm, Q = 210 electrons, and an averaged (over the rim) surface potential of V = 1.6 V. (f) The
phase shift in vacuum at the PCMO/vacuum interface as a function of the primary electron flux; the




Our observations of the flux dependent local changes of the PCMO electrocatalyst and
the active regions for the SiO2−y formation as an indicator for oxygen evolution activity
clearly show a major impact of the electron beam on the catalyst state. In the following,
we give a quantitative estimate of the electron beam induced electrostatic potential on
the basis of off-axis holography results via electrostatic modeling. We here discuss the
extrapolation of holographically measured potentials at low electron flux to potentials
occurring under ETEM conditions. Furthermore, we analyze the observed changes of the
electrode in more detail and discuss the observations reported above in the framework of
electrocatalytic behavior.
4.4.1 Electron Beam Induced Electrostatic Potential
Modeling of the Phase Shift.
In order to understand the observed phase shift ϕ(x, y) and to obtain an estimate of the
induced surface potential, we need to model the phase shift in the sample exterior. We
note first of all that any charge within the PCMO region, or on its surface, will polarize
the (insulating) MgO support, resulting in an induced charge density that also contributes
to the phase shift. For simplicity, we assume that the dielectric constant of the support is
large enough to result in metal-like behavior; i.e., the induced charges are located at the
PCMO-MgO interface, and their electrostatic field is generated by an image (negative)
charge positioned mirror-symmetrically with respect to the external (positive) charge (see
Figure 4.6b).
Because of the rather high conductivity of highly doped semiconducting PCMO, we ex-
pect the PCMO surface to be equipotential; i.e., we expect that all induced charges
reside on the outer surfaces S, with a charge density distribution ρ(r) which maintains S
equipotential. The self-consistent solution of Poisson’s equation
∇2V (r) = −ρ(r)
ε0ε
(4.2)
with the appropriate boundary conditions for a surface S of a roughly semicylindrical
object of radius R̂ and height d requires numerical treatment and cannot be used
conveniently for fitting the data.
Therefore, we introduce a further approximation: we assume that the charge is uniformly
distributed within S and is mirrored by an image-charge distribution within the MgO sup-
port as sketched in Figure 64.6b. With this particular choice of ρ(r), the phase shift comes
directly from integrating the equation linking charge density and potential according to
Eq. 4.1 along the optical axis z and carrying out the remaining integrations along r and θ.
By superimposing the fields generated by two equal PCMO regions laterally displaced
by a gap of ξ = 110 nm (as measured from the calibrated experimental data), and by
assigning the values R̂ = 215 nm and a total charge of Q = 210 electrons, we obtain
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the simulated phase image shown in Figure 4.6d. The parameters R̂ and Q were fitted
from the phase profiles taken along the red and green lines in Figure 4.6c,d and explained
in more detail in paragraph 4.6.7 of the Supporting Information. The final step in the
analysis is to extract the potential from the measured charge distribution. Note first
that a detrimental side effect of the uniform-charge-density approximation is that the
potential of the PCMO regions is not a constant any longer: it varies with the angle along
the curved outer surface (rim) as well as with angle and radius over the top and bottom
planar surfaces of the PCMO regions. To reconnect with the "sample potential" V , we
take an average of the surface potential around the rim, which turns out to be






where VS = Ne/(4πε0R̂) is the potential which would be established if all the measured
charge was distributed over a spherical surface of radius R̂, and the coefficients Cm of
the capacitance series are given as a sum of Chebyshev polynomials. With the values for
R̂, Q = Ne as determined above, Eq. 4.3 yields the value V = 〈V 〉 = 1.6 V. For details
see Supporting Information 4.6.8.
Estimation of the Electrostatic Potential from the Secondary Electron Yield.
In order to establish the connection between electron holography results at low electron
fluxes < 80 e/(Å2s) and the ETEM experiments shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.4 at several
103 e/(Å2s), we propose here a rate equation describing the sample potential as arising
from the balance of the electron flux induced emission current of secondary electrons and
neutralization currents.
Positive beam induced potentials in TEM samples arise from the emission of secondary
(SE), Auger (AE), and core electrons (CE). Altogether they produce a net flow of negative
charges directed out of the sample which is partly compensated by neutralization currents
via groundings and environment. All currents (emission and neutralization) affecting the
specimen charge are summarized in Figure 4.7.
The emission current is proportional to the primary beam current Ie = IpY , where the
proportionality constant Y is the electron emission yield per incident electron. Y depends
on the sample potential due to its effect on the escape probability. For simplicity, we only
consider the SE contribution to Y , since the cross sections for generating AEs and CEs are
much smaller than for SE generation. We estimate Y for SEs emitted from PCMO with
energy E according to the equation of the yield spectrum dY /dE given by Chung and
Everhart for metals, [189] modified in order to take into account the finite thickness d of
the PCMO regions. The yield spectrum is calculated combining the probability (per unit
primary path length) of generating a SE in the energy range (E, E + dE) multiplied by
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the probability for such SE to reach the surface and escape into a vacuum. The resulting
spectral yield is given by
dY
dE













where φ is the work function of PCMO and E the energy of the SE relative to the bottom
of the conduction band. The probability of beam induced electronic excitations in the
specimen is described by S(E) = CY /(E − EF )2, where CY is a constant which depends
on the energy of the primary electrons and material specific parameters. The factor 2
takes into account the existence of two surfaces, top and bottom surface of the PCMO
lamella from which SE are emitted. Integration over all SE energies from vacuum level
to infinity gives the total initial yield Y0 = 0.0034 per primary electron of 300 keV for a
50 nm thick PCMO lamella (see Supporting Information part 4.6.4).
FIG. 4.7 Schematic representation of the generation of beam induced sample potential in a TEM
lamella composed of a semiconducting catalyst and an insulating dielectric support. Sample-beam con-
figuration, where the high-energy electron beam with intensity Ip is transmitting the semiconducting
catalyst and is creating a positive charge by emission currents Ie of secondary electrons (SE), Auger
electrons (AE), and core electrons (CE) due to inelastic scattering processes. In a stationary state, these
emission currents are compensated by backflow currents Ib, Iev from gas and other environmental compo-
nents, and ground currents Ig across the support. Note: the arrows describe the direction of the electron
currents and not the conventional current direction.
As charges accumulate inside the sample and build up a potential V , it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to extract further SEs since the escape barrier increases from φ to
φ+ eV and the yield decreases. The Y (V ) curve is obtained by






(E, φ+ eV ) (4.5)
Numerical evaluation of Eq. 4.5 followed by least-squares fitting of the Y (V ) curve to
the model function Y0/(1 + v)β, with v = V/φ, results in β ≈ 2.2 in the experimentally
relevant interval 0 < v < 2. The decrease of Y with V is the origin of a self-limiting
process. In absence of the self-limitation, the sample potential in an insulator would
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increase linearly with irradiation time.
In general, the energy distribution dY /dE(E, φ) for insulators and semiconductors is nar-
rower than for metals. [190,191] Thus, with the Chung-Everhart formalism we presumably
overestimate the high-energy tail of dY /dE(E, φ) as well as the value Y (V ). Accordingly,
we might underestimate the exponent β. A higher value of β implies a stronger decay of
Y (V ), i.e., an increased impact of the self-limiting effect.
However, the self-limiting process does not fully saturate by itself. Because of the power-
law dependence of Y on V , it only changes the time dependence of the potential from
linear to logarithmic. Therefore, the establishment of a steady state with a "saturation"
potential V requires a neutralization current In. The accumulation of a charge q within
the sample is governed by the continuity equation
dq
dt
= Y (V )Ip − In(V ) (4.6)
In the stationary state dq/dt = 0, an equilibrium potential is established, which is given
by the intersection of the yield function Y0/(1 + v)β with the current ratio curve In(v)/Ip.
Comparison of ETEM and Holography Experimental Conditions
For the comparison of beam induced surface potentials determined by holography un-
der HV conditions with beam induced surface potentials under ETEM conditions, the
continuity equation (Eq. 4.6) gives a very straightforward approach: assuming that the
neutralization current In = V/R(v) is controlled by a nonlinear resistance R(v), the
balance-of-currents equation reads
v(1 + v)β = Y0IpR(v)/φ (4.7)
Equation 4.7 gives a nonlinear dependence of the potential V on the primary current
as experimentally indicated by the electron flux dependent phase shift in Figure 4.6f.
Using Y0 = 0.0034 and φ = 4.9 eV, a positive potential of 1 V at an electron flux of
11 000 e/(Å2s) requires a neutralization current of about 100 pA or a sample resistance
of the order of R ≈ 1010 Ω. For a smaller sample resistance, for example if the sample
is well connected to ground, the potential saturates at smaller values. The opposite
limiting case is represented by a floating sample with 1/R = 0 (regardless of whether
the material is metallic or insulating itself). In this limit, the saturation potential
would logarithmically depend on the total irradiation time: no steady state would be
reached, leading possibly to either arc discharges or dielectric breakdown. In all in-
termediate cases, a saturation potential of the order of the work function may be expected.
The most difficult quantity in Eq. 4.7 is to estimate a realistic value of the neutralization
current and thus the behavior of the resistivity R(v) as a function of potential, gas
pressure, and beam conditions. In an ETEM, the neutralization current and thus R(v)
can be composed of three contributions In = Ig + Ib + Iev (see Figure 4.7):
The current Ig from the ground through the sample holder into the TEM sample depends
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on sample and contact resistances. In our experiment, the ground current is controlled by
the MgO resistance. In situ TEM measurements by using a biasing sample holder with
a piezo-controlled nanotip yield R ≈ 5 · 109 Ω (see 4.6.7 in the Supporting Information)
and consequently allows for Ig of the order of 100 pA at samples bias of 1 V. Defect
states and surface contaminations reduce the initial resistivity of single crystalline bulk
MgO from ρ ≈ 1015 Ωcm to ρ ≈ 2 · 103 Ωcm in defect-rich MgO-lamella cut by FIB. [192]
Ib denotes the backflow current from the gas environment either via capture of secondary
electrons emitted from gas species or by negative gas ions which are formed by capture
of electrons. An estimate shows that Ib is limited to sub-fA levels due to the small
ionization cross sections of gas atoms and the small range of the electric field outside
the TEM lamella (see Supporting Information 4.6.6). Cross sections for the formation of
negative gas ions by SE capture are also very small. [193]
Backflow currents from the other environment Iev involve secondary electrons originating
from inelastic collisions of primary electrons with the MgO substrate2, with TEM
components and/or from back-scattered electrons from TEM elements. Such currents
cannot easily be quantified, and their detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this
paper. We assume their magnitude is small compared to Ig and comparable in the ETEM
and in the holography experiment and disregard their influence in a comparative study
of both experiments.
An extrapolation of the measured potential of 〈V 〉 = 1.6 V at 80 e/(Å2s) to high fluxes
via Eq. 4.7 would result in V ≈ 16 V at 11 000 e/(Å2s) based on an ohmic resistance.
However, due to the strong potential dependence of R(V ) (Frenkel-Poole like behavior;
see 4.6.7 in the Supporting Information), such an extrapolation overestimates the beam
induced potential. Furthermore, the Chung-Everhart formalism most likely overestimates
the high energy tail of dY /dE(E, φ) and thus the SE emission currents. Taking these
effects into account, the beam induced potential predicted from 4.7 for a primary flux of
103 − 104 e/(Å2s) in the used gas environment is expected of the order of a few volts.
4.4.2 Behavior of the PCMO Electrocatalyst under ETEM
Conditions
On the basis of our estimate of a beam induced positive potential of the order of a few
volts, we assume that the conditions for anodic behavior of the electrocatalyst are present
in our ETEM experiments. Dependent on the magnitude of the potential V , the water
pressure, and the damage state of the catalyst, two different oxidation processes can
be induced at the catalyst-water interface: (i) oxidation of defect-rich, oxygen-depleted
areas of the PCMO electrocatalyst and (ii) oxidation of H2O and oxygen evolution. Both
processes may also coexist.
2Part of the MgO substrate might be illuminated because of a spread of the beam diameter in gas due
to scattering of primary electrons with gas molecules.
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Oxidation and Recrystallization of Damaged Amorphous PCMO Areas
The observation of an electron beam induced recrystallization process of initially
amorphous PCMO in pure water vapor at electron flux < 9000 e/(Å2s) (Fig. 4.2b,c) is in
the following interpreted as an electrochemical oxidation of oxygen-depleted amorphous
specimen regions driven by a beam induced positive electrical potential. EELS of the
O K-edge shows the reestablishment of the pre-edge feature (A) which was suppressed
in the as-prepared state of the TEM sample (Fig. 4.3a). This is consistent with the
presence of oxygen deficiency in the as-prepared state, where surface oxygen vacancy
donor defects have been generated by the preparation process of the TEM lamella.
Healing of such donor defects increases the hole concentration in the O 2p - Mn 3d
valence band which is indicated by the increase of the O K-pre-edge feature (A) (see
Fig. 4.3a). The tiny increase of the Mn I(L3)/I(L2) intensity ratio is also consistent
with the healing of electron donor defects such as oxygen vacancies (see Fig. 4.2c).
However, the Mn L-edge seems to be less sensitive to changes in the oxygen content and
in the Mn valence state crystalline PCMO in comparison to the O K-pre-edge. This
is in agreement with investigations by Riedl et al. and Varela et al., who show that
features representing the Mn valence state of manganites which involve the O K-edge
(e.g., |E(O KA)− E(O KB)| or the pre-peak (A) intensity) have a higher sensitivity to
changes of the Mn valence state. [172,194]
The absence of the recrystallization of amorphous PCMO as well as the related changes
in the O K-edge and Mn L-edge in high-vacuum experiments indicates that the presence
of H2O or H2O-derived intermediates is required for the healing of the damaged regions.
Electrochemical oxidation/reduction by oxygen intercalation/deintercalation is observed
in cyclic voltammetry for many transition metal oxides. The redox process can take
place at room temperature at electrical potentials of the order of V ≈ 1 V, [157, 158]
where the oxidation of electrodes by oxygen intercalation requires an anodic polarization.
The oxygen intercalation is topotactic in nature, if the reaction does not involve diffusive
rearrangement of the host atoms. In perovskite-derived structures of transition metal
oxides ABO3−δ, a reversible topotactic transformation between fully oxygenized and
O-deficient structures is typically observed at electrochemical potentials V slightly
below the potential V (H2O → 1/2O2 + H2) for oxygen evolution. [186] There, the
high mobility of the oxygen was attributed to the surface formation of O− ions from
H2O or OH− species. The penetration of O− from the electrode surface into the bulk
requires metal cations with variable valence state and where the charge transfer reaction
B(n+1)+O2− ↔ Bn++O− only requires a small charge transfer energy. In addition to
the electrochemical transformation between crystalline structures of different oxygen
stoichiometry, topotactic transformations may also involve amorphous phases. [195]
Our observation that the electron beam driven oxidation is limited to a H2O pressure range
of some µbar and changes into a beam induced amorphization/corrosion at higher H2O
pressure (Figure 4.1d) may be explained by an increased thickness of the H2O adsorption
layer which suppresses the SE emission. We have no proof for this assumption. However, it
is consistent with reduced electrostatic charging at increasing pressures in environmental
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electron microscopy. [196] A drop of the potential below the equilibrium potential for the
oxygen intercalation would give rise to a reduction reaction of the electrode.
Electrocatalytic Oxygen Evolution Indicated by the SiO2 Reaction
The growth of SiO2−y at catalytically active surfaces in a He/H2O/SiH4 gas mixture at
a partial pressure of pH2O ∼ 3 µbar is also consistent with the presence of a positive
potential above 1.5 V. According to previous results, [185] SiO2−y growth under such
conditions indicates electrocatalytic oxygen evolution and cannot take place by a direct
reaction of SiH4 with H2O. This statement is derived from the observation that the beam
induced SiO2−y growth requires the presence of a catalyst for oxygen evolution and does
not take place at nonactive materials or at amorphous PCMO edges. The formed oxygen
can react with the SiH4 molecules according to SiH4 + O2 → SiO2 + H2O/H2, with SiO2
growing as a solid amorphous material on the catalyst surface.
The analysis of the Mn I(L3)/I(L2) intensity ratio of EEL spectra yields a decrease
of the Mn oxidation state in PCMO in SiO2−y covered surfaces from 3.3 to 2.4. The
Mn2+ formation at surfaces under oxygen evolution conditions is also observed by in
situ XANES experiments. [28] This valence decrease is consistent with the generation of
oxygen vacancies and related electron doping while the crystalline perovskite structure is
largely maintained.
Apparently, the oxygen vacancy formation under oxygen evolution conditions is contrary
to the observation of oxidation of amorphous areas in experiments with pure H2O vapor.
Indeed, oxygen intercalation is often observed by cyclic voltammetry as an oxidation
reaction preceding the oxygen evolution reaction. We assume that surface and subsurface
oxygen vacancies participate in the O2 evolution process. Consequently, the full oxidation
of the catalyst may be not achievable after the oxygen evolution has set in. Recently, it
has been shown that the formation of oxygen vacancies in the active state of the PCMO
catalyst is fully reversible and can be entirely healed out in the presence of gaseous
oxygen at slightly elevated temperatures at zero bias. [28] However, in the ETEM in
He/H2O/SiH4 gas mixture the oxygen evolving from water oxidation is captured in
the reaction SiH4 + O2 → SiO2 + H2O/H2. This may lead to a deceleration of oxygen
intercalation and a suppression of oxygen vacancy healing which results in a reduction of
the PCMO surface and subsurface. The formation of oxygen vacancies in the active area
of the studied PCMO lamella is supported in postmortem analysis, where the evolution
of a 2 x 2 superstructure most likely due to oxygen vacancy ordering is observed (see 4.6.9
in the Supporting Information). The spatial extent of areas exhibiting SiO2−y coverage
and areas with 2 x 2 superstructure in postmortem studies nicely agrees (Fig. 4.13).
The catalytic turnover number, i.e., the number of oxygen atoms in the SiO2−y layer per
oxygen vacancy in the PCMO crystal, is estimated to about 3.8 (see section 4.6.9 in the
Supporting Information). A turnover number > 1 proves that catalytic oxygen evolution
via water oxidation takes place and that the SiO2−y layer is not exclusively formed by
oxygen released during catalyst reduction.
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The increasing area exhibiting SiO2−y coverage at different electron flux between 2000
and 11 000 e/(Å2s) (Figure 4.5b,d) at constant beam diameter may give insight into the
spatial extent and distribution of beam induced potentials. The spatial distribution of
potentials where oxygen evolution takes place can exceed the beam diameter by a factor
of 1-3 depending on the electron flux. Remarkably, the area of highest electron flux in
the center of the electron irradiated area (Figure 4.5a,b) shows a significant reduction
of the SiO2−y growth compared to surrounding areas. The reduced SiO2−y formation
in the central beam area with the highest electron flux may either indicate that the
local potential was too large or that beam damage may have reduced the reaction rate.
We exclude that the spread of the SiO2−y around illuminated areas is induced by beam
spreading in the gas because the fraction of scattering events between primary electrons
and gas atoms/molecules generally provoking a skirt-like beam spread [197] is very weak
in the TEM due to the small scattering cross section for 300 keV electrons.
4.5 Conclusions
ETEM studies of a Pr0.64Ca0.36MnO3 (PCMO) electrocatalyst in contact with water
vapor reveal that two chemical reactions can be induced by the high-energy electron
beam: (i) The oxidation of oxygen-depleted amorphous surface regions of the electrode
which are formed during TEM sample preparation with FIB. The oxidation is visible
by the increase of the O K-pre-edge feature and the formation of the Pbnm perovskite
structure via recrystallization of the amorphous material. (ii) Oxygen evolution is
detected via observation of the growth of SiO2−y at catalytically active PCMO surfaces
in a He/H2O/SiH4 gas mixture. We are aware that using SiO2−y formation as an
indicator for oxygen evolution is indirect. However, we base our conclusion on systematic
ETEM studies which exclude a direct SiH4 oxidation by water and show that an oxygen
evolution catalyst is required. In accordance with a recent in situ XANES study, [28]
which shows that reversible oxygen vacancy formation evolves at positive potentials
under oxygen evolution conditions, we provide direct imaging of the oxygen vacancy
enriched areas by 2 x 2 superstructure formation combined with EELS of the oxygen
K-edge. Although some of the SiO2−y may be formed with oxygen from the electrode
material, we can exclude that SiO2−y growth is the origin of the oxygen vacancy formation.
Furthermore, we conclude that whether PCMO surface and subsurface regions are
oxidized or reduced in contact with water vapor may not only depend on the applied
potential. It rather seems to be an intrinsic property of the catalyst with respect to
the oxygen evolution activity. Formation of Mn2+ and filling of the anti-bonding Mn-eg
bands with more than one electron per unit formula would result in a reduced oxygen
evolution activity as pointed out in Ref. [2].
On the basis of the quantification of electron beam induced sample potentials by electron
flux dependent measurement of phase shifts in off-axis holography, we present strong ev-
idence that the observed chemical reactions are of electrochemical nature; i.e., they are
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driven by a beam induced positive electrode potential of the order of 1-2 V. Electrostatic
modeling provides insights into the balance of currents and thus into the conditions which
are required for the buildup of potentials. The results show that potentials of the order of
1 V can be easily built up in samples that are electrically insulated from the ground and
in gas environments, where the ion and electron densities are orders of magnitude below
the generated charge density within the TEM sample. We are confident that the provided
insights into the beam induced electric potential effects in ETEM will stimulate further
experimental and theoretical work on measurement and control of electrode potentials
and open up a pathway for controlled electrochemical experiments under electron beam
illumination.
Acknowledgments We thank the DFG for financial support within the SFB 1073,
project C02.
4.6 Supporting Information
4.6.1 Experimental Methods and Basic Sample Characterization
Figure 4.8a illustrates the structured cross-section TEM lamella showing a MgO-PCMO-
Al2O3 stacking sequence. The finally deposited gold film is completely removed during
the FIB procedure. A post-milling procedure using a Gatan precision ion polishing
system (PIPS) with Ar ion energies 0.5.1.5 keV under incident angles < 10◦ removes
most of the re-deposited or beam-damaged material. This preparation method of TEM
samples produces thin crystalline edges, where the damaged amorphous PCMO at edges
along the focused ion beam direction is only 1-2 unit cells wide (see Fig. 4.8b). Electron
diffraction imaging of the TEM sample (Fig. 4.8c) confirms epitaxial growth and the
existence of [110]/[001] twin domains. The orthorhombic unit cell of PCMO (room
temperature space group Pbnm) exhibits a doubling of the pseudocubic c-axis resulting
in a half periodicity in the reciprocal lattice in comparison to the cubic Pm3̄m perovskite
structure. The half periodicity is visible by the appearance of the [101] spots, since the
[001] peak is extinct due to extinction rules.
TEM experiments including electron diffraction, imaging and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) were performed with 300 keV electrons in an aberration corrected
FEI Titan electron microscope with an environmental cell (ETEM). With an information
limit of about 0.08 nm in high-vacuum this microscope allows for high-quality lattice
imaging and study of atomic scale processes. The Scanning TEM (STEM) capability
combined with EELS gives access to the local chemical composition and the electronic
structure with a spatial resolution of ∼ 0.2 nm and an energy resolution of ∼ 1.3 eV.
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FIG. 4.8 PCMO/MgO TEM lamella which was used for electro-catalytic studies of oxygen evolution. a)
Overview bright field image showing sample geometry of the PCMO film on MgO [001] substrate covered
with an amorphous Al2O3 protection layer. The notches carefully cut by FIB allow for the formation of
vertical crystalline edges. (b) High resolution TEM image of a selected vertical edge showing crystalline
structure with minimum ion beam damage on a scale of 2 nm. (c) Diffraction pattern of the PCMO film.
The diffraction spots can be indexed with [110] /[002] (green arrows) and [200]/[020] (white arrows),
i.e. the diffraction pattern shows [-110] (green) as well [001] (white) zone axis due to presence of twin
domains with the Pbnm c-axis either parallel to the beam direction (white) or perpendicular rotated by
90◦ around the crystalline [110] direction (green).
For studying the behavior of the PCMO crystal in contact with water vapor, we carried
out two types of experiments: i) PCMO in pure water vapor, where evaporating distilled
water was injected into the sample chamber of the ETEM yielding pressure ranges from
1−150 µbar, and ii) PCMO exposed to gas mixtures containing H2O, He and monosilane
SiH4 with the total gas pressure p = 0.3 mbar and the H2O partial pressure pH2O = 3 µbar.
As was shown in Ref. [185] SiH4 can be used as an indicator agent for visualization of
active catalyst areas for oxygen evolution. After gas inlet the sample was equilibrated for
about 20-30 min in gas before electron exposure started. The processes of the specimen
in contact with water vapor were studied via TEM imaging in gas with electron fluxes of
2000− 11000 (e/Å2s).
4.6.2 Chemical Analysis of the Initial and Reacted State by
means of EELS - Determination of Mn Oxidation States
EELS analysis of the initial state of the specimen and after gas exposure were performed
in high vacuum and in water vapor. All different states were compared in order to
analyze the chemical and electronic modifications of the specimen in gas atmosphere.
The analyzed regions have a ratio of lamella thicknesses d to the electron inelastic mean
free path λ at 300 keV of d/λ < 0.7. Due to spectrometer drift, a calibration of the
energy axis of the spectrometer to the Mn L3 energy at 646 eV is performed. The Ca
L-spectra are normalized to the L2-peak intensity. The spectra of the O K-edge and
the Mn L-edge are normalized to the intensity of the respective continuum excitation
in a 5 eV window above the characteristic features. The Mn L3-feature originates from






spin-orbit split states while the L2
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states. For instance, a decrease
of the Mn valence state implies an increasing occupation of 3d 3
2
states and the inten-
sity of excitation channels with 3d 3
2
final state decreases. This results in an increased
I(L3)/I(L2)-intensity ratio which is commonly used as a measure for the Mn valence state.
The determination of the Mn oxidation state is carried out in order to analyze the
change in oxygen and cation stoichiometry, defect concentration and resulting carrier
density in the conduction band. For the determination of the Mn valence by EELS we
use here the method of analyzing the intensity ratio of the Mn L3 and the L2 lines (L23
ratio). [171–173, 194, 198, 199] A qualitative analysis of the O K-pre-peak intensity is
used to verify the results obtained with the Mn I(L3)/I(L2)-ratio analysis. [172, 200].
For a reliable extraction of the Mn I(L3)/I(L2)-ratio, careful background subtraction
using a Hartree-Slater continuum background was carried out and the line intensities
were determined via integrating characteristic ranges of the dataset. A comparison
of our results of the Mn L-edge analysis with results on Ca-doped LaMnO3 obtained
in [172,194] allows the determination of the Mn oxidation state.
The energy loss near edge structure (ELNES) of the Ca L-edge of the initial state and
the reacted state after exposure to 5 µbar and 150 µbar water vapor is illustrated in
Fig. 4.9a. Typically, it is split into the L3 and L2-edge at 346 eV and 350 eV due to
spin-orbit coupling of the Ca 2p states (Fig. 4.9a). Low pressure water vapor exposure
(5 µbar) does not induce any appreciable changes to the Ca L-edge. However, at 150 µbar
water vapor, the L3 intensity decreases drastically which indicates a change in the bond
coordination. [201,202] Changes in the ligand field can have a strong effect on the position
and intensities of the L3 and L2 lines. [203] The observed strong changes in the Ca L-
edge during beam induced amorphization thus reflect the decomposition of the perovskite
structure into a disordered material. However, the broad peak centered near 340 eV which
evolves in high water pressure may originate from carbonate formation. [204]
4.6.3 Oxidation State of Manganese during Electron Exposure in
He/H2O/SiH4
Figures 4.9b and 4.9c show the ELNES of the O K-edge and the Mn L-edge before and
after exposure to the gas mixture He/H2O/SiH4. It reveals a drastic decrease of the Mn
oxidation state from initially 3.4 to 2.4 after 3 minutes under electron irradiation in
gas. The post-gas disappearance of the O K-pre-edge is a further strong indicator for a
significant filling of the majority eg-states. The entire disappearance even suggests that
the majority eg-states are completely filled which corresponds to a Mn oxidation state
of 2. However, the superposition of oxygen signals originating from PCMO as well as
SiO2−y makes a quantitative analysis of the O K-edge impossible.
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FIG. 4.9 ELNES of the a) Ca L-edge before (black line) and after exposure to pure water vapor with
a pressure pH2O = 5 µbar (red line) and pH2O = 150 µbar (blue line). b) and c) ELNES of the O K-edge
and the Mn L-edge before (black line) and after exposure to He/H2O/SiH4 gas mixture at p = 0.3 mbar
(red line) . The gray dashed line in c) corresponds to the Hartree-Slater background which is subtracted
from the Mn white lines before quantification of the I(L3)/I(L2)-intensity ratio.
4.6.4 Off-Axis Electron Holography (Experimental Parameters)
The phase shifts of the electron wave traversing the sample or near sample areas are
measured by acquiring an interference pattern with a reference wave propagating far
enough from the sample area in the vacuum. The position and contrast of the fringes in
the gained interference pattern, the hologram, depend on the phase and the amplitude
of the electron wave interacting with the specimen potential. The interference pattern is
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generated by placing a biased conductive wire (the biprism) at an appropriate location
along the beam path, which acts as a beam splitter: half of the electron beam undergoes a
phase shift due to interaction with the electric or magnetic fields of the specimen and the
other half, ideally unperturbed, is the reference. In order to avoid phase shifts induced by
a magnetic potential at the specimen area, the objective lens is switched off. Instead, a
Lorentz lens is used which almost eliminates magnetic fields in the specimen region. Since
our sample is paramagnetic, a possible magnetic potential from sample magnetization is
absent too. Numerical image processing including Fourier transformations and filtering
procedures of the hologram yields the phase as well as the amplitude image (see [205] for
details).
We use a CS-corrected FEI Titan Analytical 80-300ST equipped with a field emission
gun (FEG), rotatable biprism and Lorentz lens operated at 300 kV. The FEG generates
highly coherent electron waves, which are necessary to achieve high-quality holograms.
The holograms with 2.8 nm fringe spacing are recorded with a Gatan model 894 2k
UltraScan 1000 camera and the reconstruction of the phase and amplitude is obtained
using standard FFT-algorithm. [205] Measurements are performed in high vacuum at
varying electron flux ranging from 0.8 to 80 e/Å2s.
4.6.5 Estimate of Secondary Electron (SE) Yields in PCMO
High energy electrons traversing a target material undergo diverse elastic and inelastic
scattering events. The probability of a certain scattering event basically depends on the
thickness and density of the target material as well as its electronic and atomic structure.
Generally the scattering rate dns/dt, i.e. the number of scattering events per unit time
and unit target volume of electrons of energy Ei traversing a target is described by
dnS
dt
= nT · σT↔e(Ei) · Fi (4.8)
Fi is the primary electron flux, Fi = 1A ·
dNi
dt , the number of primary electrons Ni per
unit time and electron irradiated target area A. nT is the particle density of the target
material and σT↔e(Ei) is the target material specific scattering cross section of the
considered scattering event for electrons of energy Ei .
In the following calculations, we treat Fi as constant in the whole irradiated target volume
which is an adequate assumption if the yield, i.e. the number of scattered electrons per
primary electron and unit time is small.
In order to determine the charge induced into the PCMO specimen by secondary electron
emission, we need to know about the charge generation and charge compensation rates,
or rather the SE emission and neutralization currents. Here, we estimate the SE yield Y ,
i.e. the number of SE current per incident electron current, by modifying Eq. 4.8. The
flux can be expressed as a particle current per unit volume A · dx, dnidt , multiplied with
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dx can be translated into a characteristic depth where generated SE depending on their
energy can escape the sample, i.e. the escape probability of generated SE with energy E.
Most of the generated SE have kinetic energies ESE < 5 eV (for most materials) [191] and
thus a rather short mean free path in the PCMO specimen. We can describe the inelastic
mean free path λ of the SE in PCMO with the semi-empirical formula
λ(E)
a
= 2170 (E − EF )−2 + 0.72 (a (E − EF ))
1
2 (4.10)
given by Seah and Dench [206] for inorganic compounds where a is the monolayer thickness
(a = 0.385 nm), EF is the Fermi energy (EF = 1.84 eV) and E is the energy of SE relative
to the bottom of the conduction band. The SE-yield, i.e the number of generated SE per
incident electron current and unit time, can be calculated according to an equation given














S(E) describes the number of electrons per incident electron and unit energy excited into
an energy interval between E and E + dE. F (E, φ) depends on the work function φ and
considers the propagation of SE excited to energies above vacuum level, i.e. E > EF + φ,







considers the limitation of
the emission of SE electrons due to the finite thickness of the TEM specimen, i.e. when
their mean free path λ(E) < d. In this limit, the presence of two surfaces is taken into
account by a factor of 2 in Eq. 4.11. It results from the emission of SE from the top as
well as from the bottom surface of the thin TEM foil assuming that the incident flux at
the top and the bottom surface is the same.
S(E) =
CY (Ei)
(E − EF )2
and F (E, φ) = 1− EF + φ
E
(4.12)
The normalization constant CY (Ei) depends on material properties and the incident elec-
tron energy Ei. It can be determined by comparing the total number of electrons excited
to energies E > EF + φ, i.e. ionizing scattering events per incident electron with the
ionization cross section of PCMO:







The ionization cross section basically depends on the incident energy. We estimate the
cross section σion(Ei) from atomic ionization cross sections for Mn3+ + e → Mn4+ + 2e
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(σMn3→Mn4(Ei) ≈ 2 · 10−19 cm2) and Ca2+ + e→ Ca3+ + 2e (σCa2→Ca3(Ei) ≈ 2 · 10−19 cm2)
for 300 keV incident electrons. We get these cross sections from the database
http://dbshino.nifs.ac.jp/. The cross section for O + e → O1+ + 2e is of the same
order of magnitude. Unfortunately, there is no data available for Pr. We assume that
cross sections describing Pr3+ + e → Pr4+ + 2e are in the same order of magnitude.






·σiion. The particle density in PCMO is nPCMO = 8.76·1022 cm−3.
FIG. 4.10 Energy distribution of the SE-yield according to Eq. 4.11.
Integrating dYdE over all SE energies E > EF +φ , with EF = 1.84 eV and φ = 4.9 eV [165]






dE = 0.0034 (4.14)
The energy distribution dYdE of the emitted SE from PCMO is presented in Fig. 4.10. It
exhibits a maximum at ESE = 1.49 eV. Note, ESE is the kinetic energy of escaping SE
with respect to vacuum level, i.e. ESE = E − EF − φ.
4.6.6 Estimation of the Neutralization Current from the Gas
Environment
In presence of gas (here 99% helium and 1% water) incident electrons undergo inelastic
scattering events with gas atoms or molecules resulting in a fractional ionization of the
gas particles. Such ionization processes are accompanied by the emission of SE from gas
atoms/molecules, so-called environmental secondary electrons (ESE). All ESE generated
near the PCMO surface are attracted by the beam induced electric potential in PCMO
and thus contribute to charge compensation. Furthermore, SE emitted from PCMO
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might be captured by water molecules due to dissociative electron attachment. This
results in the generation of negatively charged OH−, O− or H− ions which represent an
additional contribution to charge neutralization. [207] The possible charge neutralization
channels from gas, i.e. ESE capture and charge transfer from negative ions, are
schematically shown in Fig. 4.11. Due to the decay of the electric field outside the
PCMO specimen the neutralization currents of ESE and negative ions are generated
within a finite interaction volume with radius si. It depends on the sample geometry,
sample potential, kinetic energies and mean free paths of the respective particles. Kinetic
energies of ESE and negative ions are small (<5eV). In the following we assume that
ESE and negative ions generated at s > si do not contribute to charge compensation
whereas all ESE and {H2O}− ions generated at s < si are captured by PCMO.
FIG. 4.11 Scheme of the contribution of gas environment to neutralization currents. Inelastic collision
of beam electron with gas molecules leads to ESE emission and generation of positive gas ions (here
helium). ESE as well as negative gas ions due to dissociative electron attachment to water can diffuse to
the sample for distances s < si (gray shaded area), where si denotes the range of the electric field in the
vacuum. The yellow area represents the beam diameter d.
We get a rough estimate of the ESE-yield for He gas pressure p = 0.3 mbar and a
typical ionization cross section σion(Ei) ∼ 10−19 cm2 via
Y ESEHe = ngas · σion(Ei) · 2si ≈ 5 · 10−8 − 10−6 (4.15)
for si in a range of 500 nm - 10 µm. Y ESEHe is only 10−3 − 5 · 10−5 of the SE-yield Y0 of
PCMO. For a beam current of Ip = 11 nA the resulting backflow current in the order of
Ib = 10 fA. Even for much larger si, Ib is much below the SE emission currents. Thus,




Cross sections for dissociative electron attachment are even smaller than for ionization.
Considering for example H2O, σdiss < 10−21 cm2 for ESE energies < 5 eV is more
than 2 orders of magnitude smaller than σion(Ei) ≈ 10−19 cm2 . Moreover, the water
partial pressure is a factor 102 smaller than the He partial pressure. Thus, we can easily
disregard all charge neutralization channels involving H2O and He. [193]
The negligible impact of the gas environment on neutralization of sample charging in
the ETEM seems to be in contradiction to environmental SEM (ESEM), where gas is
used for charge neutralization of insulating samples. In contrast to ETEM, an external
potential between the sample (which is negatively charged due to the absorption of beam
electrons) and the electron detector is applied in ESEM. The applied potential gives
rise to an acceleration of ESE and, thus, a drastic interaction volume between ESE, gas
ions and sample. Furthermore, in environmental SEM the emitted SE’s are accelerated
to the detector which is at positive bias. Thus, they gain kinetic energy leading to
multiple inelastic scattering events of one single SE with gas species and resulting cascade
generation of positively charged gas ions. This cascade effect is absent in TEM. [208]
4.6.7 Neutralization Current from the MgO Back Contact
In order to estimate the contribution to the neutralization current coming from the
nominally insulating MgO section of the TEM lamella clued to the Cu grid by an
electron beam deposited Pt/C mixture, we have measured current-voltage characteristics
using a Nanofactory TEM holder equipped with a piezo-driven Pt/Ir tip for biasing.
The dimensions of the MgO lamella and the PCMO/MgO lamella shown in Fig. 4.8
are comparable, i.e. both have a thickness of 50 nm and a height of about 3 µm. The
height is defined as the distance from the Cu grid back contact to the surface which
can be contacted by the Pt/Ir tip. In the experiment shown in Fig. 4.12, we obtain
a total resistance of R = 109 Ω for ‖U‖ ≤ 1 V. Using the STM holder for resistance
measurements at metallic TEM samples, the contribution of interface and feed line
resistances can be estimated to be in the range of 15 − 20 Ω. Even contact resistance
between the Pt/Ir tip and highly conducting oxides such as Nb:STO is below 100 Ω.
Consequently, we estimate a resistivity of about ρ ≈ 2 · 103 Ωcm for the MgO TEM
lamella which is 12 orders of magnitude smaller than ideal single crystal values of
ρ ≈ 1015 Ωcm. [192] Due to the non-linear current-voltage characteristics, the resistivity
further decreases with increasing voltage.
It is well known that FIB preparation of TEM lamellae induces defects in the MgO,
such as Ga implantation and oxygen vacancies due to atomic displacements. Oxygen
vacancies can act as donors and generate electronic states within the band gap. [209] The




FIG. 4.12 Measurement of the electric characteristics of a MgO TEM lamella prepared by FIB. (a)
Measurement configuration showing the electron transparent MgO, the Pt/Ir tip in contact with the
lamella and the TEM aperture used for defining the illumination area. (b) Current-voltage curve with
blanked beam (black circles), and under illumination (red circles) with a total beam current of I = 10
nA. Inset: Frenkel-Poole fit to the potential dependence of the resistance.
Considering a semi-circular PCMO region of radius R̂ = 200 nm illuminated by a beam
current of Ip = 11 nA, and assuming a beam induced potential of 2 V where the poten-
tial dependent yield is Y (V ) = 0.0015, the balance-of-currents equation 4.7 in the main
manuscript indicates that a neutralization current of In(V ) = 17 pA is sufficient to reach
a stationary state. Using the measured resistivity for MgO would allow for neutralization
currents of the order of In(2V ) ≈ 100 pA in this geometry, which is more than enough to
insure a steady state.
4.6.8 Phase Shift Calculation



















As sketched in Fig. 4.6b, we choose ρ(r′) = ρ0 Sign(y), r′ < R̂, |z| < d/2, where R̂ is the
semi cylinder radius, d its thickness, ρ0 = 2Q/(πR̂2t), Q is the total amount of charge
present within the PCMO region (also equal to the total amount of image charge present
throughout the MgO support). By considering the expansion of 1/|r − r′| in cylindrical
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harmonics, [210] we have after integrating along z and z′:
ϕ(x, y) =























where Jm(x) is a Bessel function of the first kind. The angular integration along θ′ removes
even m’s for symmetry, so that
ϕ(x, y) =















In the exterior region r > R̂ > r′ the integral over the pair of Bessel functions yields a
term proportional to (r′/r)2m+1, which can be integrated along r′ to give the end result


















where we have introduced the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind
U2m(cos θ) = sin [(2m+ 1) θ] / sin θ to maintain a compact notation back in Cartesian
coordinates, defined ϕ0 = eCE/(4πε0) the single electron phase shift constant, equal to
about 9.4 mrad at 300 kV, and measured the total charge in number of electrons: Q = Ne.
To fit the experimental data, we place a second PCMO region centered at x = 2R̂ + ξ,
(see Fig. 4.6b) measuring the gap ξ directly from the experimental data, and evaluate







(x, y0), green-fit, where y0 = 155 nm is the distance from the MgO substrate at which
the experimental green profile was measured. The two free parameters N and R̂ are
then best-fitted as shown in Fig. 4.6e-f, yielding N = 195 and R̂ = 214 nm. Estimating
the measurement uncertainty is very difficult. First of all, the procedure is extremely
geometry- and model-dependent, while in reality the PCMO regions do not resemble
closely semi cylinders, and we are using a rigid volume charge distribution. Therefore,
the pure statistical uncertainty on the measurements (which, thanks to the high SNR
in the data is rather small: <2%) may not be very significant. Furthermore, we have
disregarded two potentially relevant effects: additional PCMO regions outside the field
of view, which, if charged, would add a stray field correction to the measured charge
density, and the perturbation of the reference wave. While these two effects tend to
compensate (stray fields from nearby charged regions would result in a larger measured
charge density, while the perturbation of the reference wave would effectively decrease
it), overall our degree of confidence in the measured value is probably in the 20% range.
The best-fit values are then employed to estimate the resulting beam-induced potential
of the PCMO region. To this purpose, we calculate the potential according to Eq. 4.8,
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and then average it over the hemicylindrical volume. The necessary computational steps
are very similar to those carried out for the phase shift, so we just report the final result:







where VS = Ne/(4πε0R̂) is the potential that would be established if all the measured
charge were distributed over a spherical surface of radius R̂, and the coefficients of the














The capacitance series evaluates numerically without major difficulties to about 1.23, so
that 〈V 〉 = 1.23VS = 1.6 V when N = 195 electrons and R̂ = 214 nm.
Note that, as it generally happens when estimating effective capacitances associated to
rigid charge distributions that are not relaxed in such a way to produce equipotential
surfaces, our result for 〈V 〉 is most likely an overestimate of the real surface potential. For
example, the self-capacitance of a spherical conductor is 4πε0R̂, so that VS = Q/(4πε0R̂),
while the effective capacitance of a uniform charge distribution over a spherical region
of radius R̂, estimated by averaging the resulting electrostatic potential throughout the
spherical volume, is 5/6(4πε0R̂), so that 〈V 〉 = 6/5VS. Therefore, the same amount of
charge Q that results in VS when distributed properly (i.e. uniformly over a spherical
surface, in case of a spherical conductor), results in 1.2VS volume-averaged, if distributed
uniformly over the volume. Furthermore, in calculating the averaged potential we have
assumed that the thickness of the PCMO was much smaller than its radius, corresponding
to neglecting the influence of the lateral surface, lowering further the effective capacitance.
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4.6.9 Oxygen Vacancy Formation and Distribution
FIG. 4.13 Post mortem analysis of the induced changes in the PCMO film after the ETEM experiment
in the 0.3 mbar H2O/He/SiH4 gas mixture. (a) TEM bright field overview image. The yellow circle marks
the position of the electron beam with a flux of 11000 e/Å2s.The diffraction pattern in (b) is recorded
immediately after return to HV mode and shows the initial Pbnm structure with characteristic twinning
, i.e [001] (white arrows) as well as [-110] (green arrows) zone axis (c.f. Fig. 4.8 and associated figure
caption) with a slightly increased fraction of twins with [001] zone axis. (c-d) During the post mortem
study, a 2x2 superstructure starts to develop under the stimulation of the electron beam on a time scale
of several minutes. (c) HRTEM image of the evolved superstructure. (d) The corresponding diffraction
pattern of the area shown in c) reveals a real space doubling of the Pbnm a- and the b-axis. The blue
line in a) marks the region with developed superstructure.
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Figure 4.13 summarizes the formation of a 2x2 superstructure in a PCMO lamella after
exposure to H2O/He/SiH4 and the electron beam. All images were obtained in high
vacuum mode after turning off the gas supply. In Fig. 4.13 the yellow circle marks the
position and size of the electron beam during the presence of H2O/He/SiH4 gas. While
the PCMO crystal structure remains intact at edge regions parallel to ion beam used
in FIB preparation, amorphization is observed at edges perpendicular to the ion beam
(brighter top region above the yellow circle in Fig. 4.13a). Such edges suffer under
strongly enhanced radiation damage during FIB preparation which may result in an
increased instability against electrochemical corrosion during gas and electron exposure.
Those edges are not further considered in the analysis.
Diffraction patterns obtained from the electron and gas exposed region (Fig. 4.13b) do
not reveal any significant changes compared to the initial state, if studied immediately
after re-establishing high vacuum conditions (Fig. 4.13b). The formation of a 2x2 super-
structure is only observed a few minutes after starting the post ETEM characterization
at a flux of 5000 − 25000 e/Å2s (see Fig. 4.13 and d). The superstructure domains
grow under the impact of the high energy electron beam. This phenomenon occurs
only within regions that have been close to the electron beam irradiated area during
the ETEM gas experiment. The blue line in Fig. 4.13a depicts the borderline of the
evolving superstructure domain determined by HRTEM imaging. The image illustrates
the final state after the growth of the superstructure domain has saturated under further
continuous electron beam irradiation. For verification purposes, a crystalline region of
PCMO far away from the reacted regions was exposed to the electron beam for 10 min
with the same electron flux. It did not reveal any superstructure formation and showed
the same stability like virgin PCMO which has been proven to be stable against beam
damage in HV even in STEM/EELS under elevated dose rates as observed in numerous
TEM studies (see e.g. [60, 64]).
Since the superstructures associated with charge order are only formed in the crystallo-
graphic b-direction and are mainly observed at low temperatures, [64] we can attribute
the 2x2 superstructure at room temperatures in regions with reduced Mn valence and
reduced O K pre-edge intensity to oxygen vacancy ordering. Furthermore, the time scale
of superstructure formation under electron bombardment is of several minutes, indicating
that vacancy redistribution is required to form the superstructure.
Water Oxidation vs. Oxygen Vacancy Formation - Catalytic Turnover
The spatial coincidence of areas with increased oxygen vacancy concentrations (exhibiting
2x2 superstructure) and areas exhibiting SiO2−y coverage raises the question, whether
SiO2−y was partially formed by the reduction of the electrode. In the following we give
an estimate of the turnover number RO = NO/NVO , i.e. the number of oxygen atoms NO
in the SiO2−y layer per generated oxygen vacancies NVO in the PCMO crystal. From the
TEM images (Fig. 4.5a), EELS spectroscopy as well as the EDX measurements (Fig.
4.5) we estimate the ratio of the SiO2−y layer thickness covering the PCMO crystal and
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the PCMO thickness to dSi
dPCMO
∼ 0.65. The decrease of the Mn oxidation state to 2.4 as
proved by EELS yields an oxygen deficiency according to Pr0.64Ca0.36MnO3−δ of δ = 0.48.
We can now estimate the number of oxygen vacancies in an arbitrary PCMO volume of
exemplarily cylindrical shape VPCMO = π · r2 · dPCMO to NVO = δ ·
VPCMO
a3
, where a ∼ 3.8
Åis the pseudocubic lattice parameter of PCMO. We can further derive the number of
oxygen atoms NO in the SiO2−yvolume VSi = π · r2 · dSi covering the PCMO cylinder at
both surfaces, NO = (2 − y) · VSib3 with SiO2−y lattice parameter b 3.4 Å. Calculating the
ratio assuming y = 0 yields RO = NONVO =
2·dSi·a3
δ·dPCMO·b3






)3 ∼ 3.8, i.e. almost
two generated SiO2 units per oxygen vacancy in PCMO suggests that water oxidation is
likely to proceed and provide oxygen for SiH4 oxidation. Of course, oxygen deficiency in
the SiO2−y layer (y > 0) reduces RO.
For conventionally prepared polycrystalline PCMO TEM lamellae, catalytic turnover
numbers of about 10 for oxygen evolution have been found. [185] The turnover num-
ber for the PCMO thin film samples is reduced. We attribute this difference to sample
damage such as preformed oxygen vacancies induced by FIB sample preparation. An in-




General Discussion and Summary
In the present thesis Pr1−xCaxMnO3 as a representative of a strongly correlated per-
ovskite manganite has been investigated as electrode material for OER with respect
to the optical properties and the microscopic processes in the active state. These
investigations cover doping and temperature dependent optical absorption spectroscopy,
doping dependent cyclovoltammetry as well as in situ ETEM studies at different water
vapor pressures and electron fluxes where the electron beam has been found to drive
OER by inducing a positive electric potential in the electron irradiated specimen.
In chapter 2 it is shown that the strong electron-lattice coupling in PCMO gives rise
to a broad double-peak structured optical absorption feature in the NIR/VIS range
which originates from excitation between JT split states and photon-assisted polaron
hopping allowing for an extensive absorption in the spectral range of solar light. The
peak shape of the NIR absorption centered at ~ω ∼ 1 − 2 eV proves that the charge
carriers in PCMO are small polarons in a wide doping (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.8) and temperature
range (80 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K).
The evaluation of both peaks in the NIR-VIS absorption band on the basis of adiabatic
small polaron theory [40,109,110] reveals that JT as well as Zener polaron dynamics are
involved in the optical NIR-VIS absorption (Sec. 2.5). The presence of Zener polaron
dynamics suggests a significant contribution of O 2p states to the UVBE in PCMO. This
is confirmed by the non-linear doping trend of the spectral weight and the decreasing
peak energy of the JT transition with increasing doping level (Sec. 2.5.2). For a reliable
interpretation of these trends a doping dependent O 2p contribution to the UVBE has
to be taken into account. Accordingly, the presented results prove that the electronic
structure of PCMO and the polaron character (whether oxygen or manganese dominated)
can be tuned by the doping level.
Referring to the temperature dependence of the optical absorption spectra, cooperative
ordering effects like charge, orbital or magnetic ordering (see Fig.1.2b) in PCMO appear
to have weak impact on the hopping energy as well as on the optical gap. In order
to elucidate the role of cooperative ordering on the lifetime of excited polaron states,
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temperature and time-dependent photoresistance measurements has been performed (see
Appendix, chapter 6). A PCMO thin film sample (x = 0.36) was excited by a laser pulse
with a photon energy of ∼ 1.5 eV, which corresponds to the excitation between JT split
states (cf. Fig. 2.3). The excitation causes a decrease of the PCMO sample resistance
of the order of dR
R
< 3 %, which relaxes on time scales of 1 − 100 µs, depending on the
temperature. These results indicate that polaron excitation from ordered states gives rise
to long lifetimes of photo-excited polaron states. However, the impact of sample heating
and experimental setup on the resistance relaxation could not be conclusively clarified.
For details see Ref. [212].
From the viewpoint of catalysis the optical excitation between JT split states represents
an interband transition with a presumably long-living excited polaronic state which,
in contact with an aqueous electrolyte, may be transferred across the interface. The
enhanced transport mobility under illumination due to photon assisted polaron hopping
might further promote the transport to the interface. However, the photoactivity of
PCMO electrodes for light-driven OER still needs to be carefully investigated. Evidence
that PCMO also works as a photoanode for OER with light as the only driving force has
not been provided in the framework of this thesis.
However, the electrochemical investigations presented in the chapters 3 and 4 clearly
reveal that PCMO electrodes work as electrocatalysts for OER, albeit their OER activity
is poor compared to well-established oxygen evolving electrocatalysts. [2, 213, 214]
Conventional cyclovoltammetry experiments (Sec. 3.2.1 and 3.6.1) demonstrate OER in
aqueous electrolyte at pH=7 at an overpotential of η ≈ 0.3 − 0.4 V (for j = 1 µA/cm2)
with exchange current densities of j0 ∼ 3− 11 nA (Fig. 3.2)1.
The OER activity of PCMO has been also confirmed by in situ ETEM experiments in
a gaseous He/H2O/SiH4 electrolyte. The secondary reaction of sacrificial SiH4 with the
evolved oxygen to SiO2, which deposits as an amorphous layer on at catalytically active
PCMO surfaces, uncovered the proceeding OER.
In the ETEM, the electron beam turned out to drive the OER reaction: Inelastic
interactions of the electron beam with the specimen involve the emission of secondary
electrons. Accordingly, hole charges accumulate within the specimen depending on the
resistance connecting the electrode surface to ground potential. The experiments with
the electrical TEM sample holder (Sec. 3.2.4), the electron holography experiments
combined with electrostatic modeling of the electron beam induced potential as well as
the theoretical considerations based on the secondary electron yield in chapter 4 prove
the emergence of a positive electron beam induced electric potential in PCMO of the
order of 1-2 V.
The stability of the investigated PCMO electrodes in the active state significantly
1Notably, RuO2, Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ or various MnO-compounds representing high-performance
electrodes reveal OER at much lower overpotential of η ∼ 0.25 V with current densities up to mA/cm2.
[2, 213,214]
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depends on the Ca doping level x (Sec. 3.3.4). This is attributed to a correlation between
the electrode stability and the O 2p contribution to the UVBE. Ca-rich (electron-doped)
PCMO samples with enhanced O 2p contribution have reduced thermodynamic stability
and tend to easily incorporate oxygen vacancies, [215–217] which seems facilitate
degradation processes in terms of A-site dissolution and amorphization. OER activity
rapidly decreases if degradation predominates. Hole-doped systems with higher Mn eg
contribution to the UVBE (due to the higher eg-occupation) turned out to be more stable.
The OER activity with respect to the exchange current density and the overpotential
(at j ∼ 1µA/cm2) is highest for intermediate doping levels (Sec. 3.3.1-3.3.3). This
result is to some extent in contradiction to the volcano-relation presented by Suntivich
et al., [2] which predicts the highest OER activity at an eg-occupation with one electron
corresponding to the electronic configuration of PrMnO3. In the considered branch
of their volcano relation the desorption of an intermediate {O,H}-product from the
electrode surface is assumed to be the rate-determining step in OER cycle. Thus, due
to the higher occupation of anti-bonding eg states, the weaker Mn-O bonding strength
in e1g compounds (PrMnO3) compared to e0g compounds (CaMnO3) should give rise to a
higher OER activity. However, the present work as well as other published results [215]
show that CaMnO3 or Ca-rich PCMO has the higher tendency to form oxygen vacancies
(compared to weakly Ca-doped PCMO), which suggests a weaker Mn-O bond and higher
OER activity in Ca-rich PCMO. This trend may be overlaid by the enhanced tendency
of degradation with subsequent OER-deactivation of Ca-rich compounds leading to the
observed activity maximum at intermediate Ca-doping and the decrease of OER activity
for x>̃0.5.
Notably, our result of the highest activity for intermediate doping levels is in accordance
with recently published results by Zaharieva et al. [14] The authors observed that
Ca,Mn,O-based compounds with partly disordered MnO6 units and mixed Mn3+/Mn4+
valence reveal higher OER activity than the related single-valent Mn3+ and Mn4+
compounds. Moreover, the Mn oxidation state of the Mn ions in the Mn-Ca-based OER
complex in the Photosystem II is presumed to alternate between 3+ and 4+ during the
OER reaction cycle. [218–220] This supports our result of maximum OER activity for an
average Mn oxidation between 3+ and 4+.
In analogy to the observations in artificial and natural photosynthesis, the EELS and
XANES results presented in this work (Secs. 3.2.2, 4.3.1, 4.6.3) reveal that the Mn
oxidation state at active PCMO surfaces changes during OER activity. Accordingly,
PCMO provides sufficient flexibility to drive the OER. We attribute the varying Mn
oxidation state in PCMO to the interplay of the generation and annihilation of oxygen
vacancies during OER activity. Oxygen vacancies act as electron donors leading to a
decrease of the Mn oxidation state. However, in contrast to the natural OER mechanism
we observe a change to an Mn oxidation state below 3+ (Secs. 3.2.2 and 4.3.2). This
suggests that Mn2+ ions are involved in catalytically active state of PCMO under the
applied conditions due to an extensive formation of oxygen vacancies. This might be
explained by an imbalance of vacancy generation and annihilation in active PCMO
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regions. In presence of sacrificial SiH4 the retarded vacancy annihilation is probably
caused by the reaction of a portion of the lattice oxygen with SiH4. A comparison of
the oxygen content incorporated in the SiO2 layer with the number of oxygen vacancies
formed in PCMO clearly proves that the SiO2 cover layer is not solely formed by lattice
oxygen and that OER takes place in the ETEM (Secs. 3.2.3 and 4.6.9). Notably,
ETEM experiments at water pressures < 5 µbar2 in absence of sacrificial species, that
captures the evolved oxygen, reveal a healing of TEM sample preparation induced oxygen
vacancies. [221] This also points to the presence of an OER at active PCMO surfaces.
Our observations suggest that OER at PCMO electrode surfaces involves the formation
of oxygen vacancies while the degree of reversibility, i.e. the rate of vacancy annihilation
within the OER cycle, depends on the experimental conditions in the TEM, in particular
the partial pressure of the evolved oxygen in the gas nearby the PCMO surface. The
participation of lattice oxygen in the OER cycle implies a significant O 2p contribution
to the UVBE in PCMO, which is consistent with the optical absorption results. Further-
more, it indicates that oxygen anions are the active surface sites of PCMO electrodes,
which is in confirmation with recent results on Lanthanum and Iron-based perovskite
oxide electrodes by Mueller et al. [29]
Giving a short outlook, Mother Nature teaches us that manganese based electrodes in-
volving an Mn oxidation state between 3+and 4+ during OER have best performance.
PCMO turns out to undergo excessive reduction under OER conditions to an Mn oxi-
dation state < 3+ leading to a restraint of OER activity. Thus, conditions maintaining
an oxidation state between 3+ and 4+ during activity or materials providing higher re-
versibility of oxygen vacancy formation have to be developed and established. Moreover,
careful investigations of the energy dependent photoactivity of PCMO with respect to
OER should tie in with the present work.
2This pure water vapor pressure roughly corresponds to the water partial pressure applied in the ETEM




6.1 Time-Dependent Photoresistance Measurements
Time-dependent resistance measurements after a 5 ns laser pulse has been performed
in collaboration with Nils Folchert at a PCMO (x=0.36) thin film epitaxially grown on
MgO [001] substrate using a wavelength tunable OPO laser (Opolette 355 II) in order to
investigate the lifetime of excited polaron states.
The applied experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.1a (see also explanations in the
FIG. 6.1 a) Scheme of the experimental setup for the time-dependent photoresistance measurements.
The distance information designates the length of the applied coaxial wires which contribute to the
electrical circuit with a capacitance of Ccoax = 100 pF/m. The photo-induced change of the sample
resistance is detected via voltage measurement at an adjustable reference resistor using an oscilloscope
and a source voltage of 1 V. b) R(t)-curves after a 5 ns pump pulse with λ = 870 nm at T = 135 K
and room temperature and simulation according to Eq. 6.1. The inset shows the room temperature
characteristics on a shorter time scale. c) The relaxation times gained from fitting R(t) with Eq. 6.1 at
wave lengths of 410 nm (blue symbols), 585 nm (green symbols) and 870 nm (red symbols) as a function of
temperature. The image is taken from Ref. [212] Obviously, the short term relaxation strongly correlates
with the experimental setup: The dashed line indicates the readjustment to another reference resistance.
figure caption). Fig. 6.1b shows two R(t)-measurements obtained at T = 135 K and room
temperature after a pump pulse with λ = 870 nm. For both temperatures the resistance
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relaxes exponentially with two characteristic time scales.











The relaxation times for different pump wavelengths is presented in Fig. 6.1c. Notably, the
relaxation time strongly depends on the temperature. However, the short term relaxation
with τ2 correlates with the reference resistance and is, thus, considered as a measurement
artifact originating from a parasitic capacitance in the RC circuit. The longer relaxation
time τ1 does not reveal an obvious correlation with the experimental setup and is accord-
ingly regarded as an intrinsic relaxation process of the sample. The strong increase of τ1
with decreasing temperature for T < TCO ∼ 250 K may be attributed to a retardation of
the excited polaron relaxation with emerging charge ordering. Apparently, the measured
relaxation times in the range of 1−100 µs promise very long-living excited polaron states.
However, sample heating and a resistance relaxation due to heat dissipation cannot be
certainly excluded.
If heat dissipation is not the predominant resistance relaxation path, the relaxation time
is expected to significantly depend on the excitation wavelength because time scales of
dipole allowed and partly dipole forbidden recombination processes should be different.
However, this is not observed: the relaxation for different excitation channels, i.e. on-site
JT excitation at λ ∼ 800−900 nm and O 2p→ minority t2g/eg charge transfer transitions
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The latter two articles are published in the peer-reviewed journals Avanced Functional
Materials (chapter 3) and Journal of Physical Chemistry C (chapter 4)1. The first article
compiled in the chapter 2 has been accepted for publication in Physical Review B on
June 12, 2015 and is currently under production. All articles present original research by
the author.
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radiation facility BESSY II Berlin and the Technical University of Denmark) in collab-
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